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ABSTRACT 

LEADERSHIP LEGITIMATION AND POLITICAL INSTABILITY IN U.S. 

INTERVENTIONS 

Angela D. Gill, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2020 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Jack Goldstone 

 

This dissertation assesses the impact of legitimation on political instability where the 

United States intervenes to either support or remove an existing leader. Throughout its 

history, the United States has intervened in other states, often in the name of maintaining 

stability, to protect its interests. However, at the heart of political instability is a crisis of 

legitimacy; therefore, understanding how the United States impacts existing or installed 

leaders’ legitimacy and how this legitimacy impacts political instability is critical for 

future interventions. This dissertation analyzes 179 cases of U.S. leadership intervention 

from 1945-2008 and finds that despite positive advances toward rational and performance 

legitimation and democratization after the intervention, states in which the United States 

removes a leader experience higher levels of instability than failed attempts to remove a 

leader. Cases where the United States successfully supported an existing leader had 

significant increases in democratization and saw a decrease in instability over time. The 
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quantitative analyses are complemented by cases studies of interventions in Chile (1960s-

1980s), Iraq (2003-2011), and Afghanistan (2001-present) to highlight specific strategies 

the United States takes to build or undermine legitimacy and how these efforts impact 

political instability. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE “X FACTOR” 

In his book, Why Vietnam Matters, Rufus Philipps relays an anecdote about a 

conversation between then-General Lansdale and Secretary of Defense McNamara 

regarding evaluating progress against the Vietcong insurgency. When Secretary 

McNamara asks for Lansdale’s thoughts, Lansdale replies that he was missing a column 

for what might be called “the x factor,” which represented the feelings of the Vietnamese 

people – without understanding “the x factor,” all the other evaluation factors would be 

“false and misleading.”1 At the heart of the “x factor” is legitimacy: the degree to which 

the state, its institutions, leaders, and values align with the populations’ values and 

expectations. We can track how many schools the government builds, how many miles of 

road it constructs, how many hours of electricity it provides, and how many insurgents it 

imprisons, but unless we understand how the people feel about the appropriateness of 

their leaders and institutions, we will inevitably miss a key factor. As Lipset notes, 

systems that are highly effective, but lack legitimacy are more unstable than those with 

greater legitimacy but poorer performance. 2  

 
1 Rufus Philipps, Why Vietnam Matters: An Eyewitness Account of Lessons Not 

Learned (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2008). 

2 Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Man: The Social Bases of Politics, Expanded 

(Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981)., p. 64. 
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Legitimacy crises, therefore, are a primary factor in causes of internal conflict and 

political instability, as elements in a population clash with each other and the 

government, often in violent ways, to affect desired changes. In U.S. interventions, the 

United States has a potential to impact both sides of the legitimacy crisis. It can 

exacerbate the crisis by interfering in the natural, organic process by which legitimate 

leaders might emerge. On the other hand, in an ongoing crisis, the United States has the 

ability to provide vital support to leaders trying to build legitimacy and institutions, 

thereby potentially quelling the crisis.  

Indeed, scholars and practitioners consistently underscore the importance of 

legitimacy and building the legitimacy of the host-nation government in a range of 

intervention operations such as counterinsurgency, stability operations, state-building, 

and peacebuilding. For example, the U.S. military highlights building and/or sustaining 

the legitimacy of the host nation government as paramount for successful operations in its 

counterinsurgency, stability operations, and joint operations manuals, indicating that for 

the military, legitimacy is a key concern across the spectrum of all operations.3 Yet, while 

intuitively scholars and practitioners know the legitimacy of the state, government, and 

even mission is critical, we understand less about the how the legitimation of leaders or 

regimes plays a role in the eventual stability of the state. Furthermore, when a powerful 

third party, such as the United States, intervenes either on behalf of or against a regime, 

 
3 United States Army et al., The U.S. Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency 

Field Manual, 1 edition (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2007); US Army, The 

U.S. Army Stability Operations Field Manual (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan 

Press, 2009), https://usacac.army.mil/cac2/repository/FM307/FM3-07.pdf. 
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we understand even less about the ramifications in terms of its role in legitimating or 

sometimes delegitimating the regime and its future political stability. This dissertation 

takes a first step at understanding these dynamics by compiling data on U.S. efforts to 

support or overthrow regimes, how the leaders of those regimes attempted to justify their 

rule, and whether or not political instability ensued in the years following the 

intervention. It combines data on regime legitimation strategies and political instability in 

the form of adverse regime changes, ethnic and revolutionary wars, and occurrences of 

genocide and politicide, and tracks changes in legitimation and instability in cases where 

the United States intervenes.4 To my knowledge, it is the first study to analyze the full 

range of U.S. interference: overt and covert, regime maintenance and overthrow, and 

successes and failures. 

The Questions 

This dissertation asks three main questions: what types of leaders and regimes 

does the United States support and oppose; how does the United States work to try to 

help legitimate the leaders it intervenes on behalf of; and how does the leader’s 

legitimation strategy impact the stability of the state?  

Ultimately, I expect the United States to intervene on behalf of or against leaders 

who use the least stable forms of legitimation, and I expect the United States to help 

 
4 I use data from the Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) dataset for regime types 

and regime legitimation strategies, Political Instability Task Force (PITF) State Failure 

Problem Set for episodes of political instability, and compile cases of U.S. interventions 

from current studies in the field. I explain the details of the data and sources in Chapter 

Four.  
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strengthen leaders’ legitimation by helping supported or replaced leaders move toward 

those types of legitimation strategies it perceives to be more stable (i.e. legitimation 

strategies focusing on legality or good performance).  

The Importance of Regime Legitimacy to U.S. Foreign Policy 

The United States has had significant experience intervening to affect the 

leadership in other states, both historically and into the present. At times, it seeks to 

bolster a regime’s strength to prevent its downfall, other times it actively works to 

remove a regime it sees as a current or future threat, and sometimes it embarks on a 

mission to rebuild the state with completely new institutions. Before World War II, the 

United States frequently intervened in states in Central and South America and the 

Caribbean, such as in Nicaragua in 1909, 1910, and 1926; Honduras in 1911, and the 

Dominican Republic in 1912, 1914, and 1916: installing leaders to secure its economic 

and national security interests.5 It also completely built the states of Cuba and the 

Philippines after the Spanish-American War of 1898, with the goal of producing friendly, 

stable, democratic states.6 After World War II, it worked to restore governments in exile 

that were defeated by the Germans and Japanese, such as the Netherlands, and it 

 
5 Alexander B. Downes and Jonathan Monten, “Forced to Be Free?: Why 

Foreign-Imposed Regime Change Rarely Leads to Democratization,” International 

Security 37, no. 4 (2013): 90–131, https://doi.org/10.1162/ISEC_a_00117. 

6 Luis Aguilar, “Cuba, c. 1860-c. 1930,” in Cuba: A Short History, ed. Leslie 

Bethell, The Cambridge History of Latin America (New York, NY: Cambridge 

University Press, 1993); Ronald Dolan, ed., Philippines : A Country Study, 4th ed., Area 

Handbook Series (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1993), 

https://www.loc.gov/item/92039812/. 
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embarked on three of the most successful state-building missions in modern history by 

overseeing the complete reconstruction of West Germany, Japan, and South Korea. It has 

also been involved in nearly every peacebuilding mission undertaken by the United 

Nations (UN) since the organization’s inception, to include many multi-dimensional 

missions that specifically involve significant state and institution-building elements.7  

Recently, of course, it undertook both regime change and statebuilding operations 

in Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq (2003), regime change in Libya (2011), and attempted 

regime change in Syria (2014). Even the relatively recent acts of publicly denying the 

legitimacy of the Venezuelan government under Nicolás Maduro in 2019 and meeting 

with the Tibetan government in exile in 2020 represent the types of interference the 

United States undertakes that can help or hinder a government’s legitimation.8 In short, 

these types of missions have long held importance for the United States and are likely to 

continue to be an integral part of its foreign and national security policy, particularly 

given the U.S. recognition of failing and fragile states as a significant national security 

risk. Therefore, when the United States intervenes in other states, either to help maintain 

a state’s power, overthrow a regime and install a new one, or build a state from the 

ground-up, and whether for purely national interests or humanitarian ones, it inevitably 

 
7 Ian Johnstone and Ethan Corbin, “Introduction – The US Role in Contemporary 

Peace Operations: A Double-Edged Sword?,” International Peacekeeping, March 5, 

2008, https://doi.org/10.1080/13533310701879845. 

8 To be sure, rhetoric alone does not constitute active intervention. However, 

rhetoric and, especially, international recognition can powerfully impact how regimes 

justify their rule and the reception of these justifications both domestically and 

internationally. 
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impacts the state’s stability and the stability of its resulting institutions. Ultimately, we 

need a better understanding of this process and how the United States can work to 

improve it. As Fukuyama reminds us, “Strengthening these [weak] states through various 

forms of nation-building is a task that has become vital to international security but is one 

that few developed countries have mastered. Learning to do statebuilding better is thus 

central to the future of world order.”9  

This dissertation contributes to the field by analyzing the types of leaders the 

United States supports, the role the United States plays in building or weakening leaders’ 

legitimacy, and how legitimation affects a state’s political stability. I find that the United 

States does intervene to support leaders who use the least stable forms of legitimation, 

though when it seeks to remove a leader, the legitimation patterns vary. In cases where 

the United States intervened successfully, leaders do show theoretically positive changes 

toward more stable types of legitimation strategies and more democratic regime types. 

However, these changes are only met with decreases in instability in cases of successful 

support to existing leaders. Furthermore, regression analysis shows liberal democracies 

significantly increasing the likelihood of political instability, which highlights important 

policy considerations for building and modifying institutions in fragile and failing states. 

Below, I outline the remainder of the dissertation. 

 
9 Francis Fukuyama, State-Building: Governance and World Order in the 21st 

Century, Messenger Lectures (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004)., p. 120. 
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Dissertation Roadmap 

In the next chapter, I will discuss some of the main bodies of literature in the field 

and some of the current gaps in both empirical research and our theoretical understanding 

of legitimacy that this dissertation hopes to address. This dissertation engages theories in 

conflict, legitimacy, intervention, and statebuilding, each of which offers essential 

elements to our understanding of why states experience internal conflict in the first place 

and why others intervene. I also consider how states build legitimacy, the commonly 

understood results of U.S. interventions, and the current arguments regarding how to do 

statebuilding better. Given the existing gaps in the literature, I set out the research 

questions this dissertation will address. 

In Chapter Three, I outline a theoretical framework for how legitimacy crises and 

leadership legitimation are intricately connected. I also argue that the United States can 

either spur a legitimacy crisis or prevent one depending on the nature and timing of its 

intervention. I conclude the chapter by detailing the scope and limitations of the study. 

In Chapter Four, I present my methodology for analyzing what types of leaders 

the United States supports and how legitimation impacts political instability. I provide a 

detailed description of the data and methods I use.  

Chapters Five and Six present the results of the quantitative analysis. In the fifth 

chapter I explain the trends in U.S. leadership support and overthrow of foreign regimes, 

and I look at the trajectories of changes in legitimation and regime types during and after 

the intervention. I also highlight differences in strategic eras by breaking out some of 

these findings across different time periods. In the sixth chapter, I address trends in 
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political instability in the wake of U.S. interventions. I also build on the Political 

Instability Task Force’s (PITF) model for predicting political instability to understand 

how legitimation strategies impact the likelihood of political instability.  

In Chapter Seven, I draw attention to two main types of U.S. interventions: those 

where the United States intervened in a well-established system to protect its interests 

and those where the United States built a system from scratch. I compile archival data 

with secondary sources and interviews to produce mini-case studies that reveal how the 

United States sought to legitimate and delegitimate various leaders in Chile through the 

1960s-1980s, and how the United States attempted to legitimate both the leaders and 

institutions in its statebuilding missions in Iraq and Afghanistan. I find that international 

recognition, in general, and specifically U.S. recognition, plays an important and 

undervalued role in both types of interventions. 

Finally, in the last chapter I summarize my overall theory with respect to both the 

quantitative and qualitative findings. I conclude by arguing that the United States has had 

a positive effect in terms of legitimation and democratization in both cases of support and 

opposition to existing leaders. However, its roles in preventing or fomenting legitimacy 

crises often lead to new episodes of instability and only cases of successful support saw 

reduced instability in the ten years following the intervention. Furthermore, while 

legitimacy is a complex notion, leadership legitimation is an important element worthy of 

future study. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This dissertation uses extant work across legitimacy, conflict, peace and 

statebuilding, and U.S. interventions. This chapter will focus on the relevant work in each 

of those fields and reveal current gaps in the literature, meriting this study. Ultimately, 

while the work in these fields is strong, a considerable gap exists in understanding the 

role of leadership legitimation in the stability of the state as well as the role of third-party 

intervention in the legitimation efforts. 

Legitimacy 

Scholars analyze the sources of state legitimacy through a variety of lenses. 

Overall, political science scholars commonly recognize four sources of legitimacy: 

process, performance, beliefs/values, and international recognition.10 Gilley explains that 

there are five main schools of thought: particularistic, sociological, developmental, 

democratic, and bureaucratic; while Call identifies three internal sources (embedded, 

performance, and process) but also acknowledges external sources such as international 

recognition.11 However, the definitions of each correspond well with each other 

regardless of their names. For example, Gilley’s “sociological” and Call’s “embedded” 

 
10 Ruby Dagher, “Legitimacy and Post-Conflict State-Building: The Undervalued 

Role of Performance Legitimacy,” Conflict, Security & Development 18, no. 2 (March 4, 

2018): 85–111, https://doi.org/10.1080/14678802.2018.1447860.  

11 Bruce Gilley, The Right to Rule: How States Win and Lose Legitimacy (New 

York, NY: Columbia University Press, 2009); Charles T. Call, Why Peace Fails: The 

Causes and Prevention of Civil War Recurrence (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown 

University Press, 2012). 
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both explain legitimacy in terms of beliefs and values or the social conditions giving rise 

to feelings about the state. Developmental, bureaucratic, and performance all essentially 

track how well the state governs either in terms of delivering state services and/or the 

ability to provide material well-being. Democratic and process explain the inputs to state 

institutions and actions and how appropriate citizens perceive them to be. Call goes one 

step further and delineates vertical legitimacy from horizontal legitimacy.12 He notes that 

horizontal legitimacy explains how different groups relate to the government and to each 

other; whereas vertical legitimacy explains how appropriate the state is in its overall 

functioning, including how the state chooses its leaders.13 Vertical legitimacy, then, 

includes process and performance; while, horizontal legitimacy is more sociological. 

Horizontal legitimacy becomes increasingly important in crises of legitimacy, which I 

will address in the next chapter. 

Often, the studies in this field focus mostly on the legitimacy of the state rather 

than a particular leader. For example, Gilley develops a model for measuring state 

legitimacy based on three factors: legality, justification, and acts of consent.14 Likewise, 

Marshall and Goldstone develop a state fragility index based on measures of 

effectiveness and legitimacy. They note that “to achieve maximum stability a regime 

 
12 Call, Why Peace Fails, 2012. 

13 Call. 

14 Bruce Gilley, “The Meaning and Measure of State Legitimacy: Results for 72 

Countries,” European Journal of Political Research 45, no. 3 (May 1, 2006): 499–525, 

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1475-6765.2006.00307.x. 
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must both carry out the tasks expected of a competent government, and maintain 

legitimacy by being perceived as just and fair in the manner it carries out those tasks.”15 

They use measures of legitimacy across security, political, economic, and social aspects 

to develop an overall legitimacy score, which when combined with the overall 

effectiveness score produces an index of state fragility. Both of these studies produce 

important ways of measuring the degree of legitimacy of the state but do not address the 

type of legitimacy, nor do they assess the legitimacy of individual leaders, which may 

have important implications for the stability of the state, the institutions being built, and 

the effects of intervention. Additionally, both of these studies include measures of 

performance as part of the measure of legitimacy. While performance is one aspect of 

legitimacy, it does not address legitimacy based on other factors such as values, religion, 

ethnicity, or tradition, which may be better addressed by typology rather than degree. As 

Fitzsimmons notes, “good governance is not the only plausible basis for claims to 

legitimacy among contending political factions…claims to legitimacy may rest primarily 

on the identity of who governs, rather than on how whoever governs governs.”16 

[emphasis in original] Indeed, Lipset, too, explains that systems that are highly effective 

but lack legitimacy are more unstable than states with greater legitimacy but relatively 

 
15 Monty G Marshall and Jack A. Goldstone, “Global Report on Conflict, 

Governance and State Fragility 2007,” Foreign Policy Bulletin 17, no. 1 (January 1, 

2007): 3–21., pp. 13-14.  

16 Michael Fitzsimmons, “Hard Hearts and Open Minds? Governance, Identity 

and the Intellectual Foundations of Counterinsurgency Strategy,” Journal of Strategic 

Studies 31, no. 3 (June 1, 2008): 337–65, https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390802024692., 

p. 338. 
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ineffective.17 Thus, while effectiveness can be an integral part of legitimacy, it may be 

insufficient on its own.  

Call’s work on conflict and legitimacy analyzes why peacebuilding efforts fail. 

He finds that states that have peacebuilding agreements that are exclusionary or that 

renege on inclusionary terms are more likely to experience renewed hostilities. However, 

while political opposition and/or warring parties may need to be included in the future 

system to avoid conflict recurrence, who leads the process and how they incorporate 

factions likely has important implications for the future institutions. When does 

supporting the leaders of the warring parties turn into really just supporting the local 

warlord, and when does that start to backfire in terms of stability? For example, Mashal 

reports that former Afghan president, Hamid Karzai, asked General Abizaid why the 

United States was supporting warlords who were causing his government trouble.18 

While supporting these warlords was no doubt an attempt to politically accommodate 

rival factions in the hope of fortifying a new stable state, it certainly had important 

ramifications for how emerging institutions were manipulated to balance power. Thus 

more research on the legitimacy of particular leaders is necessary to understand how such 

leaders help or hinder political stability. 

 
17 Lipset, Political Man. 

18 Mujib Mashal, “After Karzai,” The Atlantic, 2014, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/07/after-karzai/372294/. 
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Statebuilding 

In analyzing the legitimacy of states or state building operations, many scholars 

highlight either the performance of the state or the process of selecting leaders. The 

statebuilding literature addresses leadership specifically and how it can function to create 

both. For example, Myerson argues that leadership is an essential function of state 

building.19 He applies moral hazard and credible commitment to argue that leaders rise to 

power by building a reputation for “reliably distributing patronage benefits to loyal 

supporters.”20 Thus a key missing component when assessing the legitimacy of the state 

or institutions is the legitimacy of the leaders responsible for building or maintaining 

these institutions. Fukuyama’s assessment of state administration similarly notes that 

leaders are responsible for creating norms through both rules and regulations and also 

“the force of their example and personalities.”21 Thus, building a state with non-existent 

or problematic leaders (such as warlords in Somalia, organized crime in Kosovo, or war 

criminals in Bosnia) can bring the norms of the dysfunctional group into the 

organization.22 While there may be no other way around including these groups in order 

 
19 Roger B. Myerson, “Toward a Theory of Leadership and State Building,” 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 108, no. Supplement 4 (December 27, 

2011): 21297–301, https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1019397108. 

20 Myerson., p. 21297 

21 Fukuyama, State-Building., p. 66. 

22 Fukuyama; James Dobbins et al., America’s Role in Nation-Building: From 

Germany to Iraq. (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2003). 
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to consolidate peace, it becomes crucial to help rebuilding states account for these 

dynamics when designing effective institutions. 

Just as leaders help create the eventual process of the state and its institutions, 

they also manage the performance of the aid organizations and the transition to a fully 

sovereign state. Ghani and Lockhart note that myriad organizations and actors descend on 

a state in the aftermath of conflict, and “only national leadership can align these forces.”23 

Indeed, lessons from Dobbins et al.’s assessment of U.S.-led nation-building operations 

show that officials found it difficult to completely dismantle existing structures because 

of the necessity to efficiently distribute services, which essentially required working with 

at least low-level leaders.24 Additionally, in cases such as Kosovo and Somalia where no 

central authority existed and Bosnia, where the Dayton accords created a weak central 

authority and early elections brought war-time leaders back to power, enforcing 

agreements, reconciling parties, and coordinating efforts between leaders and intervening 

organizations became difficult (and impossible in the case of Somalia).25 Thus the 

presence of legitimate leaders can certainly help the state develop institutions capable of 

providing services and by a process that citizens deem appropriate and right (i.e. 

legitimate). However, what happens when leaders do not rise to power naturally, as 

Myerson argues, but rather a powerful third-party intervenes on their behalf to empower 

 
23 Ashraf Ghani and Clare Lockhart, Fixing Failed States: A Framework for 

Rebuilding a Fractured World (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2008). 

24 Dobbins et al., America’s Role in Nation-Building: From Germany to Iraq. 

25 Dobbins et al. 
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them? Moreover, what happens when a third-party empowers relatively unknown leaders 

who then have to balance power among leaders who did rise to power in a more organic 

way? 

Intervention 

Another relevant group of literature analyzes the effects of intervention and 

presents mixed findings in terms of a range of possible goals such as democratization, 

closer relationships with the United States, and liberalization, for example. Bueno de 

Mesquita and Downs look specifically at U.S. interventions and show negative results in 

terms of democratization, arguing the United States has little incentive to seek democratic 

transition because it would hamper the ability to promote U.S. interests.26 Similarly, 

Berger et al.’s analysis of super power interventions during the Cold War shows declines 

in democracy in the short- and medium-term for U.S. interventions, in particular, with 

longer interventions impacting the decline to a larger degree.27 Levin’s analysis of 

electoral intervention, specifically, suggests similar results.28 On the other hand, Peceny 

shows moderately successful effects when U.S. administrations specifically promote 

 
26 Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and George W. Downs, “Intervention and 

Democracy,” International Organization 60, no. 3 (July 2006): 627–49, 

https://doi.org/10.1017/S0020818306060206. 

27 Daniel Berger et al., “Do Superpower Interventions Have Short and Long Term 

Consequences for Democracy?,” Journal of Comparative Economics, Symposium in 

Honor of Thrainn Eggertson, 41, no. 1 (February 1, 2013): 22–34, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jce.2013.01.004. 

28 Dov H. Levin, “When the Great Power Gets a Vote: The Effects of Great 

Power Electoral Interventions on Election Results,” International Studies Quarterly 60, 

no. 2 (June 1, 2016): 189–202, https://doi.org/10.1093/isq/sqv016. 
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liberal policies.29 Similarly, other studies analyze what happens after foreign-imposed 

regime change, either in terms of internal dynamics, such as democratization or civil war, 

or international relations, such as regional peace or belligerence.30  

Lindsey O’Rourke’s analysis of U.S.-backed regime change during the Cold War 

asks why and when states choose regime change as a method of achieving its interests 

rather than what the consequences were. She notes that during the Cold War, the United 

States attempted 69 cases of regime change, 63 of which were conducted covertly and six 

overtly.31 She argues that for a state to consider regime change as an option rather than 

other coercive measures on an issue by issue basis there are two necessary, albeit 

insufficient, prerequisites: first, there must be an entrenched and irreconcilable set of 

differences; and second, “the intervening state must identify a plausible alternative 

 
29 Mark Peceny, Democracy at the Point of Bayonets (University Park, PA: 

Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999). 

30 See for example, Downes and Monten, “Forced to Be Free?”, Andrew J. 

Enterline and J. Michael Greig, “Beacons of Hope? The Impact of Imposed Democracy 

on Regional Peace, Democracy, and Prosperity,” The Journal of Politics 67, no. 4 

(November 2005): 1075–98; Lindsey A. O’Rourke, “Covert Calamities: American-

Backed Covert Regime Changes and Civil War,” Canadian Foreign Policy Journal 23, 

no. 3 (September 2, 2017): 232–45, https://doi.org/10.1080/11926422.2017.1359643; 

Andrew J. Enterline and J. Michael Greig, “Perfect Storms?: Political Instability in 

Imposed Polities and the Futures of Iraq and Afghanistan,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 

52, no. 6 (December 1, 2008): 880–915, https://doi.org/10.1177/0022002708323796. 

31 Lindsey A. O’Rourke, “Secrecy and Security: U.S.-Orchestrated Regime 

Change during the Cold War” (Ph.D., United States -- Illinois, The University of 

Chicago, 2013), 

http://search.proquest.com/docview/1426387877/abstract/427835750AA14260PQ/1. 
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government to the one it is trying to overthrow.”32 Additionally, O’Rourke gives two 

potential criteria for a plausible alternative, relative strength compared to the target 

regime, which means ideally it would have both the capacity to govern and preexisting 

support from the population; and, most importantly, shared interests with the intervening 

state.33 Preexisting support from the population and the capacity to govern hint at 

legitimacy and indicate that U.S. officials do consider legitimacy in their choices. 

However, what is lacking from this analysis is whether and how different types of 

legitimacy affect the outcome, and from which groups within the population the United 

States is prioritizing preexisting support. That is, “preexisting support from the 

population” is a broad statement that does not consider the dynamics of multiple groups, 

which leaves open the possibility of legitimacy crises. 

The breadth of studies on interventions is fruitful, but many studies focus on a 

narrower element of interventions such as regime change specifically or overt military 

interventions specifically. O’Rourke’s and Berger et al.’s studies examine both covert 

and overt operations but focus solely on the Cold War period. Additionally O’Rourke, for 

example, focuses only on regime change operations, while Berger et al. encompasses 

regime change and maintenance but only successful cases. Thus, we lack a complete 

picture with respect to the types of leaders and regimes the United States supports or 

opposes. Furthermore, though the literature is relatively strong in its discussion of 

 
32 O’Rourke., p. 28. 

33 O’Rourke. 
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legitimacy in state building and the effects of intervention, a significant gap exists in 

explaining the intervening countries’ role in the legitimacy crisis. While, O’Rourke 

cogently outlines why countries pursue regime change and the effects of it and Call 

identifies moments when third parties have the opportunity to help states develop 

inclusionary agreements, a significant gap remains in answering why third parties choose 

to support the leaders they do, and how their legitimacy or lack thereof impacts political 

stability. 

Two studies bridge this gap somewhat. Kailitz recategorizes classic regime 

typologies based on common patterns of legitimation and looks at regime durability.34 

His analysis is compelling, but wrapping legitimation into the type of regime complicates 

the relationship between instability and legitimacy because it cannot account for changes 

in legitimation when the regime type stays constant. Another work that directly addresses 

the third party’s potential role in legitimacy is Lake’s argument regarding the 

statebuilder’s dilemma, which regards the conflict between what the leader can do for the 

state versus what the intervener expects in terms of their own interests.35 Essentially, the 

trade-off between legitimacy and loyalty creates a situation whereby an intervener is 

unlikely to expend the resources necessary for truly successful statebuilding unless it 

suits their interests. However, if it does suit their interests, they are far more likely to 

 
34 Steffen Kailitz, “Classifying Political Regimes Revisited: Legitimation and 

Durability,” Democratization 20, no. 1 (January 1, 2013): 39–60, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13510347.2013.738861. 

35 David A. Lake, The Statebuilder’s Dilemma: On the Limits of Foreign 

Intervention (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2016). 
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favor a leader who is loyal to them regardless of the leader’s legitimacy in the country. 

Only in cases where the interests of the target population align with the intervening state, 

does loyalty over legitimacy work. Unfortunately, as the United States later found out 

after their extensive experiences in Latin America in the early 1900s, the preference for 

loyalty leads to disgruntled populations, meaning loyalty over legitimacy only works in 

the short-term.  

Certainly, as Lake admits, the balance between loyalty and legitimacy is not 

always one-sided. Indeed, after the Cold War especially, the United States has recognized 

legitimacy as a goal in and of itself; however, how they weigh the trade-off, how 

subsequent actions help legitimate a leader, and how this legitimation affects stability has 

yet to be studied comprehensively. 

This dissertation fills that gap by asking the following research questions: 

1. What types of leaders and regimes does the United States support and oppose? 

a. How does the legitimation of these leaders impact political instability? 

2. How does interference on behalf of or against a leader impact political 

instability? 

a. Does the United States tend to get ahead of impending instability or 

react to it? 

b. Do successful interventions change the course of political instability? 

3. How does the United States work to help legitimate or delegitimate leaders it 

intervenes on behalf of or against? 

 

file:///E:/dissertation/Angela%20Gill_Dissertation%20proposal.docx%23_ftn2
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Legitimacy and crises of legitimacy can be the defining elements of whether a 

leader or regime safely remains in power or a state dissolves into chaos. Therefore, 

clearly defining legitimacy and understanding the nature of legitimacy crises is essential 

to understand regime stability. I define legitimacy as the degree to which a population 

views the leader or regime in power as right and appropriate. What does it mean to be 

right and appropriate? Much of this definition depends on context, but we can witness 

legitimacy when most groups within a population willingly abide by the rules set forth by 

the leader or regime. Thus, consent is an important element of legitimacy; yet teasing out 

consent from coercion is undeniably difficult, particularly for regimes who predominately 

use coercive measures to remain in power. Therefore, I will be using a related concept of 

legitimacy, which is legitimation. Legitimation is the way in which regimes become 

legitimate and includes the actions, messages, and rationales used to justify the leader’s 

or group’s right to rule. Using legitimation rather than legitimacy enables me to 

understand the type of leader and the sources of legitimation the leader uses without 

judging the degree to which the population considers the leader legitimate. In essence, it 

tells me about the leader without the need to separate how willingly the population 

abides. Both are intimately related; therefore, I will present each concept below. 

Leadership and Legitimacy 

As discussed in the previous chapter, state legitimacy derives from a number of 

sources: process, performance, values, and international recognition are four main types 
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that scholars recognize. In particular, scholars and practitioners often pay significant 

attention to process and performance in terms of statebuilding and peacebuilding. Yet, 

ignoring or undervaluing other types of legitimacy may be a disservice to both the fields 

and practices of state- and peacebuilding because they could be significant elements in 

the state’s legitimacy or they could interact with process or performance, which could 

change the dynamic of the theorized ways they work. Moreover, focusing only on state 

legitimacy without also acknowledging the legitimacy of leaders misses a potentially 

crucial component. Leaders build the state and manage the institutions; therefore, we 

need to understand how the legitimacy of leaders affects this process, both in cases where 

states underwent conflict and turmoil and in cases where they did not. If we go back to 

Weber, we can glean three ways leaders derive legitimacy.  

Legitimacy According to Weber 

Weber’s first depiction of legitimacy is through his analysis of bureaucracy. In it 

he describes bureaucracy as having a “rational character,” which means it is based on 

rules, laws, and predictable processes.36 This legal authority is connected to the function 

of the office itself and is “fixed by rationally established norms, by enactments, decrees, 

and regulations…,” rather than through the individual person or a traditionally-derived 

transfer of authority via a previously ordered connection, such as primogeniture.37 This 

type of legitimacy often involves strong constitutional frameworks governing how 

 
36 H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, eds., From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology 

(New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1946). 

37 Gerth and Mills., p. 299. 
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leaders come to be in power and what they can do once in office. I associate this type of 

legitimacy most closely with process, in that it represents a legally defined system of 

choosing leaders. Thus, if the United States was attempting to support a leader through a 

legal-rational basis, I would expect to see meddling through the already established 

institutions. We might observe election tampering, support for a particular candidate’s 

campaign or against a rival’s campaign, support for an existing leader to change the 

electoral or institutional rules, and other similar behaviors. U.S. interventions in Italy 

throughout the Cold War highlight support to leaders through a rational mechanism. 

The second form of legitimacy, according to Weber, is based on tradition. This 

form constitutes monarchies, tribal leadership, and clerical-based rule. However, if we 

are looking at more modern definitions of legitimacy, it can also include values that 

harken to these types of messages. Religious messaging or a call to conserve or restore 

past ways or morals are also potential avenues for leaders to garner legitimacy from a 

population. If the United States is supporting a traditional leader, we would expect them 

to back leaders either in one of these traditional positions, such as a monarch, or a leader 

who calls for a restoration of past order. The 1953 ouster of the democratically elected 

Prime Minister Mohammed Mossadegh in Iran while backing an increase in power for 
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the Shah demonstrates support based on traditional legitimacy.38 Likewise, keeping the 

Japanese emperor in power during Japan’s post-World War II reconstruction is another 

example of the United States supporting a traditional leader in order to further its 

mission. 

Both legal-rational authority and traditionalist authority sit in stark contrast to a 

third form of legitimacy: charisma. Weber explains that authority based on charisma is 

given to a particular person or leader, based on that person’s individual actions rather 

than existing norms. Additionally, the charismatic leader must constantly prove his worth 

to maintain his authority, or according to Weber, try to routinize his authority through 

either tradition or legality, meaning that charismatic legitimacy, on its own, is likely the 

least stable because eventually charisma wears off. Generally, then, charisma is the least 

effective source of legitimacy in the long-term but still can be a persuasive source in the 

shorter term. Support for this type of leader would highlight the individual himself with 

disregard for the norms or institutions already established. Additionally, it might include 

support for a revolutionary leader who is gaining support through individual action.  

 
38 Interestingly, the Shah’s legitimacy as a traditional leader is somewhat notional. 

While Iran did have a history of dynasties, the Pahlavi dynasty only began in 1925 when 

Reza Khan (Mohammed Reza Pahlavi’s father) deposed the Qajar dynasty and gave 

himself the traditional title “Shah.” Allied troops forced his abdication in favor of 

Mohammed Reza in 1941. See Glenn E. Curtis and Eric Hooglund, eds., Iran: A Country 

Study, Fifth (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 2008). This type of pseudo-

legitimacy is actually fairly common in U.S. leadership support, with U.S. 

decisionmakers consistently misunderstanding or disregarding the dynamics among 

various groups, the leaders the United States supports, and, importantly, their complex 

relationships with other countries. I explore these themes further in the case studies 

(Chapter 7). 
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Beyond Weber 

As I discussed in the previous chapter, scholars often discuss state legitimacy, but 

we can apply these same concepts to leaders and the ways in which they derive 

legitimacy. For example, Charles Call describes three internal ways a state derives 

legitimacy: embedded, which happens due to prior state formation or historical forces; 

performance, which reflects how well the state delivers expected services; and process, 

which is how the population perceives the state’s institutions, rules, procedures, etc.39 

These are ways the state derives legitimacy, but we can also apply them to leaders. For 

example, embedded legitimacy can track similarly with traditional legitimacy in that 

long-standing monarchs or empires continue because of embedded systems. Indeed, 

Tannenberg et al. explain Weber’s traditional legitimacy by noting that rulers are 

appointed based on established customs, which are “embedded in the natural cycle of life, 

religious practice, and communal/social life and organization, or all three.”40 Granted, 

embedded legitimacy can track with other types of legitimacy too. For example, the state 

formation of the United States played an integral role in developing the constitution, 

which gives U.S. leaders process or legal-rational legitimacy. Likewise, we have 

certainly seen revolutions, coups, and institutional changes to reflect a more process-

oriented system in many countries that previously had monarchies, emperors, and czars. 

 
39 Call, Why Peace Fails, 2012. 

40 Marcus Tannenberg et al., “Regime Legitimation Strategies (RLS) 1900 to 

2018,” V-Dem Working Papers, 2019:86, 2019, https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3378017. 
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Nevertheless, tradition often has a significant pull for a nation, and leaders can derive 

legitimacy from the historical ways the state has chosen leaders.  

Likewise, state performance directly accords with leaders’ performance. After all, 

the state is not a nameless, self-functioning entity. People run the state, and therefore, 

leader performance is an extension of state performance and vice versa. Leaders that 

effectively run organizations and secure delivery of essential government services can 

make a direct argument to the population that they can get the job done. Leaders who are 

feckless or mired in corruption that disrupts their ability to deliver services may have a 

harder time appealing to a good performance argument.  

Similarly, process legitimacy of the state directly reflects process legitimacy of a 

leader. If the state has a system of rules, procedures, and institutions, then to the extent 

these apply to the selection and behavior of leaders, these legitimate processes would 

apply to those leaders as well. Therefore process legitimacy in terms of leadership runs 

parallel to process legitimacy of the state if leaders are held accountable to the rule of 

law.  

Another type of legitimacy, values, often gets far less attention but is an important 

consideration. Legitimacy, itself, ultimately relies on the values of the government and its 

systems to align with the values of the population or major groups within it. Thus, the 

very definition of legitimacy includes a value-based judgement to some extent. When I 

reference values as a type of legitimacy, though, I mean a particular set of shared beliefs. 

As I discussed in the previous section, religion and restoration are two types of values 

that highlight tradition, but leaders and states use other types of values to garner 
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legitimacy also. Other shared values that give leaders legitimacy are particular types of 

ideology such as socialism, communism, or liberalism. These ideologies are often a 

strong argument themselves and, to the extent they align with major groups in the 

population, can give leaders significant legitimacy. Nationalism, too, is a value that can 

garner at least some legitimacy for almost any leader. Indeed, nationalism at its extreme 

was the primary source of legitimacy for Adolph Hitler, at least in the beginning. 

Finally, though not an internal means of legitimacy, international recognition 

plays an important role for the legitimacy of both a state and its leaders. When states 

recognize the existence or right of a state to exist, it affords the state with a powerful 

argument. Ostensibly, the recognizing states may be willing to back up the state vying for 

existence, which provides the possibility of aid and resources for the fledgling state. For 

example, post-World War II decolonization in the Middle East and North Africa occurred 

relatively rapidly given the opposition to colonialism expressed by both the United States 

and Soviet Union.41 Similarly, international recognition of leaders helps secure 

legitimacy for those leaders; though, the impact can have two possible effects. On the one 

hand, international recognition of existing leaders can help deny support to potential rebel 

or opposition groups; however, recognition of opposition groups might help boost a 

movement or give it sufficient resources to be successful against the existing regime.42 

 
41 To be sure, a number of reasons accelerated the demise of Western colonialism 

to include war-weary populations and domestic political pressure. However, lacking 

support from the world’s two superpowers only worsened colonial powers’ positions. 

42 Virginia Page Fortna, Does Peacekeeping Work? Shaping Belligerents’ Choices 

After Civil War (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008). 
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Venezuela is an example where both forces are at play: the United States and most of 

Europe and Latin America decried the legitimacy of the current president, Nicolás 

Maduro; whereas, Russia, China, and a handful of other Latin American states boosted 

support for him.43 In this case, the type and degree of support might make the difference 

with weapons and aid flowing to the existing regime more persuasive than the 

humanitarian support to the opposition.44 Thus, the dynamics of external legitimacy 

become more complicated when powerful third parties are at odds. Moreover, like 

coercion and consent, internal and external legitimacy are difficult to separate, 

particularly when external recognition is not unanimously applied.45  

Legitimation 

While states and leaders may have internal and external legitimacy from a range 

of sources, they also use a variety of messaging along similar lines to become legitimate; 

in essence, legitimation is the process by which leaders make their rule acceptable to the 

population. To use a simple example, the president of the United States may be 

 
43 Amy Mackinnon, “Maduro vs. Guaidó: A Global Scorecard,” Foreign Policy 

(blog), accessed September 10, 2020, https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/02/06/maduro-vs-

guaido-a-global-scorecard-map-infographic/; “Guaido vs Maduro: Who Is Backing 

Whom in Venezuela?,” Reuters, April 30, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-

venezuela-politics-support-factbox-idUSKCN1S62DY. 

44 Joshua Goodman, “Trump Administration to Triple Democracy Aid to 

Venezuela,” AP NEWS, September 24, 2019, 

https://apnews.com/9ec5c5f4a16242e083fd3eed50cbfcd9. 

45 Call, Why Peace Fails, 2012; Nina Caspersen, “Degrees of Legitimacy: 

Ensuring Internal and External Support in the Absence of Recognition,” Geoforum 66 

(November 1, 2015): 184–92, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geoforum.2014.10.003. 
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charismatic, win over major religious groups, express a beloved ideology, and govern 

nearly perfectly, all of which make his rule acceptable to the people, but, here, his 

primary source of legitimacy still derives from being legally elected to office. The 

strength of the constitution and the population’s belief in it are sufficient to legitimate the 

office of the president.46 Thus, any given leader may use multiple types of legitimation, 

or it may be well-understood that one, particular type of legitimation is the main source. 

Furthermore, and important for this project, leaders can use strategies of legitimation and 

still remain in power mostly because of their use of coercion and monopoly of violence-

bearing institutions. While these leaders may not be legitimate in the sense that the 

population views them as right or appropriate, they still use justifications to convince the 

population that they are, in fact, rightful rulers. Therefore, we can determine the type of 

leader and the justifications he uses without making a subjective judgement about 

whether the population feels the leader is right and appropriate. This distinction is 

important because I specifically aim to understand how U.S. support for specific leaders 

impacts political instability; therefore, crises of legitimacy, which I address in the next 

section, are likely to be present where there are instances of instability. To recap what I 

presented about state legitimacy in the last chapter and leadership legitimacy in this 

section, Table 1 summarizes the major types of legitimacy; their corresponding 

 
46 Interestingly, this holds true for the United States in all years except the last two 

of the dataset (2017-2018), when performance became the predominate legitimation 

strategy.  
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legitimation techniques according to the Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) dataset, and 

what we can expect to see. 
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Table 1 Types of Legitimacy and Legitimation 

State Legitimacy Leader 

Legitimacy 

Legitimation What we see 

Bureaucratic/democratic(Gilley); 

Process (Call) 

Legal-Rational 

(Weber)  

Rational (V-

Dem) 

Deference to 

the 

institutions; 

legal process 

governing 

selection and 

behavior of 

leaders 

Embedded (Call);  Tradition 

(Weber);  

God-given 

right to rule 

(monarchy; 

theocracy); 

historical right 

to rule; 

restoration (V-

Dem);  

conservatism 

(V-Dem); 

religion (V-

Dem) 

System of 

passing 

leadership 

based on 

birthright; 

religious 

values; value-

based call for 

returning to 

past ways or 

conserving 

current system 

 Charisma 

(Weber) 

Charismatic 

(V-Dem) 

Emphasis on 

the leader’s 

innate or 

extraordinary 

abilities 

Performance (Call); 

Developmental (Gilley) 

Performance Performance 

(V-Dem) 

Emphasis on 

good 

governance 

and delivery 

of state 

services 

Sociological (Gilley); Shared 

Beliefs  

Values Ideological 

(socialism, 

communism 

(V-Dem); 

Nationalist (V-

Dem), 

Separatist (V-

Dem) 

Emphasis on 

the benefit of 

the value, 

itself, as a 

shared desire. 
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In any one of these situations, major groups within the population may deem the 

state’s or leader’s performance, process, or values invalid.47 Or, in the case of Stillman’s 

definition of legitimacy, government output may not be consistent with the value patterns 

of the relevant systems, which can be individuals, groups, society as a whole, or 

international actors.48 Likewise, major groups in the population may want to change the 

embedded ways of doing or buck tradition for more modern approaches. These situations 

give rise to a legitimacy crisis, which I explain in detail in the next section. 

Legitimacy Crisis  

Crises of legitimacy are important to understand because they can and often do 

lead to the very types of political instability of interest. Lipset explains that when major 

groups do not have access to the political system or when the status of groups change 

during a change in the social structure, then a crisis of legitimacy occurs.49 This change in 

status of groups relates to horizontal legitimacy, which is how groups relate to each other 

and the government.50 When major groups seek to change the way they relate to each 

 
47 Again, the U.S. case is illustrative, particularly in recent elections (2000 and 

2016), where major elements of its population question the validity of one of its electoral 

institutions, the Electoral College, when the elected president did not win the popular 

vote.   

48 Peter G. Stillman, “The Concept of Legitimacy,” Polity 7, no. 1 (September 1, 

1974): 32–56, https://doi.org/10.2307/3234268. 

49 Lipset, Political Man. 

50 Call, Why Peace Fails, 2012. Vertical legitimacy, on the other hand, refers to 

the broader concept of legitimacy in terms of the overall appropriateness of the state, 

including how its leaders are selected. 
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other and the government, a crisis of legitimacy can occur. Indeed, many of the 

fundamental arguments in the conflict literature regard group dynamics with respect to 

each other and the government.  

For example, there are two overarching schools that guide the thinking on why 

conflicts occur. Perhaps the most popular set of explanations is the greed versus 

grievance dichotomy. Broadly, the greed part of this debate suggests that conflict occurs 

as a result of individuals or groups attempting to pursue material gains and/or power, 

while the grievance part suggests that conflict occurs as people’s expectations are not 

met.51 Included within the grievance debate is the idea that group identities (ethnic, 

religious, etc.) and the relative deprivation of various groups within a society provide 

sufficient grievance for violence to occur. Also prominent regarding ethnic conflict is 

Barry Posen’s application of the security dilemma to ethnic conflict, whereby what one 

group does to enhance its own security makes the other group feel less secure.52  

These explanations, as a whole, highlight the legitimacy crisis and variations of 

horizontal legitimacy as groups seek to change their status relative to other groups or 

within the government. However, the potential for a crisis of legitimacy can occur either 

 
51 One of the earliest and fundamental proponents of the grievance part of this 

debate is Ted Robert Gurr in his 1970 book Why Men Rebel, which explains his theory of 

relative deprivation. The basic idea for the greed explanation is put forth by Collier and 

Hoeffler in their 1998 publication “On Economic Causes of Civil War.” Both of these 

approaches have been finessed and criticized, but for the purpose of this argument, they 

provide the overarching explanations in the greed and grievance debates. 

52 Barry Posen, “The Security Dilemma and Ethnic Conflict,” Survival 35, no. 1 

(1993): 27–47. 
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as a precursor to or in the aftermath of conflict, a revolution, regime change, 

decolonization, or other events that could cause substantial change to the existing social 

structure. Additionally, it is during these shifts when the institutions supporting the state 

have the potential to also change, meaning the overall stability of the state rests on a 

legitimacy feedback loop of sorts. Thus, how well the leaders of the state navigate the 

changes and institutionalize them in a manner that major groups feel are appropriate or 

right for the state determine the degree to which state legitimacy increases or declines. As 

Call notes, “elite political behavior – more directly than economic risk factors, state 

capacity, natural resource dependence, or democracy per se - lies at the heart of the 

success of efforts to consolidate peace after civil wars."53 While Call is referencing civil 

wars directly, there are a whole host of similar situations, as I identified above, that 

would also result in the type of legitimacy crisis that could cause instability. When third 

parties intervene either to prevent instability from occurring, manage the peacebuilding 

process, or even to serve their own interests, they inevitably impact the resulting 

dynamics, whether their intervention stems from the crisis of legitimacy or leads to it. 

Indeed, in O’Rourke’s analysis of covert regime change, she finds that countries 

where the United States either attempted or successfully replaced a regime were more 

prone to civil war in the ten years following the intervention.54 She explains that for 

successful intervention, the United States installed unpopular leaders, leading to civil 

 
53 Call, Why Peace Fails, 2012., p. 212. 

54 O’Rourke, “Covert Calamities.” 
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unrest ending in the violent removal of the supported leader in over half of the cases.55 

Unsuccessful attempts also served to destabilize the target states by weakening the state’s 

ability to counter armed opposition, exacerbating internal disputes, and inviting other 

third-parties to join in the conflict.56 The appropriateness of the leader, as perceived by 

the population, directly impacts the stability of the state, and when a third party 

artificially installs a leader or props him up, then the legitimacy of that leader is likely 

questionable. In conflict situations, though, this dynamic might differ. In a peacebuilding 

scenario, for example, international support to a leader may actually boost his local 

popular legitimacy because he would be able to garner important aid and resources for 

the rebuilding state, which would be true for either budding rebel governments or the 

preexisting one.57  

Legitimacy Crisis and Political Instability 

In general, political instability refers to the proclivity of political elements to 

radically change, be they the institutions, laws, leaders, or systems. Often, when scholars 

reference political instability, they specifically refer to regime durability. This is a 

common and logical way to think of political instability; however it sells us short.  

Political entities can undergo significant change and still remain in power, such as 

Mikhail Gorbachev in the mid-1980s as he rather drastically changed the Soviet political 

 
55 O’Rourke. 

56 Ibid. 

57 Fortna, Does Peacekeeping Work? 
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systems. While liberalization and democratization are generally positive developments, 

sometimes they are preceded by war, uprisings, coups, or similar violent events. 

Likewise, these efforts may be accompanied by actions taken by the regime to prevent 

changes to the system. Thus while regime durability certainly makes up part of political 

instability, other events such as civil war, genocide, and autocratization also may be 

important components. As such, rather than use durability as a definition for political 

instability, I include adverse regime change, ethnic and revolutionary wars, and 

genocide/politicide, which follows Goldstone et al.’s definition.58  

Adverse Regime Change 

Adverse regime change happens when a state becomes drastically less democratic 

(or more autocratic). It also includes state failure or collapse, when the state’s central 

government ceases to be able to control a significant portion of its territory as well as 

revolutions in which “the overthrow of a government by a radical revolutionary regime” 

occurs.59 Thus, adverse regime change includes regime durability, but it also includes 

changes in the regime to remain in office by strengthening its power. 

Revolutionary and Ethnic Wars 

Revolutionary war occurs when government forces fight organized political 

groups vying for power. Ethnic war occurs when violent conflict between government 

 
58 Jack A. Goldstone et al., “A Global Model for Forecasting Political Instability,” 

American Journal of Political Science 54, no. 1 (January 1, 2010): 190–208, 

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-5907.2009.00426.x. 

59 Goldstone et al., p. 191. 
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forces and ethnic minority groups ensues as the minority groups seek major changes in 

their status or seek to leave the jurisdiction of the state.  Such wars entail at least 1000 

combat deaths.60 

Genocide and Politicide 

Genocide and politicide are instances when the regime seeks wholesale 

destruction of or extreme violence against an entire group based on ethnicity (genocide) 

or political differences (politicide).  

Intervention and Plausible Outcomes 

In general, we can establish a set of likely results when the United States impacts 

a potential or ongoing legitimacy crisis by intervening in the selection of leaders. If the 

United States intervenes before a crisis of legitimacy leads to instability, it can provide 

the leader with resources to address the sources of grief or potential grief, which could 

ameliorate major groups’ concerns. In theory, this course of action could prevent 

instability from occurring. An example of this type of support is U.S. support to many of 

the Gulf countries, such as Oman, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, which has enabled them to 

largely avoid major crises of legitimacy.  

If the United States intervenes to support a leader who is already experiencing a 

legitimacy crisis that has developed into political instability, such as an insurgency or 

civil war, the resulting stability will likely depend on the level of U.S. support: low levels 

 
60 Monty G Marshall, Ted Robert Gurr, and Barbara Harff, “PITF - State Failure 

Problem Set: Internal Wars and Failures of Governance, 1955-2017” (Societal-Systems 

Research, Inc., July 12, 2018), http://www.systemicpeace.org/inscrdata.html. 
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of support or an increase in military funding or resources only will likely just enable the 

leader to consolidate power, which could escalate both the population’s and the 

government’s measures at changing or retaining power, respectively. Examples of this 

type of support are the interventions in South America during the Cold war, such as in 

Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, which enabled military governments to further 

consolidate power and often led to politicide. Stronger support through partnering forces, 

advising ministries, economic assistance, and/or brokering peace arrangements will have 

a better chance of reducing instability by both building capacity and being more deeply 

involved to hold leaders accountable.  

Similarly, if the United States opts to support the removal of a leader in a state not 

already experiencing political instability, it will likely spur instability because it will be 

supporting the wishes of a relatively smaller group, or in some cases, intentionally 

stoking a legitimacy crisis by creating a wider selection of groups questioning the 

legitimacy of the leader. Either way, it opens up the likelihood of the new government 

cracking down to create an atmosphere of security and/or solidify its power. The 

intervention to oust Mossadegh in 1953 fits this scenario. Mossadegh was already losing 

popularity among his party, clerical leaders in the Majlis, and at least a few army officers, 

thus insinuating an impending crisis; however, U.S. support to remove him enabled the 

Shah to consolidate his power and autocratize the nascent democracy.61 Finally, U.S. 

 
61 See for example Documents 52, 67, James C. Van Hook, ed., “Foreign 

Relations of the United States, 1952-1954, Iran, 1951–1954 - Office of the Historian” 

(United States Government Publishing Office, 2017), 

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1951-54Iran. 
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opposition to a leader enduring existing instability will likely follow a similar pattern as 

support under the same conditions. If the support to the rival or rebel group is coupled 

with advising, peacebuilding, economic assistance, and other support, it is more likely to 

give sufficient space for the new government to build new institutions that are more 

broadly legitimate; on the other hand, if it helps rebel movements remove an existing 

leader without such support, it seems more likely that groups will continue to struggle 

against each other, an example of which is the recent intervention in Libya.62 

The figure below shows a possible matrix explaining the potential results given 

the U.S. choice in leader and the state of the legitimacy crisis.  

 

Table 2 Potential Outcomes in U.S. Interventions 

Potential Impact of Support and Opposition in Interventions 

 U.S. Supports  

Existing Leader 

U.S. Opposes 

Existing Leader 

Legitimacy Crisis  

and  

Instability  

Occurring 

Shores up support for 

leader in short-term, but 

ongoing instability is still 

possible 

Crisis may or may not 

continue, but rival leaders 

gain international 

recognition & resources 

Legitimacy Crisis 

Impending  

Prevention of instability  Instability likely to occur. 

 

Hypotheses 

Returning to the research questions, I am looking to answer three main questions: 

 
62 Fortna’s analysis on how peacekeeping works highlights the multidimensional 

pathway, though her analysis is not suggesting the United States or other foreign actors 

specifically seek to remove the existing leader. Fortna, Does Peacekeeping Work? 
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1. What types of leaders, in terms of legitimation and regime, does the United 

States tend to support through direct interventions?  

2. How does U.S. interference impact political instability and does success 

matter? 

3. How does the United States work to boost or build a leader’s legitimacy after 

it has intervened? 

H1: The United States will be most likely to interfere to support leaders who are 

most at-risk, that is, charismatic leaders.  

 

The rationale is fairly straightforward for this hypothesis. As Weber explains, 

leaders who rely on charisma to legitimize their rule are likely working on borrowed time 

because they justify their rule on inherently personal characteristics rather than law or 

shared values. These leaders are the very ones who will need to shore up support, 

whether the United States expects a legitimacy crisis to occur or whether it is already 

occurring. On the other hand, states that have transparent political processes, high 

performance, and hold their leaders accountable to the rules and procedures of the state 

are probably not as likely to need support. Furthermore, they are more likely to have 

mechanisms in place to handle crises of legitimacy. 

In terms of how legitimacy and U.S. interference affects political instability, I 

propose the following hypotheses: 

H2: Rational leaders, leaders with high performance, and leaders who invoke 

tradition will experience fewer episodes of instability than charismatic leaders or 

leaders that use other value-laden justifications for their right to govern. 

 

Similar to the reasoning for the first hypothesis, leaders who use transparent 

processes or who are high performing have reasonable justifications why they are 
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rightfully ruling the state. This means that major groups within the population will 

probably either have fewer grievances against the leader, systems in place to address the 

grievances, or systems in place to remove an unwanted leader. High performing leaders 

may or may not have transparent processes and legal frameworks, but generally, it is 

harder to make a case against a leader or regime if it secures the well-being of major 

groups in a population.  

Traditional leaders are a bit trickier. Certainly, there are plentiful examples of 

revolutionary groups who want to change the status quo system and do so successfully. 

Nevertheless, I would argue that leaders who are already traditional, who can invoke a 

strong message of restoration to a better past, or who can successfully embody a religion 

or favor with a religious leader would be less likely to experience instability, at least in 

the short-term. Tradition can hold a powerful sway over populations and can often win 

over a population through visions of a golden era of the past. Likewise, religious 

arguments are hard to refute, even for populations who are only nominally religious. 

Examples include present-day Turkey and the United States, where leaders increasingly 

invoke religious messaging, and even Iran and Afghanistan, where conservative, 

theocratic governments emerged even when major elements of the population were 

relatively secular.  

I caveat this hypothesis, though, with two notions: first, already established 

traditional leaders such as monarchs and emperors that derive their power from 

embedded history will resist instability better than newly established ones that derive 

their power from restoration or religion; and traditional leaders established as a result of 
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an ongoing crisis may be safe in the short-term but less so as time goes on. The reason for 

the second notion is that if a leader is invoking tradition to stave off or reverse a 

legitimacy crisis, then he may have won over the existing groups that were in power or he 

may represent significant groups that want to change their status relevant to the 

government or each other, but ultimately the power dynamics between the groups will 

still be influx. 

H3: The United States will primarily attempt to strengthen a leader’s legitimacy 

through process and performance and will be less likely to support a leader’s 

legitimacy through tradition-based or other values-based approaches. 

 

 Ultimately, current policy documents and U.S. history show a fairly 

overwhelming preference for elections, in particular, and good governance.63 Whether 

truly free and fair elections occur in a transparent process or whether they are a façade to 

seem like a transparent process is taking place, the United States has long promoted 

elections and have championed them as a model of democratization. Therefore, I would 

expect the United States to encourage supported leaders to move toward process/rational 

legitimacy and/or performance legitimacy, in its attempt to strengthen a leader or 

regime’s legitimacy. Moreover, I expect the United States to seek to replace overthrown 

leaders with leaders who use rational or performance legitimation or at least leaders who 

move in that direction. 

 
63 See for example, National Security Strategies dating back to 1987, when they 

became mandated; military doctrine, such as the counterinsurgency and stabilization 

manuals; and, USAID policy frameworks, all of which highlight building capacity and 

supporting democratic transitions, for example. 
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H3a: When the United States faces a significant national security threat, its strategic 

considerations will outweigh its stated preference for process but not good 

governance. 

 I anticipate that significant eras such as the Cold War or the Global War on 

Terror, where the United States perceived a significant national security threat, will show 

an increase in support to friendly, albeit autocratic regimes. Though, overall, while the 

United States may be willing to support the overthrow of or prevent the rise to power of 

anti-Western leaders, I think it will still use its influence to support the new leaders’ 

transitions toward process and/or performance legitimation in the longer-term. 

Scope 

The goal of this dissertation is to understand what types of leaders the United 

States tends to support and how the legitimation of these leaders impacts political 

instability. While past studies have shown various effects of U.S. military interventions, 

covert operations, regime change operations, and electoral interference, for example, few 

studies, if any as of yet, have looked across the range of different operations to determine 

patterns in U.S. support or opposition of individual leaders or groups.64 As such, this 

study seeks to comprehensively include cases of support to leaders and cases of 

opposition to leaders, both successful missions and failed attempts. Each possible 

 
64 See for example, Mesquita and Downs, “Intervention and Democracy”; 

O’Rourke, “Secrecy and Security”; O’Rourke, “Covert Calamities”; Downes and 

Monten, “Forced to Be Free?”; Berger et al., “Do Superpower Interventions Have Short 

and Long Term Consequences for Democracy?”; Levin, “When the Great Power Gets a 

Vote”; Peceny, Democracy at the Point of Bayonets. 
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combination of successful or failed support or successful or failed overthrow should tell 

us something about the types of leaders on behalf of or against whom the United States 

intervenes. Below I will broadly detail the time frame and geography the cases span, how 

I will reconcile different strategic eras and assumptions, the availability of current data, 

and a few limitations; and, in the next chapter, I will go into additional detail on the 

nature of the data.  

Time and Space 

Several interesting studies have looked historically at regime change or regime 

maintenance operations. It is important to my study to understand both how the United 

States behaved in the past and whether it still behaves as such now, which can guide U.S. 

foreign policy decisions in similar, future situations. That is, while we can learn much 

about the inter-war period or the Cold War, for example, these eras become even more 

interesting and relevant if we can find patterns that either remain consistent or deviate 

across time. Therefore, the cases range in time from 1945-2008, which allows for 

assessment of a ten-year period after the intervention to see possible longer-term effects 

That is, I looked at instability that occurs up through 2018, which is the end point for 

many datasets, and backtrack ten years to interventions that began by 2008. I include 

cases going back as far as 1945, which is a major turning point in history, creating the 
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United States as a truly global leader rather than only hemispheric and a decline of 

European primacy.65  

Geographically, the United States has intervened all over the world. While prior 

to 1945, most of the regime interference focused in the Western hemisphere, most 

notably in Latin America and the Caribbean, after 1945, the United States interfered in 

over 91 countries spanning every continent (excluding Antarctica).  

Strategic Assumptions 

There are two important strategic considerations to note regarding the scope of 

this dissertation. First, there will likely be differences in U.S. behavior between cases 

during the Cold War and cases outside of the Cold War. International relations scholars 

frequently highlight the differences between unipolar, bipolar, and multipolar 

international conditions, and there is no reason to believe that U.S. behavior would 

remain consistent when strategic considerations necessarily changed with the fall of the 

Soviet Union. While I will look across time, I will also look at differences between these 

two strategic contexts, operating under the assumption that U.S. strategic decisions about 

the importance of empowering certain types of leaders will change. 

A second strategic assumption I make in this dissertation is the relative equality 

between cases. Certainly, the United States invests more time, money, and personnel in 

 
65 Stephen G. Brooks, G. John Ikenberry, and William C. Wohlforth, “Lean 

Forward: In Defense of American Engagement Essay,” Foreign Affairs 92, no. 1 (2013): 

130–42; John Lewis Gaddis, Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of 

American National Security Policy During the Cold War, Revised and Expanded Edition 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005). 
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some operations and less in others. I do account for the length of the intervention; 

however, I do not include any other measures to account for relative importance to the 

United States. I am assuming that if the United States chooses to intervene in a given 

country or for or against a particular leader, it attaches some strategic value to that 

decision/country/leader. To be sure, massive undertakings such as counterinsurgency in 

Vietnam or large statebuilding missions such as in Afghanistan are decidedly more 

involved and have more at stake than a covert mission to support an opposition leader, for 

example. However, when it comes to what types of leaders the United States supports or 

overthrows and how the leaders’ legitimation strategies impact political instability, the 

relative important to the United States has less impact. 

 Moreover, I am also not addressing why the United States chooses to intervene in 

certain states or for certain leaders and not others. Rather, I operate under the assumption 

that U.S. strategic interests (or those of its allies) are at stake, giving the United States 

impetus to either prevent a leader from coming to power or remove an existing leader 

from power in favor of a replacement. During the Cold War, these operations were often 

to stabilize states against communist or Soviet influence. After the Cold War, fragile and 

failing states became an important national security issue themselves, particularly as 

these states showed an inability to protect themselves from violent non-state actors. 

Addressing the degree of U.S. intervention and/or why the United States intervenes in 

some cases and not others are certainly interesting and worthy undertakings, but they are 

beyond the scope of this dissertation.   
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Data Availability and Limitations 

I am fortunate that a rich collection of studies have provided data covering the 

most important aspects of my study: relevant cases, instability, and legitimation. I should 

note, however, that while information on both covert and overt attempts to support or 

overthrow leaders exists for much of the Cold War period, I do not include cases that are 

not already known, which means that there could be additional cases of support for 

existing regimes or the attempted removal of an existing regime that are not publicly 

available yet. I also do not include cases on a range of U.S. activities that could be 

considered regime maintenance such as security force cooperation and foreign military 

assistance unless it is specifically designated as securing the regime against a known 

threat. A valid argument can be made that these types of assistance help strengthen 

existing regimes; however, it is not clear that U.S. assistance, in these cases, is contingent 

on a particular regime remaining in power. Finally, I do not include cases where the 

United States is broadly supporting peacebuilding, democratization, or safeguarding 

democratic institutions unless it has acted to support or remove a specific leader. This 

means that I do not include efforts through the National Endowment for Democracy, 

election observers, humanitarian operations, and peacekeeping missions where the United 

States has no stated leader preference. 

I will delve further into the details of the data in the next chapter, but to briefly 

recap, I am looking at all cases of U.S. interventions from 1945-2008, in which the 

United States specified either a leader or regime to remain in power or removed from 

power. Looking at these cases will enable me to establish a pattern, or lack thereof, of 
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types of leaders the United States supports, how the U.S. may help change or strengthen 

the type of regime and its legitimation, and how this legitimation, among other factors, 

affects the countries’ future political stability. 
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CHAPTER 4: QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH DESIGN 

In the previous chapter, I argued that the very countries experiencing crises of 

legitimacy about which Lipset warns are frequently the situations needing stabilization 

support. Thus, the United States has a potential to impact both sides of the legitimacy 

crisis. It can exacerbate the crisis by interfering in the natural, organic process by which 

legitimate leaders might emerge. On the other hand, in an ongoing crisis, the United 

States has the ability to provide vital support to leaders trying to build legitimacy and 

institutions, thereby potentially quelling the crisis. In this chapter, I will explain how I 

examine the impact of a leader’s legitimation strategy on the stability of the state in a 

subset of possible cases: U.S. interventions. I will also track which types of legitimacy 

the United States tends to support, and how this affects the outcome, both in terms of 

stability and the United States’ success in achieving its stated leadership goals. Then I 

will outline how I track the United States’ role in building and maintaining host nation 

legitimacy by tracing how it decides which leaders to back and the steps it takes to try to 

build legitimacy. 

I also argued that a leader’s legitimacy impacts the state in two main ways: 

through guiding the country in the aftermath of the crisis and by building the resulting 

institutions. Leaders explaining their right to lead through ways the population deems 

appropriate will, in theory, be able to guide the country more effectively than leaders 

using explanations with which the population does not agree. The greater the number of 

either elites or groups in the population the leader can win over, the likelier he will 
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maintain his right to rule through legitimate means (i.e., without the sole use of force). 

Unfortunately, we lack a full understanding of how a leader’s legitimation strategy 

affects the stability of the state. Much of the scholarly focus thus far has been on either 

the process of the leader taking power or the performance of the regime once in power. 

Both types of legitimacy are important but may not represent how the leader explains his 

right to rule, and in many cases may not be strong enough to plausibly use as a 

justification. Similarly, other values and international recognition play a key role in 

legitimation but are less well-understood. 

Moreover, we lack an understanding of how U.S. interference in leadership 

selection, by supporting or denying support to particular types of leaders, might impact 

the resulting institutions and therefore the stability of the state. I use mixed methods to 

understand what types of leaders the United States tends to support and how leaders’ 

legitimation strategies affect the state’s political stability. Quantitatively, I combine data 

from a variety of sources (discussed below) to understand what types of legitimation 

strategies U.S. supported leaders use. By tracking the legitimation strategies of U.S. 

supported and opposed leaders, we can understand whether the United States’ implied 

preference for process and performance matches its behavior in leadership support. I 

expect to see movement toward rational or performance-based legitimation strategies in 

cases where the United States successfully supported or overthrew an existing leader, 

which would indicate the United States influencing the target state’s leaders and/or 

institutions toward their preferences. Taking this one step further, I use the legitimation 
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data to understand how legitimation impacts occurrences of political instability by using 

the PITF’s model for predicting political instability. 

Data 

Case Selection 

The observations of interest are cases of intervention or interference in which the 

United States played a role in attempting to either maintain or change the leadership in a 

target state or transitioning state, in some cases. Thus, I include cases where the United 

States has identified a specific leader, regime, or group that it plans to support or 

overthrow in existing and newly forming states.66 That is, the United States took an 

interest in the outcome of the existing, emerging, or rival leadership and acted upon it 

through direct or indirect action, meaning it either directed U.S. personnel or funding to 

support or remove an existing leader or indirectly supported a leader’s removal through 

funding or assistance to a rival. The time frame for the cases is the end of World War II 

(1945) through 2008, in order to allow a potential ten-year time frame for the analysis. 

Although the United States began regime change operations beginning in 1893 with the 

overthrow of the Hawaiian kingdom and continued throughout the beginning of the 20th 

century, I begin my dataset in 1945 for two main reasons: first, many of the variables of 

interest are not reliably available before then, and second, the end of World War II sees 

the end of European primacy and a more consistent projection of U.S. power and 

 
66 These include existing states in the traditional, Westphalian sense, colonial and 

post-colonial transitions, and transitions in former satellite states. It may also include 

actions to support separatist movements or support to existing leaders against separatist 

movements. 
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influence outside of the Western hemisphere. Additionally, while more recent 

interventions have occurred since 2008, the data for the explanatory variables of interest 

are not yet available for all cases.67 Additionally, many of the cases span several years, 

thus, while I have not included interventions that begin after 2008, many of the cases are 

still ongoing as of today.68 

To be clear, I do not include cases where the United States is merely trying to 

influence an existing regime. The United States (and likely every other state in the world) 

uses a variety of tools of power to influence other states and to further its interests. 

However, in many cases these tools would continue regardless of the leader in power. On 

the other hand, when these influence operations specifically target a leader of a country, 

either to keep that leader in power or to assist or orchestrate his removal from power, 

then we can say that the operation directly acts on the outcome of leadership. Thus, while 

many measures of influence such as security force assistance and foreign aid may 

indirectly keep a regime in power, it would only be included in my study if the United 

States drastically altered its provision of these tools, such as ceasing cooperation, when a 

 
67 Examples include operations to assist in the removal of Muammar Qaddafi in 

Libya in 2011, ongoing support to rebels in Syria since 2011, and perhaps even the 

explicit denial of the legitimacy of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and support of 

Juan Guaido as the legitimate leader of Venezuela. 

68 In these cases, I analyze 2013-2018 as the first five-year period, and 2018-

present as the second five-year period, explained in more detail below. 
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regime turned over.69 Or, it would be included if the regime explicitly asked for the 

assistance to shore up support against a known threat. I include both covert and overt 

actions the United States used to change or maintain leadership; however I do not include 

any covert action undertaken after the Cold War, due to the nature of declassification 

laws. Furthermore, I am using both successful and unsuccessful attempts to change or 

maintain foreign leaders because both are relevant to the two central questions of how the 

United States chooses to support a particular leader and how competing types of 

legitimacy affect stability. This means that I include cases where the United States 

attempted to influence an election in favor of a candidate who ultimately lost and cases 

where it provided support for a failed coup or rebellion. Moreover, I include cases where 

the United States successfully intervened to help prop up a regime against foreign or 

domestic aggression or helped an incumbent candidate win an election. These cases 

indicate a preference for either the durability of the current leader or at the very least, 

avoiding a potentially unpleasant alternative leader.  

The nature of the data sources requires a little unpacking to understand how I 

have incorporated the cases of intervention. Some studies use each operation as a unit of 

analysis, while others, such as O’Rourke’s, use the target country and broad regime 

 
69 This also means that in a number of cases, particularly the lengthy 

interventions, U.S. support may be strong enough to virtually eliminate the opportunities 

for internal dissent. In which case, one could argue that we do not truly know if the U.S. 

is supporting the individual leader/regime or if we would continue support to any regime 

because securing that state itself or the relationships in the region are in our national 

interest. However, I included these cases if the archival evidence confirmed that we 

supported the leader in power to create stability and stave off a specific threat. 
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change goal as the unit and measure the operations within the regime change as a 

campaign rather than individually. Similarly, Berger et al.’s data on U.S. interventions 

includes all successful cases of regime maintenance and regime change, but theirs 

includes all years the United States provided CIA support for a given country, even if 

there was considerable variation in the actual leadership within the country.70 This study 

uses a hybrid approach: it does use the target country and regards the whole regime 

change or maintenance as a campaign; however, in some circumstances the leadership 

that the United States supported might have changed over the course of the campaign 

though the target country remained constant. For example, in South Vietnam, the United 

States initially supported Ngo Dinh Diem as the Prime Minister and later changed course, 

supporting operations to overthrow him.71 While O’Rourke includes covert actions in 

South Vietnam in her analysis, she does not code the initial support of Ngo Dinh Diem as 

a regime change.72 However, since this study focuses on leadership support rather than 

regime change, per se, the initial support for Ngo Dinh Diem would count as one case, 

while support for the subsequent operations against him would count as a different case. 

Another example is Berger et al.’s coding of Dominican Republic’s support, which spans 

from 1947-1978; however, there is variation of the leader supported and/or removed 

 
70 Berger et al., “Do Superpower Interventions Have Short and Long Term 

Consequences for Democracy?” 

71 Jessica M. Chapman, Cauldron of Resistance: Ngo Dinh Diem, the United 

States, and 1950S Southern Vietnam (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2013), 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/gmu/detail.action?docID=3138426. 

72 O’Rourke, “Secrecy and Security.” 
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across those years. Each change will count separately in this dataset if there was a change 

either in the party or regime supported or a change in the success of the intervention. On 

the other hand, some of the data counts each interference as a separate case even if the 

outcome and support are the same over several years. One example is the Partisan 

Electoral Interference by the Great Powers (PEIG) dataset, which measures partisan 

electoral interference. It lists interference in Italy by the United States in nearly every 

election from 1947 to 1983; however, the United States supported the Christian 

Democratic party in each election, and each time it was successful. Thus, I coded this as 

one case rather than multiple cases.73 

In total, there are 183 cases between 1945 and 2008 where the United States 

sought regime change or sustainment, though one case, Tibet, has no other data available, 

and three other cases (Grenada (2), and San Marino) are missing substantial datapoints, 

so I dropped them for the analysis, leaving 179 cases.74 Figure 1 shows a map of each 

intervention and Appendix A lists the countries in the data set and the years of 

interference. 

 
73 Dov H. Levin, “Partisan Electoral Interventions by the Great Powers: 

Introducing the PEIG Dataset,” Conflict Management and Peace Science, 2016. 

74 The latest case (Lebanon) actually begins in 2006. I did not include a later case 

(Somalia, 2007) because it is not clear that the United States aimed to support the 

Transitional Federal Government; rather, it carried out airstrikes on potential al-Qaeda 

targets thought to be responsible for the 1998 U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya and 

Tanzania. A valid argument could be made to include this case given the ongoing conflict 

between the TFG and Islamic Court Union (ICU) at the time and in the location of the 

airstrikes, which was an ICU stronghold. 
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Figure 1 Map of U.S. Interventions, 1945-2006 

 

Dependent Variable: Political Instability 

The primary dependent variable is the occurrence of political instability as 

defined by the Political Instability Task Force (PITF); thus, as discussed in the previous 

chapter, it includes occurrences of adverse regime change, civil war, and 

genocide/politicide. 75 Again, while the term political stability often invokes ideas of 

regime durability, or the amount of time a leader remains in power, political instability 

involves specific elements that may lead to a regime overturning but not necessarily. It 

may also involve oppressive or violent measures a regime undertakes to avoid defeat. 

 
75 Goldstone et al., “A Global Model for Forecasting Political Instability”; 

Marshall, Gurr, and Harff, “State Failure Problem Set.” 
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Thus, below I reiterate the definitions I use for each type of political instability that the 

PITF State Failure Problem Set tracks and how the PITF operationalizes each type. 

Adverse Regime Change  

Adverse regime change happens when a state becomes drastically less democratic 

(or more autocratic). It also includes state failure or collapse, when the state’s central 

government ceases to be able to control a significant portion of its territory as well as 

revolutions in which “the overthrow of a government by a radical revolutionary regime” 

occurs.76  PITF identifies adverse regime change as occurring when a regime decreases 

along the Polity IV scale at least six points in a span of three years, which indicates a 

drastic decline in democratization toward authoritarianism or a strengthening of 

authoritarianism; or, when a period of interregnum occurs, which Polity IV designates as 

-77 and indicates the collapse of central authority, which occurs before revolutionary 

changes in the regime, state dissolution, and/or state failure.  

Civil War 

Civil wars, for the purposes of this research, are violent conflict between 

government forces and non-state groups and includes both revolutionary war and ethnic 

war. Revolutionary war occurs when government forces fight organized political groups 

vying for power. Ethnic war occurs when violent conflict between government forces and 

ethnic minority groups ensues as the minority groups seek major changes in their status.77 

 
76 Goldstone et al., “A Global Model for Forecasting Political Instability.”, p. 191. 

77 Marshall, Gurr, and Harff, “State Failure Problem Set.” 
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PITF uses a two-pronged threshold to determine when a conflict constitutes a civil war: a 

mobilization threshold, where each party mobilizes at least 1000 people, and an intensity 

threshold, where at least 1000 total deaths related to the conflict occur and at least 100 

deaths occur in one of the years. The intensity threshold of 1000 battle deaths is the 

standard requirement in the Correlates of War data, which is a leading dataset covering 

armed conflict; however, the Uppsala Conflict Dataset has a significantly lower threshold 

of only 25 battle-related deaths and may be worth exploring in future research.  

Genocide/Politicide 

Genocide and politicide are instances when the regime seeks wholesale 

destruction of or extreme violence against an entire group based on ethnicity (genocide) 

or political differences (politicide). Though it can happen concurrently with civil war, it 

differs when the government directs the violence against unarmed civilians.78 

Using the PITF State Failure Problem Set, I include the occurrence of instability 

at three time points: whether it occurs during the intervention, within a five-year span 

from the end of the intervention, and within five years from the end of the first five years. 

79 Effectively, this will enable measurement of a ten-year period after the intervention 

 
78 Barbara Harff and Ted Robert Gurr, “Toward Empirical Theory of Genocides 

and Politicides: Identification and Measurement of Cases Since 1945,” International 

Studies Quarterly 32, no. 3 (September 1988): 359–71. 

79 I also track these events in the five year period before the intervention occurs to 

gain an understanding of the dynamics before the United States intervened, and I ran an 

alternative code to determine whether the occurrence of instability began in each of the 

time periods rather than just occurred. Data can be found here: Marshall, Gurr, and Harff, 

“State Failure Problem Set.” 
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ends. Ten years allows potential effects of institutional changes from the influence of 

supported leaders or the overthrow of opposed leaders without being so long that the 

instability events are for completely unrelatable reasons.80 Adverse regime change, civil 

war, and genocide/politicide often occur simultaneously; thus, while I created a 

dichotomous variable for each type of instability based on the data from the PITF, I also 

included a dummy variable for instability as a whole. That is, if any of the three types 

occur, then the instability variable for the country-year is coded as 1, if none are 

occurring it is coded as 0. The PITF data is at the country-year level, and there are 1,555 

total cases of instability from years 1948-2017. The cases in my dataset begin in 1945, 

therefore, I replicated the measurements of the PITF data for cases between 1945-1947 

using Polity IV data to determine adverse regime changes, Correlates of War Intrastate 

War data to determine civil wars, and genocide data from Harff and Gurr.81 Table 3 

shows the number of episodes of instability in the cases where the United States 

interfered and includes the cases of instability in the five-year period before the 

intervention began as a reference. 

 
80 Downes and Monten, “Forced to Be Free?”; Mesquita and Downs, 

“Intervention and Democracy.” It is possible that long interventions alter the population’s 

mindset for or against a leader, a particular ideology, or for or against the United States, 

in general. It is also possible that institutional structures created or altered during U.S. 

interference have a much longer future reach than ten years.  

81 Monty G Marshall and Keith Jaggers, “Polity IV Project (Polity IVd Polity-

Case Format, 1800-2017) [Data Set and Code Book]” (Integrated Network for Societal 

Conflict Research, 2017), www.systemicpeace.org/inscrdata.html; “COW War Data, 

1816 - 2007 (v4.0) — Correlates of War,” Folder, accessed October 28, 2019, 

http://www.correlatesofwar.org/data-sets/COW-war; Harff and Gurr, “Toward Empirical 

Theory of Genocides and Politicides.” 
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Table 3 Episodes of Instability in U.S. Interventions 

Occurrences of Instability in Cases of U.S. Intervention 

  Prior During 1st 5 Years 2nd 5 Years 

Overall 79 73 74 67 

Civil Wars 49 59 57 49 

Regime Change 32 37 37 29 

Genocide 17 22 28 19 

 

Independent Variables 

Leadership Legitimation 

The independent variable of interest is type of leadership legitimation, which, as 

explained in the last chapter, is essentially how the leader or regime justifies its power. 

One of the research goals is to determine the relationship between leadership legitimacy 

and political instability in cases where the U.S. influences the selection of leadership.  

The 2019 Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) data has a new measurement to track regime 

legitimation strategies.82 They include four variables of legitimation: rational-legal, 

which is the extent that the regime uses legal norms to justify its existence; ideological, 

which measures the extent that the regime invokes “an officially codified set of beliefs 

used to justify a particular set of social, political, and economic relations; for example, 

 
82 Michael Coppedge et al., “V-Dem Country-Year Dataset 2019” (Varieties of 

Democracy (V-Dem) Project, 2019), https://doi.org/10.23696/vdemcy19. 
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socialism, nationalism, religious traditionalism;” charismatic, which the authors label 

“person of the leader,” and captures the extent to which the regime portrays the Chief 

Executive “as being endowed with extraordinary personal characteristics and/or 

leadership skills;” and performance, which measures the extent to which the regime 

references its performance as a means to justify its existence.83 A minimum of three 

country experts answered questions regarding how the regime attempts to explain its 

legitimate right to rule. Rational-legal, charismatic, and the religious and restorative 

ideologies follow closely to Weber’s conception of legitimation.84 Rational-legal, 

ideological, and performance legitimation work within Call’s explanation of three of the 

four main types of legitimacy: process, values, and performance.85 Though these 

measures are relatively new, they cover a wide range of possible legitimation strategies 

that fit both classical explanations, such as Weber’s, and contemporary explanations, 

such as Call’s. 

The legitimation variables in the V-Dem dataset are interval measures based on 

responses from at least three country experts. Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics for 

the legitimation measures for the cases in my dataset.  

 
83 Tannenberg et al., “Regime Legitimation Strategies (RLS) 1900 to 2018”; 

Coppedge et al., “V-Dem Country-Year Dataset 2019”; Michael Coppedge et al., “V-

Dem Codebook V9” (Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) Project, 2019), 

https://doi.org/10.23696/vdemcy19. 

84 Gerth and Mills, From Max Weber. 

85 Charles T. Call, Why Peace Fails: The Causes and Prevention of Civil War 

Recurrence (Georgetown University Press, 2012). 
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Table 4 Descriptive Statistics for Legitimation Interval Variables 

Legitimation Descriptive Statistics - Interval Variable 

  Rational Ideological 

  Initial End 5-Year Initial End  5-Year 

count 153 153 154 153 152 153 

mean 0.08 0.20 0.28 0.33 0.23 0.23 

s.d. 1.28 1.25 1.22 1.50 1.53 1.65 

min -3.58 -3.58 -3.58 -3.10 -3.10 -3.10 

25% -0.80 -0.597 -0.51 -0.84 -0.99 -0.99 

50% 0.15 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.23 0.28 

75% 1.00 1.00 1.08 1.27 1.21 1.27 

max 3.29 3.34 3.34 3.20 3.20 3.20 

  Charismatic Performance 

  Initial End  5-Year Initial End  5-Year 

count 153 152 154 152 152 153 

mean 0.18 -0.03 -0.10 0.03 0.10 0.27 

s.d. 1.55 1.35 1.48 1.23 1.20 1.18 

min -3.15 -3.15 -3.15 -3.16 -3.16 -3.16 

25% -0.80 -0.95 -1.25 -0.75 -0.84 -0.64 

50% 0.11 -0.15 -0.22 0.22 0.22 0.37 

75% 1.14 1.04 1.01 0.86 0.96 1.12 

max 3.42 2.61 2.71 2.78 2.78 2.78 
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I used these measures to create a categorical variable of legitimation and applied 

it to each observation. The highest score among the four variables above directly 

translated to the legitimation category. For example, if a state’s rational-legal score was 

the highest, it means the regime primarily explains its legitimacy using a rational-legal 

explanation, so I coded it as Rational. The Ideology variable included an additional 

variable that captures the messaging of ideology: communist/socialist, 

conservative/restorative, religious, nationalist, and separatist. For any regime that had 

“Ideology” as its main legitimation strategy, I adapted the coding based on the 

predominant message the regime promoted. Communist/socialist remained as 

Ideological, conservative/restorative and religious combined to create Traditional (as the 

authors suggested), and nationalist and separatist became either Nationalist or Separatist, 

respectively. In a few of the cases of U.S. intervention, the interval measures of 

legitimation were missing. In many of these cases, I was able to access archival 

documents and secondary sources to determine the category of legitimation, though the 

numeric measure is not available. One example is Saddam Hussein of Iraq: Butt notes 

that “He is portrayed as a valiant knight leading the Arabs into battle against the infidel, 

or as an eighth-century caliph who founded the city of Baghdad. Evoking the glory of 

Arab history, Saddam claims to be leading his people to new glory.”86 This type of 

strategy fits well with Tannenberg et al.’s description of charismatic leadership, in that 

 
86 Gerald Butt, “Saddam Hussein: His Rise to Power,” BBC News, January 24, 

1999, World Edition edition, sec. Middle East, 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/events/crisis_in_the_gulf/decision_makers_and_diplomacy/23

6486.stm. 
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Hussein inundated the population with images of himself as having extraordinary abilities 

to lead the country. A few of the cases were not clear and thus remained as “Missing.” 

Appendix B lists the cases where a separate categorization was possible. Figure 2 shows 

the breakdown of legitimation categories for the data for the year prior to the 

intervention, the beginning of the intervention, the end of the intervention, and five and 

ten years after the intervention ended, and Table 5 details the frequencies and proportions 

of each type of legitimation in each time period. 

 

  
Figure 2 Regime Types over time in U.S. Interventions 
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Table 5 Legitimation Type Frequencies for U.S. Interventions 

Types of Legitimation for Each Time Period of U.S. Interventions 

  Beginning End 5-Years Post 10-Years Post 

Category Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent 

Charismatic 53 29.61 40 22.35 42 23.46 31 18.9 

Rational 40 22.35 48 26.82 53 29.61 47 28.66 

Performance 29 16.20 29 16.20 29 16.20 30 18.29 

Ideological 18 10.06 24 13.41 25 13.97 26 15.85 

Nationalist 18 10.06 17 9.50 9 5.03 8 4.88 

Traditional 13 7.26 12 6.70 11 6.15 9 5.49 

Missing 8 4.47 9 5.03 10 5.59 13 7.93 

 

It is clear from the descriptive statistics above that the United States intervenes 

most often in states with charismatic leaders; but over time, the proportion of charismatic 

leaders decreases, while the proportion of rational leaders increases. Similarly the 

proportion of nationalist leaders decreases, while the proportion of ideological leaders 

who use communist or socialist justifications increase; whereas, the proportions of 

traditional leaders and performance-based leaders remain fairly constant. These overall 

trends will be important to keep in mind when we look at trends in support and 

opposition, trends in different strategic eras, and when comparing these figures to 

legitimation proportions for the full population of states. 

Nature of Support and Opposition 

I also coded each case for the nature of the supported leader and his/her rival 

based on archival documents. This, too, is a categorical measure indicating whether the 
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United States supported the existing regime, an elite leader or group that is part of the 

existing regime but not the existing leader (these were often military coups), a leader 

from an opposition party, a leader or government in exile, an armed opposition group, or 

foreign aggression. Interestingly, the cases were split relatively evenly, with 85 (47%) of 

the cases showing support for the existing regime; and therefore, 94 (53%) of the cases 

opposing the existing regime.87  

 

 
87 One case, South Korea in 1946, shows neither an existing leader to support nor 

overthrow because Japan had occupied it since 1910. However, in the analyses it is 

included as not supporting the existing regime (i.e. coded as 0) because in that particular 

case, the United States was skeptical about the legitimacy of the exiled group the Korean 

Provisional Government, but it also was not seeking to revive a government by the 

Korean royal family, which was in power before Japanese annexation. See for example, 

John P. Glennon et al., eds., “Foreign Relations of the United States: Diplomatic Papers, 

1945, The British Commonwealth, The Far East, Volume VI - Office of the Historian” 

(United States Government Printing Office, 1969), 

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1945v06., Documents 756-781. 

Document 766, for example, details the reasons why the United States had not recognized 

the Korean Provisional Government. 
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Figure 3 Nature of the Leader Supported or Opposed 

 

Figure 3 shows the frequencies of each type of leader supported and opposed. For 

types of support, the U.S. supported the existing leader 85 times against an opposition 

party in 32 cases, an armed opposition group in 34 cases, elites outside of the existing 

regime from either the military or another elite group in three cases, a leader or group in 

exile one time, and shored up support for the existing government against foreign 

hostility in 16 cases. On the other hand, it opposed the existing regime in 94 cases whilst 

supporting an opposition party in 32 cases, armed rebels in 25 cases, a coup or elite 

takeover in 25 cases, a leader or group from exile in nine cases, and foreign hostility 

against the existing regime in three cases.88 

 
88 These were cases where the operation to remove the leader was clear, but there 

was not clear support for someone else to takeover at the time. One example is Germany 

in 1945, where the United States removed the leader and occupied the country while it 

established a transition government.  
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Success of Intervention  

Success can be a loaded word and therefore is important to define explicitly to 

avoid ambiguity. I define success here as whether the United States got or removed the 

leader it wanted.89 Regardless whether the leader then went on to have cooperative 

foreign relations with the United States, a peaceful and stable country, democratic 

institutions, regional strength, or any number of potential policy goals that initiated the 

U.S.’s interference, if the interference resulted in the U.S.-preferred leader coming to 

power or remaining in power, then the case was a success.  

PITF Independent Variables 

The remaining independent variables begin by following the initial forecasting 

model as laid out by Goldstone et al.90 It includes regime type, infant mortality rate, 

neighborhood conflict, and state discrimination. Each of these variables is presented in 

greater detail below. 

Regime type For regime type, I use the Regimes of the World variables in the V-

Dem dataset.91 It includes closed autocracies, electoral autocracies, electoral 

democracies, and liberal democracies. These measures are close to the original categories 

 
89 O’Rourke, “Secrecy and Security.” 

90 Goldstone et al., “A Global Model for Forecasting Political Instability.” 

91 Anna Lührmann, Marcus Tannenberg, and Staffan I. Lindberg, “Regimes of the 

World (RoW): Opening New Avenues for the Comparative Study of Political Regimes,” 

Politics and Governance; Lisbon 6, no. 1 (2018): 60–77, 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17645/pag.v6i1.1214; Coppedge et al., “V-Dem Country-Year 

Dataset 2019.” 
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of regime in the PITF model, which includes full autocracy, partial autocracy, partial 

democracy, and full democracy. The biggest difference, however, is that the original 

model distinguishes between partial democracies with and without factionalism. They 

found significant differences between the two; therefore, the lack of this difference is a 

potential weakness in my data. Table 6 shows the breakdown of regime types for cases in 

which the U.S. interfered for the year prior to the intervention, at the beginning of the 

intervention, the end of the intervention, and five and ten years after the intervention 

ended. 

 

Table 6 Frequency of Regime Type of States in U.S. Interventions 

Regimes Types in U.S. Interventions 

  Beginning End 5 Years Later 10 Years Later 

Closed Autocracies 80 68 77 60 

Electoral Autocracies 65 71 47 42 

Electoral Democracies 24 27 33 37 

Liberal Democracies 10 13 22 24 

 

Overall, there appears to be an increase in the proportion of democracies and a 

decrease in the proportion of autocracies. Like legitimation, we can further understand 

how these regime types might change whether the United States is supporting the existing 

regime or trying to remove it. 

Infant Mortality The infant mortality rate often represents the socio-economic 

health of a society and is a common variable included in conflict studies. The values for 
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the infant mortality rate come from the UN’s World Population Prospects data. 92 As done 

in the original PITF model, I also normalized the values to the global average for the year 

of the observation to allow for comparison between years and logged the ratio to create a 

tighter distribution. The data is measured at the beginning of the intervention to cover the 

period of the intervention itself; the end of the intervention to cover the first five years 

after the intervention ends, and the fifth year after the end of the intervention to cover the 

second five-year period. Overall, the years span from 1945-2006 in the initial period, 

1945-2013 in the first five-year period, and 1950-2018 in the second five-year period. 

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics for each period. 

 

 
92 “World Population Prospects 2019, Online Edition” (United Nations, 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, 2019), 

https://population.un.org/wpp/Download/Standard/Mortality/. 
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Table 7 Descriptive Statistics for Infant Mortality 

Infant Mortality Ratio to World Average  
Beginning End 5-Years Later 

count 179 179 179 

mean 0.87 0.82 0.79 

s.d. 0.56 0.59 0.62 

min 0.11 0.11 0.10 

25% 0.46 0.37 0.34 

50% 0.71 0.65 0.56 

75% 1.21 1.14 1.09 

max 3.76 3.76 3.76 

 

Neighborhood Conflict The neighborhood conflict variable in the PITF model is a 

dichotomous variable that is true for states with four or more bordering states also 

experiencing significant internal conflict. The Major Episodes of Political Violence data 

set provided the data for this variable.93 Few of the states in which the United States 

intervened had at least four bordering states; so, I amended the variable to be true if all of 

a state’s borders were experiencing conflict, even if it had less than four borders.94 

 
93 Monty G Marshall, Ted Robert Gurr, and Barbara Harff, “Major Episodes of 

Political Violence, 1947-2018” (Center for Systemic Peace, July 25, 2017), 

http://www.systemicpeace.org/inscrdata.html. 

94 In their set of cases, neighborhood conflict was not a rare event, but in my set 

of cases, only four were cases in conflictual neighborhoods. I recoded the data so that if a 

country’s total number of borders equaled the number of conflicting borders, it also 

counted as neighborhood conflict (islands excluded). 
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Essentially, if a state is surrounded by other states experiencing significant violent 

conflict internally, regardless if there are four of them, it would still be impacted by 

regional instability; therefore, this was an appropriate amendment to the data. After I 

amended the coding of this variable, the number of states surrounded by neighborhood 

conflict became 16 in the period during the intervention, 16 in the five-year period after 

the intervention ends, and 21 in the following five years. Thus, states in conflict-ridden 

neighborhoods represent just less than 10% of cases in the first two time periods. 

State-led Discrimination The Minorities at Risk data provides the state-led 

discrimination variable. 95 In line with the original model, I created a dichotomous 

variable for state-led discrimination, which is true for cases where the state discriminates 

against any minority group tracked by the Minorities at Risk data at a level of 4 for either 

political or economic discrimination. The data begins in 1950, but a few of my cases 

began before 1950. For these states, I looked at the trends over the data that was 

available. Most of the states had clear patterns of high levels of discrimination for many 

years or no discrimination for many years; therefore, I based the judgement of how to 

code these observations based on the data that did exist. I also checked each case to make 

sure a major event that could have impacted state discrimination was not occurring in 

those years. For other cases that were missing, I looked at the population data for the year 

– if the state had at least 500,000 people, it would have been included in the dataset if it 

had any discrimination or minorities to track. I coded these states as having no 

 
95 Monty G Marshall, “Minorities at Risk Group Discrimination, 1946-2018” 

(Center for Systemic Peace, n.d.), electronic dataset provided by author.  
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discrimination. If the state did not have a population of at least 500,000, I left it as NA in 

the data since I could not reasonably replicate the measurement. A few states did not have 

data available until they were fully independent, though the United States was 

intervening in the state prior to independence. For these states, I accessed primary and 

secondary source materials to determine the state of relations between the colonies and 

the colonial governments. Appendix C has a full list of the states that needed separate 

confirmation of discrimination status. In all, 79 cases had state-led discrimination at the 

beginning of the intervention, and 78 cases had state-led discrimination in the first and 

second five-year periods after the intervention ended.  

Control Variables 

Furthermore, I included a number of control variables for characteristics that 

could affect the results.  

Era I set up a control for the possible effect of era since different strategic 

contexts and the reasons for intervening may be different. First, I established a simple 

dichotomous variable for whether the intervention began during the Cold War, that is, 

between the years 1947-1989. In total, 135 cases began during the Cold War, of which 

the United States supported 65 existing leaders and opposed 70 leaders; and 44 occurred 

outside of the Cold War, 20 of which the United States supported the existing leader and 

24 of which it did not.  The data for my interventions includes 43 Cold War years and 

only 19 non-Cold War years for the initial intervention period, since the latest 

intervention included in my set begins in 2006.  
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I also tried an alternative coding for Cold War, in which interventions that last at 

least five years after the Cold War ended are coded as non-Cold War cases. If the United 

States continued interference in these cases well after the Cold War ended, then other 

strategic considerations were at play. That is, countering the Soviet Union was not the 

only important factor, and potentially not even the most important. Thus, while the Cold 

War may have been a significant reason for beginning the intervention, the continuation 

of interference justifies coding these cases as non-Cold War. For this alternative variable, 

the numbers change slightly: 127 cases are coded as Cold War, 58 of which the United 

States supported and 69 of which the United States opposed; and 52 cases are non-Cold 

War, with 27 supported leaders and 25 opposed leaders. 

Finally and relatedly, I set up an additional, categorical variable that tracks the era 

the intervention took place. For this variable, there were three possibilities: Cold War 

(1947-1989), American hegemony (pre-1947 and 1990-2001), and Global War on Terror 

(2002-2018). I used this variable because the strategic considerations of the Global War 

on Terror mirror the Cold War in many ways. First, although the nature of the enemy is 

different, the United States views strengthening fragile states as an important way to 

prevent non-state actors from gaining power or operating freely in poorly governed 

territory. This recognition is similar to the United States attempting to strengthen regimes 

and states in the Cold War era to prevent communism from gaining traction and the 

Soviet Union from gaining power and influence. Furthermore, the United States is often 

criticized for backing autocratic regimes when it suited its needs rather than promoting 

democracy during the Cold War. Similar criticisms surfaced during the Global War on 
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Terror, when U.S. military aid flowed to increasingly autocratic regimes that were 

accused of using their newfound materiel and training against their own citizens or to 

shore up capacity against a regional rival.96 While controlling for just the Cold War may 

have been the dominant analytical consideration in the past, new strategic conditions may 

warrant increased precision in terms of the era and could show important patterns of 

leadership support, opposition, and potentially instability.  

Prior Interventions Likewise, since the data is not panel but does include 

observations for the same country at various times, I include a dichotomous variable for 

whether an intervention in that country also occurred in the previous five years. I 

experimented with other time checks, such as interventions occurring in three, seven, or 

ten years, none of which made a significant difference in the models.  

Length of Intervention I measured length of intervention in years. I simply 

subtracted the start year from the end year and adjusted any that began and ended in the 

same year to be one. Intervention lengths range from a year or less to 44 years, with an 

average of about six years. The median length of intervention is two years though and the 

most frequent length is one year or less. Because of the potential impact of outliers for 

this variable, I created a dichotomous variable to indicate whether the intervention lasts 

for more than a decade. Of the 179 cases, about 20% (40) lasted more than a decade. 

 
96 Dana Priest, The Mission: Waging War and Keeping Peace with America’s 

Military (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2004); Andrew Boutton, “US Foreign 

Aid, Interstate Rivalry, and Incentives for Counterterrorism Cooperation,” Journal of 

Peace Research 51, no. 6 (November 1, 2014): 741–54, 

https://doi.org/10.1177/0022343314543144. 
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Corruption Finally, I also include a variable for regime corruption, also taken 

from the V-Dem data, which focuses on the perception of corruption of political actors. 97 

Similar to the measurement of the legitimation variables, the corruption variable is also 

an interval measure based on the responses of at least three country experts. I include 

perception of corruption because it is an important element in how the population views 

the regime. It may affect the legitimacy of the regime and the extent to which the 

population trusts and is willing to cooperate with the government.98 Table 8 shows the 

descriptive statistics for regime corruption. 

 

 
97 Rachel Sigman and Staffan I. Lindberg, “V-Dem Codebook V9” (Varieties of 

Democracy (V-Dem) Project, 2018). 

98 Doron Navot and Itai Beeri, “The Public’s Conception of Political Corruption: 

A New Measurement Tool and Preliminary Findings,” European Political Science: EPS; 

Basingstoke 17, no. 1 (March 2018): 93–110, http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/s41304-016-

0079-2. 
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Table 8 Descriptive Statistics for Regime Corruption Interval Variable 

Regime Corruption Statistics 

  Beginning End 5-Years Later 

count 179 179 179 

mean 0.52 0.52 0.52 

std 0.28 0.28 0.29 

min 0.01 0.01 0.01 

25% 0.22 0.24 0.25 

50% 0.57 0.56 0.56 

75% 0.77 0.78 0.78 

max 0.97 0.96 0.97 

 

Methods 

In this section, I will explain the quantitative methods I use to examine the 

patterns of U.S. support for leaders with certain types of legitimation, and how different 

legitimation strategies impact political instability. For the first question of what types of 

leaders the United States tends to support, I use both parametric and non-parametric tests 

to check for differences between groups.  

Trends in U.S.-Supported Leaders 

To find patterns for U.S. support and opposition to leaders, I looked at both who 

the U.S. government supported, that is, whether the United States supported or opposed 

the current regime, an armed rebel group, or other type as specified above; and, I looked 

at the frequency of support to leaders with differing types of legitimation strategies. I 
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compared the frequencies of supported and opposed leaders to the frequencies in the V-

Dem data to determine whether the types of leaders the U.S. supports deviates from what 

we would expect based on the distributions from the population as a whole. Since I know 

the expected distribution of legitimation types, I can use binomial tests to determine 

whether the proportion in each category is significantly different than the population. If 

the United States supports a disproportionate number of rational leaders than what would 

be expected in the population for the same years, for example, then I can confirm that the 

U.S. preference for rational leaders or process legitimation holds true. On the other hand, 

if the United States does not support as many rational leaders as would be expected, then 

it would seem that U.S. behavior differs from its rhetoric.  

As noted above, it is also quite possible that rational leaders are the least likely to 

need the United States to shore up support; therefore, it might be more logical to say the 

United States is least likely to intervene for or against rational leaders. If this is the case, 

we should at least expect to see a change in type of legitimation from the beginning of the 

intervention to the end or in one of the five-year time periods after the intervention ends. 

Thus, I use McNemar’s tests to compare the frequencies of each type of legitimation in 

the latter time periods to the frequencies in the beginning.99 If significant differences in 

types of legitimation occur from the beginning to latter time-periods, then U.S. influence 

may be part of the explanation.  

 
99 McNemar’s tests are useful to check for proportional differences between the 

same group at different time periods, for example, before and after an event. For more 

information, see M. Ashley Morrison, “McNemar’s Test,” in Encyclopedia of Research 

Design, ed. Neil J. Salkind (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, Inc., 2012).  
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I also separate out Cold War cases from non-Cold War cases to see if the 

frequencies between the two groups significantly differ from each other; and, I separate 

supported leaders from opposed leaders to check for differences between these two 

groups. I use Fisher’s Exact tests to compare the proportions of legitimation in one group 

vis-a-vis the proportions of the same type of legitimation in the other group. Though 

Fisher’s Exact may be a conservative estimate, it is the most appropriate choice for my 

data because after separating the data into the groups, the expected frequency of 

observations in many of the groups is less than five.100   

I follow-up these non-parametric tests with simple t-tests to test the differences in 

means of the interval measures for each of the legitimation types. These tests provide 

confirmation for the non-parametric tests.  

Legitimation Impact on Instability 

I use logistic regression to test the change in likelihood of political instability 

occurring since my dependent variable, episode of instability, is dichotomous. By 

beginning with just the PITF explanatory variables of infant mortality, regime type, 

neighborhood conflict, and state discrimination, I can determine how well the original 

model predicts instability using just U.S. cases of intervention. Additionally, by running 

the model at three separate time periods, I can analyze short-term and long-term effects.  

I code the dependent variable, episodes of instability, for whether it occurs within the 

span of the intervention, within five years after the intervention ends, and within six to 

 
100 Evan M. Berman and XiaoHu Wang, Essential Statistics for Public Managers 

and Policy Analysts, Third (Thousand Oaks, CA: CQ Press, 2012). 
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ten years after the intervention ends. In order to see the effects of the independent 

variables, I measured them at three time periods also, so they are working as explanatory 

variables only during the time period for which they are relevant. The independent 

variables, then, are measured at the beginning of the intervention, which will serve the 

model with episodes of instability occurring within the time frame of the intervention; the 

end of the intervention, which will serve the model with episodes of instability occurring 

in the first five years after the intervention ends; and, the fifth year after the intervention 

ends, which will serve the model with episodes of instability occurring in the second 

period of five years.  The equations for each of the base models is as follows: 

ln(𝑝_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦/(1 − 𝑝_𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦))

= 𝛼 + 𝛽_1𝑙𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽_2𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

+ 𝛽_3𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽_4𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 

After running the models with just the PITF variables and then the models with 

PITF, legitimation, and control variables, I can analyze how the models change and use 

predicted probabilities to determine how well the models accurately predict instability 

after adding the variables of interest.  

The next chapter, Chapter 5, presents the results of the trends in leadership 

support or overthrow in terms of regime type and legitimation. I will follow up these 

results with a discussion of the most important findings and then turn to understanding 

how legitimation affects political instability.  
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CHAPTER 5:  TRENDS IN LEADERSHIP SUPPORT 

“He may be a son of a bitch, but he’s our son of a bitch.”  

~An American official speaking of a Latin American dictator 

 

The quote above often gets attributed to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt and 

is thought to be in reference to Nicaraguan leader Anastasio Somoza. But the fact that it 

is misattributed to different U.S. presidents and may have actually been said about 

Trujillo or any number of other unsavory leaders says something about the United States’ 

reputation. Thus, returning to the two main questions of interest: What types of leaders 

does the United States tend to support and oppose, and how does the legitimacy of those 

leaders impact the political stability of the state, this chapter presents comparisons 

between a variety of groups of leaders using both parametric and non-parametric tests. 

As we saw in the last chapters, leaders have the potential to impact state stability 

by the institutions they oversee, either by their creation and characteristics or their 

effectiveness, and, in the aftermath of conflict, how well they manage the actors and 

process of rebuilding. Thus, the selection of these leaders and how they legitimize their 

rule is an important element to creating political stability because it is the explanation the 

leaders use for why they have the right to lead. When the population generally agrees 

with the claims the leader makes justifying his rule, then there should be relative political 

stability. Based on the V-Dem’s legitimation and regime type data, Table 9 shows the 

frequency of each type of legitimation and regime type for all country years from 1945-
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2006, which are the years corresponding to the possible years when U.S. support 

begins.101  

  

 
101 Coppedge et al., “V-Dem Country-Year Dataset 2019”; Lührmann, 

Tannenberg, and Lindberg, “Regimes of the World (RoW)”; Tannenberg et al., “Regime 

Legitimation Strategies (RLS) 1900 to 2018.” 
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Table 9 Regime and Legitimation Types for Relevant Country-Years (V-Dem) 

Regimes and Legitimation for Relevant Country Years (1945-2006) 

 Regime Category 
 

Closed 

Autoocracy 

Electoral 

Autocracy 

Electoral 

Democracy 

Liberal 

Democracy 

Missing All Percent of Total 

Legitimation  
       

Charismatic 1796 777 116 6 23 2718 27.10 

Ideological 511 139 4 0 4 658 6.57 

Nationalist 269 146 34 5 0 454 4.50 

Performance 395 375 347 547 18 1682 16.79 

Rational 582 625 725 790 12 2734 27.30 

Separatist 68 7 0 0 0 75 0.75 

Traditional 436 160 17 57 1 671 6.70 

Missing 537 193 168 121 4 1023 10.21 

All 4594 2422 1411 1526 62 10015 100 

Percent  45.87 24.18 14.09 15.24 0.62 100 
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The traditional category includes both religious and restorative/conservative types 

of legitimation, and the category labeled “ideological” specifically represents leaders who 

use communist or socialist ideology to justify their rule. The two most common types of 

legitimation style are charisma and legal-rational, each representing about 27% of cases. 

Leaders justifying their rule based on performance represent the next most common type 

of legitimation with about 17%. The values-based types of legitimation such as ideology 

(6.6%), separatist (0.75%) and nationalist movements (4.5%), and leaders using religion 

and/or restorative or conservative values (6.7%) make up the remainder of cases with 

about 19% total. Approximately 10% of states did not have legitimation values. 

Likewise, autocracies make up the most frequent type of regime with about 46% of 

country-years labeled closed autocracies and 24% labeled electoral autocracies, and of 

those, charisma remains the most frequent type of legitimation among both types of 

autocracies. On the other hand, while liberal democracies only make up about 15% of 

regimes, rational legitimation is the most common type of legitimation among them, 

making up about 52%, with performance legitimation representing about 36% of liberal 

democracies; thus, together, rational and performance legitimation account for nearly 

88% of liberal democracies.  

Figure 4 shows the trajectory of how the frequency of legitimation changes over 

time for all states. 
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Figure 4 Legitimation Types for All Country Years (1945-2018) 

 

 

As shown by the figure (moving from top left), charismatic leaders became 

slightly more frequent until about the mid-1970s, and then experience a mostly consistent 

decline but end up hovering at about the same point in 2018 as they were in 1945. 

Ideological leaders show a modest increase until the end of the Cold War, where we see a 

large drop off and then moderately constant. Nationalist leaders show little change in 

either direction and overall represent a small proportion of the types of legitimation 

strategies. Leaders using performance as their legitimation strategy gradually increase 

over time; and, rational-legal leaders show a slight decrease for a number of years in the 

beginning, though the net change from 1945 to the end of the Cold War is marginal. 

However, at the end of the Cold War, we see a marked jump in frequency of rational 

leaders. Separatist movements cease to exist between the late 1970s until about 1990 and, 
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regardless, constitute a low proportion overall. Finally, traditional leaders experience a 

modest decrease in frequency over time, but like nationalist and separatist leaders, make 

up a relatively small number of overall cases.  

Figure 5 shows a similar trend with regime types, with an overall decrease in 

closed autocracies and increases in electoral autocracies, and electoral and liberal 

democracies. 

 

 
Figure 5 Regime Types over Time for All Country Years (1945-2018) 

 

The Nature of U.S.-Supported Leaders 

I compared the cases where the United States interfered in the selection of 

leadership to see which types of leaders the United States tends to support and oppose. 

Table 10 shows the frequency of legitimation types for each leader that the United States 
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supported and opposed. As evident by the table, there are few differences between the 

types of leaders the United States supported and opposed. Additionally, the distribution 

between supported and opposed cases is nearly equal with 85 (47.4%) of the leaders 

supported and 94 (52.5%) of the leaders opposed. 

 

Table 10 Frequency and Proportion of Legitimation Types for U.S. Interventions 

Types of Legitimation by Support 

  U.S. Supported U.S. Opposed 

Category Count Percent Count Percent 

Charismatic 27 31.76 26 27.96 

Performance 12 14.12 17 18.28 

Rational 22 25.88 18 19.35 

Traditional 9 10.59 4 3.23 

Nationalist 7 8.24 11 11.83 

Ideological 3 3.53 15 16.13 

Missing 5 5.88 3 3.23 

Total 85 100 94 100 

 

Overall, the United States supported and opposed charismatic leaders most 

frequently and supported ideological leaders least frequently. However, the only 

significant difference between leaders the United States supported and those they 

opposed occurs in the ideological category, with opposition to ideological leaders being 

significantly greater than support to them. Moreover, there are no significant differences 
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in either the frequencies or the mean legitimation scores of the leaders the United States 

supported and their global means and frequencies, which means that the leaders they 

supported are not significantly different than what would be expected given what we 

know about the population. At this point, it is important to remember that although the 

United States is known for its rhetoric regarding elections and good governance, we 

should not necessarily expect it to support more leaders who use rational or performance-

based legitimation than leaders who use other types of legitimation, particularly if these 

types of legitimation prove to be more stable than other types. However, we should 

expect to see the United States’ promoting movement toward these types of legitimation. 

If that is the case, at the very least, we should see a change toward rational or 

performance legitimation over-time for U.S.-supported leaders, which could be a result of 

U.S. influence. Similarly, in successful regime overthrows, we should see a pattern of 

regimes moving toward rational or performance-based legitimation after the intervention.  

Moreover, it is revealing that the United States opposed nearly as many rational leaders 

as it supported and opposed a greater number of performance-based leaders than it 

supported. The willingness to support charismatic leaders and the seeming anomaly in 

opposing leaders with rational or performance legitimation is a significant finding that I 

will discuss in more detail after presenting the remainder of the leadership trends.  

Legitimation Trends 

In each of the following figures, I show the legitimation trajectory of charismatic 

leaders the United States supported (propped up) or opposed (attempted regime change). 

The figures highlight how leaders who use charisma as their primary source of 
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legitimation change over the course of the intervention (from “During” to “End” on the 

figure), five years after the intervention ends (indicated by “5 Years Later” on the 

figures), and ten years after the intervention ends (indicated by “10 Years Later” on the 

figures). The figures also indicate the differences between cases where the United States 

was successful in its mission (solid lines) and where it was not (dotted lines). For 

example, in Figure 6, the solid lines show all of the charismatic leaders the United States 

successfully supported, meaning during the intervention, the United States was able to 

keep the existing leader in power; whereas, the dotted line represents cases where the 

United States attempted to prop up a leader but failed. Similarly, Figure 9’s solid line 

shows cases where the United States successfully removed a charismatic leader from 

power, and its dotted lines show cases where it attempted to remove a charismatic leader 

but failed. Overall, Figures 6 and 8 indicate that legitimation moved from charismatic 

justifications toward more rational and performance-based strategies in successful cases.  
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Figure 6 Charismatic Legitimation in Cases of Regime Support 

 

Figure 6 shows that the United States supported 27 regimes that primarily used 

charisma as their justification for rule, which is indicated by the far left hand side of the 

figure (indicated by the time period “During”); 23 of which were successfully supported 

(solid blue line) and 4 were attempts to support the leader but not successful (dotted blue 

line). The cases where the United States was successful show that the regimes steadily 

moved toward other types of legitimation as shown by the decrease over time of 

charismatic leaders and the increase in rational and performance legitimation.102 For 

example, by the end of the first five years following the intervention, only 14 of the 

 
102 The total number of states represented in the ten-years later timeframe for 

successes is only 18 rather than the original 23 because these cases are still ongoing and 

therefore are missing from the final count; however, all five cases still had charismatic 

legitimation at the 5-year mark, which means the solid blue line may actually flatten 

between the five and ten year periods. 
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original 23 regimes still used charisma as their primary legitimation: 4 of those original 

23 charismatic regimes moved to performance legitimation, 3 changed to rational 

legitimation, and 2 changed to ideological.103 These results could indicate U.S. influence 

over either the leader himself or the institutions. However, using a McNemar’s test to 

check whether there is a significant difference between the frequency of charismatic 

leaders in the initial period compared to either the end of the intervention or five-years 

later indicates that although the trend looks encouraging, the results are not significantly 

different. That is, the number of charismatic regimes across successfully supported 

regimes does not change significantly.  

Figure 7 shows the legitimation trajectory of all successfully supported leaders 

and reveals that changes in legitimation types for supported leaders is relatively flat. A 

decent decline in charismatic leaders, as indicated by the blue line, but only marginal 

declines in nationalist and traditional leaders. Likewise, the changes in these categories 

seem to be split by modest increases, overall, in leaders who use rational, performance, 

and ideological arguments. 

 
103 Failed cases show a decrease of charismatic leaders as well, but the number of 

failed cases is quite low to begin with (only 4 of the 27 total). Still, by the end of the 

intervention, two of those four remained charismatic, with one becoming nationalist and 

one using performance. The end of the first five-year period shows two still remaining 

charismatic and two using performance, and by the end of ten years, two remained 

charismatic and two used rational legitimation. 
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Figure 7 Legitimation Type of All Successfully Supported Leaders 

 

Similarly, Figure 8 also shows a decrease over time of charismatic legitimation 

and an increase in rational and performance-based legitimation in successfully opposed 

cases that used charismatic legitimation at the time the United States intervened. 
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Figure 8 Charismatic Legitimation in Cases of Regime Overthrow 

 

Out of 26 total regime change attempts with existing charismatic leaders, 13 were 

successful (solid blue line) and 13 were failures (dotted blue line). Of the original thirteen 

successful overthrows, only seven cases remained charismatic by the end of the 

intervention: three changed to rational leaders (solid green line), one to nationalism, one 

to traditional, and one case was missing a justification. Similar decreases occur over the 

next ten years, with only four cases still having a leader using charisma by the end of the 

ten years, five leaders using a rational argument, two leaders using performance, and one 

using tradition. Whereas, in failed attempts, we see a marked increase in ideological 

legitimation that remains steady over time as indicated by figure 8. Of the thirteen 

original failed attempts to remove a charismatic leader (dotted blue line), six remain 

charismatic by the end of the intervention and seven use ideological legitimation (dotted 
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orange line), all of which continue to use ideological legitimation over the course of the 

next ten years. 

When we check the significance of the change in legitimation types for successful 

overthrows with a McNemar’s test, we do find significant results. See for example, the 

trajectory of legitimation for all successfully opposed leaders in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9 Legitimation Types of All Successfully Opposed Leaders 

 

In the figure we can see an obvious divergence of charismatic and rational 

leaders, though they begin at the same point. Indeed, although the change in the number 

of charismatic regimes over time is not significant, the change in number of rational 

regimes is close to significant at a 5% level (and significant at a 10% level), with p-

values of 0.07 and 0.06 for 5- and 10-years later, respectively; and, the decrease in 

nationalist leaders is significant at the 10-year mark too, with a p-value of 0.02. This 
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result indicates that when the United States successfully removed a regime from power, 

the regimes that followed did move toward rational legitimation and away from 

charismatic and nationalist legitimation. This is a significant and encouraging finding that 

I will discuss at the end of this chapter. 

Regime Type Trends 

Similar trends exist when looking at regime types as well. I look at changes in 

regime types over time for all successfully supported leaders, all successfully opposed 

leaders, and their failed counterparts. I assess changes in overall numbers in successful or 

failed cases using a simple contingency table and McNemar’s test. This method enables 

me to look at whether significant changes occur after the United States intervenes. And, I 

look at the trajectory of individual regime types over time by separating them into 

categories and tracking how they change after the United States intervenes. For example, 

I look at all the cases labeled closed autocracies at the outset of the intervention and see 

how they change from the beginning of the intervention to the end of the intervention and 

at five- and ten-year intervals after the intervention ends. First, I will address the results 

across regime types, and then I will explain the individual trajectories within regime 

types. 
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Successfully Supported Cases 

Figure 10 shows the regime types of all cases of successfully supported leaders at 

the beginning of the intervention, the end of the intervention, and five-years after the 

intervention ended.104 

 

 
Figure 10 Successfully Supported Regimes Over Time 

 

Unfortunately, McNemar’s tests to assess whether significant differences exist in 

the number of closed autocracies in the beginning versus the end and five years later do 

not show significant changes. However, the tests reveal that the number of electoral 

 
104 I have removed the 10-year mark because seven of the eleven, ongoing 

supported cases are closed autocracies. The figure would show a dramatic decline of 

closed autocracies from 23 to 16, but in reality, the line could be much flatter if, in 2023, 

all seven regimes remain closed autocracies. I did not remove the 10-year mark from the 

legitimation figure, above, that had a similar dynamic because the trend was decreasing 

anyway, whereas, with closed autocracies it is not. 
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autocracies in the beginning and 5- and 10-year periods are significantly fewer, with p-

values of 0.041 and 0.004, respectively. Moreover, while electoral democracies did not 

change significantly, increases in liberal democracies are significant. For successfully 

supported cases, there were significantly more liberal democracies in the five- and ten-

year periods than at the beginning of the interventions, with p-values of 0.016 and 0.031, 

respectively. This result is encouraging, indicating that United States’ influence could 

help move regimes toward liberalization. These results are a significant finding, which I 

will discuss at the end of this chapter. Though regimes, in general, may have moved 

toward democracy over time, the results for the failed cases do not show a similar pattern. 

Regime Types in Failed Cases of Support 

When we look at the trends for regime types over time in failed cases, we do not 

see similar results. Figure 11 shows the trends for failed cases of support, in other words, 

cases where the United States tried to prop up a regime but failed. 
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Figure 11 Regime Types Over Time for Failed Cases of Support 

 

While successful cases showed an overall increase in democracies and a decrease 

in both closed and electoral autocracies, albeit modest for closed autocracies, failed 

support shows no change in the number of liberal democracies over time and no net 

change in closed autocracies over time. Furthermore, electoral democracies decrease 

slightly, and electoral autocracies increase slightly. Finally, none of the changes were 

significantly different from the beginning of the intervention. These results, or lack 

thereof, would suggest that for cases of U.S. intervention, the movement toward 

democratization may not just be the norm. In other words, the results from the 

successfully supported cases are, in fact, encouraging. 
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Successfully Opposed Cases 

Like the regime trends for the cases where the United States successfully 

supported a leader, the results for the successfully opposed cases are similarly 

encouraging. 

 

 
Figure 12 Regime Types in Successfully Opposed Cases 

 

As indicated by Figure 12, both types of autocracies decrease overall, with the 

decline in closed democracies more dramatic. While the changes in closed autocracies for 

successfully supported leaders were not significant, these results are significant, showing 

relatively substantial decreases in the frequency of closed autocracies in cases of 

successful overthrows. These results accord similarly to the charismatic legitimation 

trend, where successful overthrows showed new leaders using increasingly rational and 

performance-based legitimation compared to their overthrown predecessors. On the other 
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hand, the differences between the beginning time period and the end, five-, and ten-year 

periods in the number of electoral autocracies for successful overthrows are not 

significant; yet, the differences are significant for electoral democracies. Overall, there is 

a significantly greater number of electoral democracies in the two latter periods than 

when the interventions began; moreover, liberal democracies also show significant 

increases between the beginning and 10-year period, which indicates that U.S. 

interventions do see increasing liberalization in successful regime overthrows. Like the 

trends for successfully supported regimes, these trends for successful overthrows are an 

encouraging result, which I will discuss further at the end of this chapter. 

Regime Types in Failed Regime Overthrows 

Like supported cases, the different trajectory of regime types between successful 

and failed cases where the United States opposed the existing leader is stark.  
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Figure 13 Regime Types in All Cases of Failed Opposition 

 

Whereas successful cases of opposition saw a significant decrease in closed 

autocracies, in failed cases, there is almost no change. Electoral autocracies experience a 

near significant decrease, with a p-value of 0.092, and both types of democracies do 

increase slightly, but not significantly. On the other hand, numbers for both types of 

democracies did significantly increase for successfully opposed cases. These results, that 

is, the lack of significant movement toward democratic institutions in failed cases 

indicates that the results we saw in the successful cases may not be just a result of the 

overall global trend, otherwise, we should expect to see the same trend regardless of 

success. 

Trends by Individual Regime Type 

Separating out the regime types can also provide illuminating patterns about how 

specific types of regimes change over time during and after U.S. interventions. After 
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looking at the regime trends overall, it appears that successful interventions have had a 

generally positive effect, with both successfully supported and opposed regimes seeing 

increases in democracies. Taken with the knowledge that failed cases saw very few, if 

any, significant changes, it seems that when the United States changes or maintains the 

leadership in its desired direction, it may be able to use its influence toward liberalization. 

This section will look at individual regime types and how they changed over time. The 

figures below use the same graphical representation as I used in the section showing 

legitimation trends, with solid lines indicating cases where the United States was 

successful in its mission and dotted lines to indicate where the United States failed to 

achieve its desired leadership result. Each figure shows how the type of regime in the 

figure title changes over time; for example, in Figure 14, I include only cases where the 

United States supported a regime that V-Dem labeled “Closed autocracy,” and then I 

track how those regimes, which were initially closed autocracies, change over the course 

of time: the end of the intervention, five years after the intervention ends, and ten years 

after the intervention ends. 

Closed Autocracies  

Looking at Figure 14, which shows the trajectory of supported, closed autocracies 

from the beginning of the intervention to ten years after the intervention ends, we can see 

that supported closed autocracies have decreased, particularly in successful cases (solid 

blue line).  
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Figure 14 Supported Closed Autocracies Over Time 

 

Out of the 24 cases where the United States successfully propped up the existing 

leader, only 16 remained closed autocracies by the end of the intervention, with 8 

becoming electoral autocracies. Five years after the intervention ended, 14 were still 

closed autocracies, but only 4 were electoral autocracies and 5 became electoral 

democracies.105 Of the seven failed attempts to support an existing closed autocracy, six 

were still closed autocracies by the end of the intervention, five remained closed 

autocracies five years after the intervention ended, and three remained as such ten years 

later – in each of the time periods, the regimes that were no longer closed autocracies 

became electoral autocracies.  

 
105 As noted above in the regime trends across cases, seven of the ongoing cases 

are currently closed autocracies, which is why I do not highlight the rather dramatic-

looking decline between the 5- and 10-year mark.  
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On the other hand, cases where the United States successfully overthrew a closed 

autocracy show more dramatic results, as shown in Figure 15 below. 

 

 
Figure 15 Opposed Closed Autocracies Over Time 

 

Out of the 49 cases of attempted closed autocracy overthrows, the United States 

was successful in 22 of the cases. Of those, only half were still closed autocracies by the 

end of the intervention; nine remained closed autocracies at the end of the five-year 

period following the intervention, and only five were still closed autocracies by ten years 

later. Moreover, the figure also quite clearly shows that not only are closed autocracies 

difficult to overthrow, with 27 of the 49 cases unsuccessful, but also where the United 

States was not successful, regime types remained relatively constant, with 21 of the 

original 27 cases remaining as closed autocracies by the end of 10 years.  
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Electoral Autocracies 

Supported electoral autocracies also show a marked decrease overtime, beginning 

with 28 successfully supported electoral autocracies (solid orange line), and of those, 

only 10 remain at the end of the 10-year period.  

 

 
Figure 16 Supported Electoral Autocracies Over Time 

 

However, as shown in figure 16, of the original 28 electoral autocracies, a greater 

number of regimes became increasingly autocratic rather than less autocratic (9 closed 

autocracies v. 6 democracies five years after the intervention), which seems to support 

the exact arguments that scholars make regarding enabling semi-autocratic regimes to 

crack down on their citizens or consolidate their power. Though the number of 

unsuccessful cases are few, they see a strengthening of autocracy too, with all four cases 
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becoming closed autocracies at the five-year mark and three of the four remaining closed 

autocracies by the ten-year mark.  

Electoral autocracies that the United States opposed show the same trend, with an 

increase in closed autocracies for both successful (solid blue line) and unsuccessful cases 

(dotted blue line), as shown in figure 17.  

 

 
Figure 17 Opposed Electoral Autocracies Over Time 

 

This would suggest that at least some of the leaders the United States installed 

were more autocratic than those they helped remove. It also may suggest that even 

unsuccessful efforts to remove a leader could have an effect on the internal legitimacy 

dynamics, requiring leaders to consolidate power. 
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Electoral Democracies 

Electoral democracies show similar trends as electoral autocracies with a few 

becoming more autocratic and a few becoming more liberal.  

 

 
Figure 18 Supported Electoral Autocracies Over Time 

 

As shown in figure 18, above, successfully supported cases show a mix of 

outcomes. The overall frequency of supported electoral democracies is relatively few, 

with only 15 cases labeled electoral democracies at the beginning of the intervention, 9 of 

which were successful (solid green line) and 6 of which were not (dotted green line). Of 

the nine successful cases, six remained electoral democracies, two became more 

autocratic by the end of the intervention, and one became more democratic. By five years 

after the intervention ended, one additional case had become a liberal democracy, and the 

closed autocracy became less autocratic. When looking across cases of all successfully 
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supported leaders, changes in the overall number of electoral democracies were not 

significant.  

 

 
Figure 19 Opposed Electoral Democracies Over Time 

 

While the differences in cases that begin as electoral democracies (green lines) 

only show modest changes, one interesting thing to note is that the only change to occur 

in the four successful cases was one becoming a closed autocracy. This result also 

occurred in one of the successfully supported cases and the successfully supported and 

opposed electoral autocracies. None of the successful overthrows became more liberal. 

On the other hand, of the five failed attempts to overthrow an electoral democracy, two 

became liberal democracies, and though one became more autocratic at the five-year 

interval, it reversed course by the ten-year interval to remain an electoral democracy. 
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Liberal Democracies 

All regimes labeled liberal democracies at the beginning of the intervention 

remained so in each of the time periods. Figures 20 and 21, below, show that not only did 

liberal democracies withstand interference, but also that on balance, the United States 

was marginally more successful in its efforts, though it did not interfere in many liberal 

democracies. 

 

 
Figure 20 Supported Liberal Democracies Over Time 

 

As shown in the figure above, the United States supported seven liberal 

democracies, five of which were successful and only two unsuccessful. All seven cases 

labeled “Liberal democracy” at the beginning of the intervention remained so after the 

intervention ended.  
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Figure 21 Opposed Liberal Democracies Over Time 

 

The United States opposed few leaders in liberal democracies, but in all three 

cases it was successful, and despite U.S. interference, all three cases remained liberal 

democracies after the intervention ended. As a whole, then, these results indicate that 

while the United States intervened in only a few regimes labeled liberal democracies at 

the outset, many regimes moved toward liberal democracy after the intervention ended, 

regardless of whether the United States was propping up an existing leader or seeking his 

removal. Whereas, electoral democracies experienced relatively more change in both 

supported and opposed cases and only saw significant increases in number of electoral 

democracies in successfully opposed cases. 

Differences in Strategic Contexts 

Given that the bulk of the years in my data occur during the Cold War (43 years 

compared with 18 non-Cold War years), I separated the data into two sets to examine 
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differences between the two different strategic contexts. Table 11 shows the frequencies 

of each type of leader supported or opposed, separated by Cold War and non-Cold War 

cases.  

 

Table 11 Frequency of Legitimation by Support and Cold War 

Types of Legitimation by Support & Cold War  
U.S. Supported U.S. Opposed 

  Cold War Non-Cold War Cold War Non-Cold War 

Category Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent 

Charismatic 14 24.14 13 48.15 20 28.99 6 25 

Rational 12 20.69 10 37.04 12 17.39 6 25 

Performance 12 20.69 0 0 10 14.49 7 29.17 

Ideological 3 5.17 0 0 15 21.74 0 0 

Nationalist 6 10.34 1 3.7 8 11.59 3 12.5 

Traditional 7 12.07 2 7.41 3 4.35 0 0 

Missing 4 6.9 1 3.7 1 1.45 2 8.33 

Total 58 100 27 100 69 100 24 100 

 

There are a few significant differences in the frequencies of the leaders supported 

once we separate the cases: in non-Cold War cases, the United States tended to support a 

greater proportion of rational leaders compared with Cold War cases, but not 

significantly so. The proportion of supported charismatic leaders, on the other hand, are 

significantly greater in non-Cold War cases. This is an interesting finding contrary to 

what we should expect given the strategic differences between the Cold War and non-
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Cold War years. We might expect the United States to support charismatic leaders during 

the Cold War if they were an acceptable alternative to a rival communist or anti-Western 

leader, but after the Cold War, we should expect that support to dwindle as the threat of a 

powerful communist rival dwindled.  

Additionally, there were differences in leaders who used performance as their 

justification, with the United States supporting no leaders in non-Cold War cases 

compared with approximately 20% in Cold War cases. This is an unexpected finding 

because while leaders who use performance may not need as much extra support, we still 

should not expect the United States to oppose more performance leaders than it supported 

during this period. Furthermore, the United States opposed ideological leaders 

significantly more than they supported them in Cold War cases, which is not surprising. 

Using binomial tests to compare these distributions to the full population of states, we see 

that significant differences occur for support to states whose leaders use performance or 

charisma as their legitimation in non-Cold War years, with support to leaders using 

performance significantly lower and support to charismatic leaders significantly higher 

than what we should expect based on the global distribution. Again, this finding is at 

odds with what we would expect, unless after the Cold War, democratic processes 

became more important than supporting well-performing dictators. As noted above, only 

the frequency of ideological leaders show a significant difference in opposed cases, with 

the proportion of opposed ideological leaders representing a significantly greater 

distribution than the world population, which given the strategic context of the Cold War 

is an expected finding. Table 12 shows the breakdown of legitimation strategies based on 
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the V-Dem dataset for all states for years during and outside the Cold War period of 

1947-1989. 

 

Table 12 Legitimation Types for All States by Cold War & Non-Cold War 

Legitimation Types by Cold War and Non-Cold War Years (V-Dem)  
Cold War Non-CW (< 2006) Non-CW (full) 

Category Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent 

Charismatic 1964 29.19 795 24.19 1194 21.98 

Rational 1596 23.72 1230 37.42 2079 38.28 

Performance 985 14.64 712 21.66 1309 24.1 

Ideological 597 8.87 94 2.86 131 2.41 

Traditional 558 8.29 184 5.6 281 5.17 

Nationalist 384 5.71 94 2.86 165 3.04 

Separatist 55 0.82 23 0.7 35 0.64 

Missing 589 8.75 155 4.72 237 4.36 

Total 6728 100 3287 100 5431 100 

 

As is clear from the table and can be seen in figure 5 in the earlier section, the 

overall trend in legitimation strategies moves toward rational and performance 

legitimation while charismatic and most other forms of legitimation decrease. 

An important distinction in time can be made, though, with regards to the actual 

strategic contexts. While a binary Cold War/non-Cold War distinction is a common way 

to address the likely differences, another potentially useful way is a three-way 
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categorization: Cold War, American hegemony, and Global War on Terror. The Global 

War on Terror era mirrors the Cold War era in many ways. First, although the nature of 

the enemy is different, the United States views strengthening fragile states as an 

important way to prevent non-state actors from gaining power or operating freely in 

poorly governed territory. This recognition is similar to the United States attempting to 

strengthen regimes and states in the Cold War era to prevent communism from gaining 

traction and the Soviet Union from gaining power and influence. Furthermore, the United 

States is often criticized for backing autocratic regimes when it suited its needs rather 

than promoting democracy during the Cold War. Similar criticisms surfaced during the 

Global War on Terror, when U.S. military aid flowed to increasingly autocratic regimes 

that were accused of using their newfound materiel and training against their own 

citizens. Thus, when we separate the three different time periods into Cold War (1947-

1989), Hegemony (pre-1947, 1990-2001), and GWOT (2002-2018), we may see different 

trends in terms of the types of leaders on whose behalf the United States intervenes. 

Table 13 shows the breakdown for regimes in each of the different time periods for all 

states, and table 14 shows the breakdown for just U.S. cases. 
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Table 13 Legitimation during 3 Strategic Eras 

Legitimation during different time periods -- All Regimes (V-Dem)  
Cold War Hegemony GWOT (2002-2006) GWOT (full) 

Category Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent 

Charismatic 1964 29.19 604 25.15 191 21.58 590 19.48 

Rational 1596 23.72 884 36.80 346 39.10 1195 39.45 

Performance 985 14.64 479 19.94 233 26.33 820 27.07 

Ideological 597 8.87 78 3.25 16 1.81 53 1.75 

Traditional 558 8.29 142 5.91 42 4.75 139 4.59 

Nationalist 384 5.71 72 3.00 22 2.49 93 3.07 

Separatist 55 0.82 18 0.75 5 0.56 17 0.56 

Missing 589 8.75 125 5.20 30 3.39 112 3.70 

Total 6728 100 2402 100 885 100 3029 100 
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One of the first things to note is that, in general, charismatic, rational, and 

performance-based legitimation represent the majority types of legitimation for all 

country-years in each of the strategic eras. During the Cold War, they make up 67.1%, 

which steadily increases over time. During the time period in which the United States 

was a relative hegemon, these three types represented 80.8% of all country-years, and 

during the beginning of the Global War on Terror, 87%. Similarly, as shown in Table 14 

(below), they make up about 63% of all U.S. cases during the Cold War, with about 

65.5% in supported cases and 60.87% in opposed cases. During American hegemony, 

they make up about 77.8%, with about 80% in supported cases and 76.2% in opposed 

cases. Finally, they make up 87.5% of cases during the Global War on Terror, with 

91.7% of supported cases and 75% of opposed cases.  
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Table 14 Legitimation Types in U.S. Cases by Support and Era 

Types of Legitimation in U.S. Interventions by Support and Era 

  U.S. Supported 

  Cold War Hegemony GWOT 

Category Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent 

Charismatic 14 24.14 5 33.33 8 66.67 

Rational 12 20.69 7 46.67 3 25.00 

Performance 12 20.69 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Ideological 3 5.17 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Traditional 7 12.07 2 13.33 0 0.00 

Nationalist 6 10.34 1 6.67 0 0.00 

Missing 4 6.90 0 0.00 1 8.33 

Total 58 100 15 100 12 100 

  U.S. Opposed 

  Cold War Hegemony GWOT 

  Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent 

Charismatic 20 28.99 4 19.05 2 50 

Rational 12 17.39 6 28.57 0 0 

Performance 10 14.49 6 28.57 1 25 

Ideological 15 21.74 0 0.00 0 0 

Traditional 3 4.35 1 4.76 0 0 

Nationalist 8 11.59 3 14.29 0 0 

Missing 1 1.45 1 4.76 1 25 

Total 69 100 21 100 4 100 
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Exactly as I would expect, the proportions of ideological and nationalist leaders 

the United States opposed during the Cold War are significantly greater than their 

proportions in the population of country-years for the same period, with binomial test p-

values of 0.001 and 0.043, respectively. 106 During relative hegemony, the support for 

leaders using performance legitimation was significantly less than expected and 

opposition to nationalist leaders was greater than expected. Binomial tests indicate p-

values of 0.041 for supported performance-based leaders and 0.024 for nationalist leaders 

during the hegemonic era. Again, these results are not surprising because I would expect 

leaders who use performance to need the least amount of support, and I would expect the 

 
106 Eight cases of support began in 1945 and could be considered Cold War cases 

because of their longevity into the Cold War. If I code the 1945 cases as Cold War 

instead of hegemony, the totals become 66 during the Cold War and 7 for hegemony, and 

a few marked changes occur. At the outset, we can see that though support and 

opposition to leaders, overall, is relatively equal during the Cold War, during American 

hegemony, the United States opposed three times as many leaders as it supported (21:7), 

but the era of GWOT shows just the opposite (4:12). Additionally, when the era was 

hegemonic, the United States mostly opposed charismatic regimes; whereas, in the Cold 

War, its support and opposition to charismatic leaders was much more evenly split, and 

during the Global War on Terror it swung back to mostly supporting. Binomial tests to 

assess whether the distribution of cases significantly differs from the expected 

distribution shows that for the Cold War, the frequencies of opposed leaders using 

ideological and nationalist legitimation and supported leaders using traditional 

legitimation differ significantly from the population with p-values of 0.0009, 0.0433, and 

0.088, respectively. During relative hegemony, rational leaders make up a greater 

frequency than the population’s distribution in supported cases and nationalist leaders 

make up a greater number in opposed cases. Binomial tests show p-values of 0.064 for 

supported rational leaders and 0.027 for opposed nationalists in the era of relative 

American hegemony. I chose to code the 1945 cases as hegemony because many of them 

actually began before 1945 (Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Liberia, El Salvador, 

Philippines, etc.) when the United States was either a regional hegemon or held 

significant influence in the country. Coding these as Cold War cases instead is certainly 

reasonable though given that most of the years of interventions occurred during the Cold 

War.  
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United States to attempt to remove nationalist leaders. Finally, the frequency of 

charismatic leaders the United States supported during the Global War on Terror is 

significantly greater than what we would expect given the population’s frequency during 

the same time period, yet the number of performance-based leaders the United States 

supported was significantly fewer than the population’s distribution, with p-values of 

0.001 and 0.026, respectively. We also see that support to rational leaders during the Cold 

War and GWOT era do mirror each other rather closely, while support to rational leaders 

during relative hegemony is much higher than in the other two periods. Still surprising, 

though, is the opposition to so many rational and performance-based leaders during 

American hegemony.  

Finally, note that when I separated the cases just based on Cold War, non-Cold 

War cases showed significantly more supported charismatic leaders, but once we separate 

out hegemony from GWOT cases, we see that this finding is attributed to GWOT cases 

rather than hegemony. As the perceived threat became more immediate, as in the Global 

War on Terror, the United States opted to shore up support for charismatic leaders, which 

is the least stable form of legitimacy, rather than risk the downfall of a potential ally. 

Ultimately, these results for each era show that the differing strategic contexts changed 

the United States’ propensity for supporting certain types of leaders, and analyzing 

changes based solely on the strategic differences of the Cold War may risk missing 

important nuances.  
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Discussion 

 After analyzing all the trends in leadership support and opposition, a few 

points are worth discussing in further detail. First, when looking across cases, the 

instances where the United States was successful in achieving its desired leadership 

outcome, did see more significant movement toward democratic regime types and 

rational or performance-based legitimation. These results accord with Peceny’s 

arguments that overall, pro-liberal policies adopted by different U.S. administrations do 

help account for the positive relationship between U.S. military interventions and 

democracy.107 Furthermore, while Peceny’s and others’ work focused on military 

interventions, specifically, the consistent findings among this study and theirs suggests 

that U.S. interventions more generally have the same effect, since this study uses both 

military and non-military interventions in its case make-up. Finally, though not 

significant, there is some support for the criticisms against U.S. interventions, which 

purport U.S. assistance to weak governments, particularly in the form of security force 

assistance, enables them to consolidate power against their own citizens. For example, as 

Dana Priest notes, "how could the leaders of these countries take the U.S. pressure toward 

democracy seriously if most of Washington's handouts were for surveillance, weapons, 

and counterterrorism training?"108 While the changes in electoral democracies were not 

 
107Peceny’s work clarified the work of other scholars (Hermann and Keigley and 

Meernik) who found U.S. interventions to leave states more liberal. Peceny, Democracy 

at the Point of Bayonets. 

108 Priest, The Mission. 
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significant in supported cases, the decreases in electoral autocracies were significant. The 

problem, though, is that many of them became more autocratic, which is part of the 

explanation why we do not observe a marked change in closed autocracies. Though the 

number of states that began as closed autocracies did decrease, some of those that began 

as electoral autocracies and democracies ended up becoming closed autocracies, and 

therefore we do not see a significant decrease overall in the number of closed autocracies. 

The significant increase in liberal democracies for both successfully supported leaders 

and successful overthrows, yet a lack of similar changes in failed cases, does suggest that 

United States influence may be a positive force for change over time when it is 

successful. This also means, then, that making the decision to intervene is not to be taken 

lightly. 

Additionally, though it seems curious that charismatic leaders and closed 

autocracies make up the greatest distribution among U.S. cases of intervention, even in 

supported cases, we should keep in mind that charismatic leaders and closed autocracies 

make up the most frequent type of legitimation and regime type across the population of 

countries. Thus, the United States interference in these cases fits in well with the overall 

distribution. However, where the U.S was successful, states did move toward more 

democratic regime types and away from charisma as a main legitimation strategy. Where 

the United States was not successful, though, did not see significant movement. While 

Peceny’s and others’ work suggest that the U.S. used its influence to promote liberal, 

democratic policies in successful cases; it leaves open the question of why unsuccessful 

interference showed little, if any, change. It is possible, in unsuccessful cases, that leaders 
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took drastic measures to avoid successful U.S. influence, which had lasting 

repercussions. Or in the case of failed support, the legitimacy crisis was exacerbated by 

seemingly underwhelming U.S. support and an even worse situation arose after. 

Finally, the United States did change its behavior with respect to leadership 

support and opposition in differing strategic eras, though U.S. opposition to leaders who 

use rational and performance legitimation in the non-Cold War eras is at odds with what 

we should expect. Certainly, during the Cold War and even the Global War on Terror, we 

might expect the United States to support any type of leader that was not communist or 

socialist or that joined the fight against terrorism; indeed, ideological leaders make up a 

far greater proportion of U.S. opposition cases during the Cold War than their global 

distribution would suggest is normal. Likewise, U.S. support swung back to charismatic 

leaders during the GWOT compared to the relatively brief hegemonic period before it. 

But, why the United States continued to oppose rational and performance leaders during 

the hegemonic era is still a puzzle. Conventional wisdom in the hegemonic era is we 

became more enlightened and placed values and ethics ahead of national interests. The 

results here suggest that we need to rethink this conventional wisdom. 

In short, these results show mostly support for the first hypothesis that the United 

States will be most likely to intervene on behalf of or against charismatic leaders because 

their legitimation is the most fragile. Though charismatic leaders made up the greatest 

distribution in the full population of states in the Cold War era, it declined over time; yet, 

U.S. support to charismatic leaders increased over all strategic eras, and to a significantly 

greater degree during the Global War on Terror. These results, overall, also show 
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preliminary support for U.S. influence in moving legitimation toward process and 

performance and increasingly democratic institutions. I address these findings in the 

context of political instability in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6: POLITICAL INSTABILITY 

Trends in Instability 

The second part of the research agenda asks how legitimation affects political 

instability, and how the United States might affect this dynamic. After understanding the 

types of leaders the United States tends to support and oppose, I now look for trends in 

the occurrence of instability among different groups such as supported and opposed 

leaders, whether there are differences in legitimation strategies between states with and 

without instability, and I use regression analysis to understand how legitimation affects 

the likelihood of instability occurring.  

Differences between Cases 

I found few significant differences in the frequency or change in occurrence or 

start of instability in any combination of U.S. interventions, but some of the trends are 

worth noting. 

Support v. Opposition 

Figures 22 and 23 show the proportions of instability among supported and 

opposed cases. As shown in the figure, a greater proportion of opposed cases had 

instability occurring in the five years prior to the intervention with nearly 45 percent of 

opposed cases having preexisting instability compared to about 38 percent in supported 

cases. The near opposite is true for episodes of instability occurring during the 

intervention, with a greater proportion of instability in cases of support than opposition. 

This could indicate that the United States enables an adverse regime change, or it could 
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indicate that support to a leader whose legitimacy is waning creates resentment among 

the population. 

 

 
Figure 22 Instability in Cases of Intervention by Support 

 

While the differences are not significant, the trends are interesting and suggest 

that the United States may attempt to shore up support to leaders before instability 

occurs, while they also may be more apt to support removal of leader who is already 

experiencing instability. Also interesting is Figure 23, below, which shows the 

proportions of new cases of instability among supported and opposed leaders, which 

means episodes of instability that begin during each of the time periods. Whereas the 

figure above shows the different proportions of overall episodes of instability that may be 

ongoing from the previous time period, the one below specifically highlights instability 

that begins within the time frame. 
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Figure 23 New Episodes of Instability by Support 

 

The time periods of during the intervention, itself, and five years after the 

intervention ends shows supported leaders with higher proportions of new episodes of 

political instability than opposed leaders. For example, about 27 percent of supported 

leaders experienced a new occurrence of instability during the intervention compared 

with about 23 percent of opposed leaders. The differences in each of these time periods 

are not significant, but the second five-year period shows an almost significant difference 

with the proportion of new episodes of instability for opposed leaders nearly twice that of 

supported leaders.109 This could indicate that U.S. support to existing leaders leaves states 

stronger in the relative long-term and lends support to O’Rourke’s finding that regime 

change operations resulted in violent overthrows within 10 years.  

 
109 This result is almost significant at the 10 percent level, with a p-value of 0.11 

using a chi-square test to determine the differences between groups. 
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Successful v. Unsuccessful 

When we look within supported cases and opposed cases, there are also a few 

trends worth exploring. Figures 24 and 25 show the proportions of instability in 

successful and failed cases among supported leaders. 

 

 
Figure 24 Instability in Supported Cases by Success 

 

Among supported cases, the proportions of instability in successful cases slightly 

decreases over time; while, the proportions of instability in failed cases remains relatively 

constant. In fact, the differences between successful and failed cases in the second five-

year period is significant at the 10 percent level with a p-value of 0.07. These results 

suggest that when we successfully support a leader, we may have a moderate effect also 

on decreasing instability; however, where we attempted to shore up support for a leader 
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but failed, instability likely continued. Notably, the proportion of cases with prior 

instability in successful and failed cases is nearly equal.  

 

 
Figure 25 New Episodes of Instability in Supported Cases by Success 

 

When we look at episodes of instability that begin in supported cases, we can see 

that the proportions of new instability in successful and failed cases during the 

intervention are close to equal, with about 27 percent of successfully supported cases 

experiencing a new episode of instability during the intervention and 26 percent of failed 

cases of support experiencing a new episode of instability. Interestingly, when we look at 

the types of new instability during this time period, out of 18 new episodes of instability 

in the successful cases, 13 constituted adverse regime changes. This finding preliminarily 

supports the argument that U.S. support to existing regimes in potential turmoil enables 

them to consolidate power, which I will address in the case studies. 
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Looking at the differences in opposed cases, overall, we see the opposite of 

supported cases.  

 

 
Figure 26 Instability in Opposed Cases by Success 

 

Though we see a marginal increase, overtime, in proportion of instability for both 

successful and failed overthrows, a greater proportion of instability occurs in successful 

overthrows overall than failed overthrows. Though the differences are not significant in 

any of the time periods, these results do suggest that overthrowing and installing a new 

leader certainly does not prevent instability from occurring. Furthermore, these results are 

enhanced by the figure below, which shows just the new episodes of instability in cases 

where the United States attempted regime change.  
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Figure 27 New Episodes of Instability in Opposed Cases 

 

Again, these results show a greater proportion of new instability in successful 

cases during the intervention and five years after the intervention ended than in failed 

cases. Thus, while successful cases had higher proportions of episodes of instability 

overall, these were not simply due to instability that was ongoing. Rather, the figure 

shows that higher proportions of new instability are also present in successful cases.  

Differences between Cases with and without Prior Instability 

One important idea in terms of policy implications is whether U.S. interventions 

can prevent instability or help instability end by supporting either side. I noted that if the 

United States supports a leader before instability occurs, then it may help boost the 

legitimacy and strength of the regime to prevent the crisis of legitimacy and hopefully 

instability. If it overthrew a leader before instability occurred, it would likely spur 

instability by changing the power dynamics among elite groups without these changes 
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naturally occurring. On the other hand, if it supported or opposed an existing leader that 

was already experiencing instability, then the result could go either way because the size 

and type of commitment along with commitments from other external actors were likely 

a determining factor. I looked into this dynamic by separating cases that had instability in 

the five years prior to the intervention from ones that had no instability prior to the 

intervention. I looked at changes in new instability between cases the United States 

supported and those they opposed. I also looked at whether there were differences 

between cases where the United States was successful and not successful. There were no 

significant results between leaders the United States supported and those they opposed 

for either cases where instability was already occurring or for cases where there was no 

prior instability. Additionally there were no significant differences between successful 

and failed cases where instability was already occurring. However, the differences 

between successful and failed cases were significant in cases where there was not prior 

instability in the previous five years, with new episodes of instability during the 

intervention significantly greater in successful cases. I include Figure 28 as a reference to 

demonstrate these differences.  
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Figure 28 New Episodes of Instability in Cases without Prior Instability 

 

While this does not tell us whether supporting a leader can prevent a crisis of 

legitimacy or whether opposing one creates one. It does tell us that successfully getting 

the leader the United States wants, certainly does not prevent instability and likely 

foments it. Furthermore, when we look at the types of instability, supported cases saw 13 

total (32 percent) new episodes comprised of 6 civil wars, 7 adverse regime changes, and 

2 cases of genocide or politicide.110 On the other hand, opposed cases only saw 7 total (25 

percent) new episodes, with 5 civil wars, 5 adverse regime changes, and 2 cases of 

genocide.111  

 
110 Two cases experienced simultaneous instability: Argentina had both an 

adverse regime change and politicide, and Lebanon had both an adverse regime change 

and civil war. Thus, the total number of episodes of instability that began during the 

intervention in successfully supported cases is 13. 

111 Only Ghana and Cambodia did not experience simultaneous types of 

instability during the intervention. 
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Creating a Baseline 

We now know that not only did the United States support different types of 

leaders, but that the overarching trends in instability are slightly different for leaders the 

United States opposed and those it supported, and where it was successful vice where it 

was not. Now that we know some of the overarching trends in instability for U.S. cases of 

intervention, it is worthwhile to return to legitimation. Understanding whether states with 

instability have a higher proportion of certain types of leaders or regimes than states 

without instability is useful, particularly when comparing the figures with leaders the 

United States tends to support. If there is no difference between states with and without 

instability, then the type of leader the United States backs will not matter, nor will its 

efforts to promote process or performance legitimation. If, however, states with 

instability tend to have certain types of leaders, then, in the interest of creating or 

maintaining stability, we would expect the United States to either push for institutional 

changes that would bring about these types of leaders in cases of regime support or 

overthrow these types of leaders in favor of more stable types.112 Indeed, the results from 

Chapter 5, show that the United States does intervene both for and against charismatic 

 
112 To be sure, during the Cold War, stability may have taken a backseat to 

combating communism. Thus, the United States was perfectly willing to capitalize on or 

create conditions ripe for instability in order to destabilize the Soviet Union either 

directly or through proxy. However, we would most see these situations in the leaders the 

United States opposed rather than those they supported. That is, in cases where the 

United States was supporting or propping up a leader, we would expect it to support 

stability. However, stability does not necessarily mean democracy. It still supported 

plenty of closed autocracies, and, in the interest of preventing communist elements from 

taking power, may have encouraged or turned a blind eye on democratic reversals, which 

we will be able to see from the PITF data. 
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leaders most frequently, and when it was successful, an increase over time in rational 

legitimation resulted, significantly so in cases of successful overthrows. 

Legitimation 

Thus, to create a baseline to see whether there was a difference between the types 

of legitimation leaders use in the world of states with and without political instability, I 

used the V-Dem dataset and combined the PITF data on episodes of instability. Out of 

11,526 total country-years from 1948-2017, 1,555 states had an episode of instability 

occur, or approximately 13.5% of country-years experiencing instability. Table 15 shows 

the frequency of each type of legitimation for states broken down by whether instability 

occurred.  
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Table 15 Frequency and Proportion of Legitimation Type by Instability 

Legitimation Types by Occurrence of Instability  
States with 

Instability 

States without 

Instability 

Binomial 

Test  
Count Percent Count Percent P-Value 

Charismatic 432 27.78 2581 25.89 0.092* 

Ideological 83 5.34 615 6.17 0.117 

Nationalist 128 8.23 382 3.83 0.049** 

Performance 200 12.86 1977 19.83 <0.001*** 

Rational 431 27.72 2998 30.07 <0.001*** 

Separatist 0 0 78 0.78 0.059* 

Traditional 146 9.39 603 6.05 <0.001*** 

Missing 135 8.68 737 7.39 <0.001*** 

Total 1555 100 9971 100  

Note: ***p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 

 

 

Looking at the table, there are clear differences in the frequencies of certain types 

of legitimation between states with and without political instability. Binomial tests 

indicate that significant differences exist in nearly all types of legitimation, with the 

exception of ideological, which is a specifically socialist/communist rationale. States 

without political instability have larger proportions of leaders using performance and/or 

rational-legal justifications for legitimation than states with instability. On the other hand, 

a greater proportion of charismatic leaders occur in states with instability. Additionally, 

the proportions of leaders who use tradition or nationalism rationales in states with 
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instability represent nearly twice as many as those in states without instability. By using 

t-tests, I was able to confirm these trends by assessing whether the mean scores for each 

type of legitimation for groups without instability significantly differed from the mean 

legitimation scores for states with instability. Verifying these results with t-tests is 

worthwhile because regimes rarely use only one rationale to justify their legitimacy; thus 

if the results are consistent, we can be confident that using a categorical variable is an 

appropriate manipulation of the data and that the binomial tests are accurate. Table 16 

shows the means for each group and the p-value associated with the t-test.113 

 
113 Consistent with the authors’ recommendations, I removed all cases that had 

fewer than three country experts respond.  
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Table 16 Differences in Means of Legitimation Types for All States 

Mean Legitimation Scores for States by Instability 

  States 

with 

Instability 

States 

without 

Instability 

T-Test (Difference 

in Means) 

Category Mean Mean P-Value 

Charismatic 0.1009 0.0019 0.0101** 

Ideology 0.1572 0.0369 0.0009*** 

     Nationalist 0.5615 0.5108 <0.001*** 

     Separatist 0.0695 0.0609 0.0381** 

     Religious 0.1874 0.1101 < 0.001*** 

     Conservative 0.3247 0.3710 <0.001*** 

     Soc./Comm. 0.2352 0.2449 0.2635 

Rational 0.3370 0.4159 0.0175** 

Performance 0.0452 0.3462 < 0.001*** 

Note: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1 

 

As shown in the table, significant differences exist between nearly all types of 

leaders. States experiencing political instability had higher mean legitimation scores for 

charisma and ideology as a whole; whereas, states without instability had higher mean 

scores for rational- and performance-based legitimation. Within ideology, we can further 

break down the differences in types of message: religious, nationalist, and separatist 

messaging had higher legitimation scores in states with instability, and 
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restorative/conservative legitimation scores were higher in cases with no instability.114 

Socialist/communist ideology, again, did not show significant differences between the 

two groups. These results are both encouraging and enlightening because they highlight 

that not only are there important differences between different types of legitimation in 

terms of political instability, but also that these differences remain largely consistent even 

when regimes are using a variety of justifications to legitimize their rule.  

Regime Type 

Differences also occur in regime type between states with and without instability. 

Table 17 shows the breakdown of regime types for all country-years. The only type of 

regime whose frequency in states with instability is not significantly different from their 

global frequency distribution is closed autocracy. Binomial tests confirm that electoral 

autocracies have significantly greater representation in states with instability, and 

democracies, both electoral and liberal, have significantly fewer numbers in states with 

instability than expected from their frequency in the total distribution. 

 
114 The only observed anomaly is between the tests for separatist legitimation. 

Given that separatist messaging as the primary source of legitimation is rare, it is not 

surprising that this particular result is at odds with the binomial test. 
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Table 17 Regime Types and Instability for All Country Years 

Regime Types for States with and without Instability (1948-2017) 

  With 

Instability 

Without 

Instability 

Total Binomial 

Test 

Regime Type Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent p-value 

Closed autocracy 604 38.84 3934 39.45 4538 39.37 0.37 

Elect. autocracy 667 42.89 2299 23.06 2966 25.73 <0.001*** 

Elect. democracy 223 14.34 1779 17.84 2002 17.37 <0.001*** 

Lib. democracy 44 2.83 1917 19.23 1961 17.01 <0.001*** 

Missing 17 1.09 42 0.42 59 0.51   

Total 1555 100 9971 100 11526 100   

 

Likelihood of Instability 

To briefly reiterate, states with instability disproportionately use certain types of 

legitimation and also that their mean scores for those types of legitimation are higher than 

in states without instability. We also know that electoral autocracies represent a greater 

number of states with instability than they should and both types of democracies 

represent fewer numbers of states with instability than expected. When placed in the 

context of the types of leaders and regimes the United States supports, this baseline is 

useful. Recall from the last chapter that significant decreases in electoral autocracies 

occurred over time and significant increases in democracies occurred in successful cases. 

Now, using logistic regression, we can assess how these variables impact the likelihood 

of political instability.  
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The Original PITF Model 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Political Instability Task Force identified 

four variables that were the most useful in predicting political instability: infant mortality 

rate, regime type, state-led discrimination, and neighborhood conflict.115 While they also 

tested myriad other variables that scholars frequently cite in conflict literature, these four 

dynamics created an efficient and parsimonious model for predicting instability. I used 

this model as a starting point for my analysis; however, I am not expecting it to behave 

exactly as the original model for several reasons: first, I am tracking states in which the 

United States chooses to intervene, which means at the outset, these cases may all, at the 

very least, have some strategic value to the United States and likely something in 

common. Even if that value is simply preventing the Soviet Union from exerting its 

influence, for example, certain states were decidedly important enough in which to 

interfere. Secondly, I am tracking the states at different time periods: during the 

intervention itself, one to five years after the intervention ends, and six to ten years after 

the intervention ends. Essentially, this means that what we see during the intervention 

may not still be true after the intervention ends. Put simply, the reasons for the United 

States interfering in the first place may have changed, yielding an end to the 

interference.116 Likewise, the influence of the United States or competing influences may 

 
115 Goldstone et al., “A Global Model for Forecasting Political Instability.” 

116 Some interventions were successful immediately and thus quite brief, others 

dragged on and were never successful, and still others have been successful but still 

lasted decades because of their strategic value. 
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change the internal dynamics. Moreover, my cases do not span equally across time. The 

vast majority of the cases fall during the Cold War, which may or may not be an 

important factor. Irrespective of these possibilities, using this model as a starting point is 

worthwhile because it is relatively easy to recreate, and it will provide a baseline from 

which to compare once I add the legitimation variables to the model. 
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Table 18 PITF Regression Model for During and After Intervention 

PITF Model (n=179) 

Dependent Variable: Instability Occurs 

  During 1st Five 

Years 

2nd Five 

Years 

  
  

  

Infant Mortality 1.61 5.27*** 4.74*** 

  
   

Neighborhood 

Conflict 

5.69*** 1.19 1.51 

  
   

State Discrimination 1.16 2.37** 2.80** 

  
   

Regime Type 
   

Electoral Autocracy 0.81 1.91 3.74** 

Electoral Democracy 0.54 1.86 0.58 

Liberal Democracy 1.37 9.53** 7.41** 

  
   

Length >= 10yrs 2.83** 1.75 1.56 

Prior Intervention 2.58** 2.35** 1.40 

Observations 179 179 179 

Clusters 91 91 91 

Note: *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

  

 

As we can see from the table and consistent with the PITF’s results, infant 

mortality rate is significant and shows that as the infant mortality rate increases, the 

likelihood of political instability also increases: by about 5 times greater for the two five-

year periods after the intervention ends (5.27 times greater for the first five years, and 
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4.74 times greater in the second period).117 The period during the intervention also shows 

that the likelihood of political instability increases more than five-fold for states who are 

surrounded by states also experiencing conflict; though, this variable was not significant 

in the two five-year periods after the intervention ends. State discrimination became a 

significant variable in the two periods following the end of the intervention, with states 

who discriminated at a high level against minority groups being more than two to nearly 

three times more likely to have an episode of political instability occur. Regime type is 

perhaps the most interesting of the variables and shows that liberal democracies have a 

significantly higher likelihood of experiencing political instability in the two latter time 

periods than the reference group, which was closed autocracies. This particular result is 

interesting when we consider both the trend in regime type over time for U.S. 

interventions and the discrepancy in frequency of liberal democracies in states with 

instability. The frequency of liberal democracies in U.S. interventions doubles from the 

time of intervention to the period of 6-10 years later; however, the model shows liberal 

democratic regimes as increasing the likelihood of instability compared to closed 

autocracies.118 In other words, hastily built liberal institutions may be more harmful than 

their less liberal counterparts, at least in the relative short-term. This is an important 

discovery at odds with the general expectation and the baseline I reported in the previous 

 
117 Infant mortality was close to significant at the 10% level during the 

intervention as well, with a p-value of 0.101.  

118 I considered that Israel, which is a liberal democracy, may be acting as an 

outlier since it is in a perpetual state of instability. Even after dropping Israel, liberal 

democracies were still significant at the 10% level during the five-year period.  
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section, and I will discuss it further in the next section. Length of intervention and an 

intervention occurring in the previous five years were included as controls and do show 

significance during the intervention and in the first five-year period after the intervention 

ends (for previous intervention only). These variables indicate that interventions lasting 

longer than a decade have a higher likelihood of experiencing political instability during 

the intervention, which should not be a surprise. Additionally, states that experienced an 

intervention in the previous five years are more likely to experience political instability 

during the intervention and five years after the intervention ends. Two possible 

explanations initially come to mind, either the United States’ previous interference was 

enough to cause future instability, or stabilizing states, in general, is difficult. I will 

explore these possibilities further in the next chapter presenting a series of mini-case 

studies. 

Legitimation 

Understanding how the data responds to the original model, I add in legitimation 

and corruption to gauge how these factors affect the likelihood of instability. Table 19 

shows the logistic regression results for the updated model. 
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Table 19 Logistic Regression with Legitimation 

Legitimation Model (n=179) 

Dependent Variable: Instability Occurs 

  During 1st Five 

Years 

2nd Five 

Years 

  
  

  

Infant Mortality 1.23 4.51*** 4.45*** 

  
  

  

Neighborhood Conflict 7.96*** 1.05 1.45 

  
  

  

State Discrimination 1.51 2.42** 3.05*** 

  
  

  

Regime Type  
 

  

     Electoral Autocracy 1.02 2.14 2.98** 

     Electoral Democracy 1.17 3.55 0.54 

     Liberal Democracy 4.87 35.54*** 8.33** 

  
  

  

Legitimation Type   

     Ideological 1.83 0.98 0.49 

     Nationalist 1.68 0.40 0.47 

     Performance 1.68 0.09** 0.56 

     Rational 0.38 0.35 0.89 

     Traditional 0.38 0.42 0.67 

     Missing 0.76 1.29 1.51 

  
  

  

Regime Corruption 8.02** 5.32* 1.88 

  
  

  

Intervention > 10 years 3.19** 1.47 1.45 

Prior Intervention 2.22** 1.90 1.38 

Observations 179 179 179 

Clusters 91 91 91 

Note: *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

 

The results from the table indicate that the same variables that were significant in 

the base model are still significant once I add legitimation and corruption. Generally, 

legitimation types do not affect the likelihood of instability, except for performance-
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based legitimation, which decreased the likelihood of political instability in the first five 

years after the intervention ends by about 90% compared to charismatic leaders. This 

finding is worth exploring further in the case studies. Regime corruption was significant 

both during the intervention and in the first five-year period after the intervention ends. 

Political instability is about eight times more likely during the intervention and five times 

more likely in the first five years after the intervention ends when the corruption score 

increases by one unit. While this finding is not at odds with what I would expect, it is 

worth exploring further in the next chapter. 

Discussion 

A few interesting pieces of information emerge in this chapter that are worth 

mentioning and exploring further in the case studies. The overall trends in political 

instability in cases where the United States intervenes, particularly that successful cases 

saw a significantly higher proportion of cases with new episodes of instability during the 

intervention than failed cases, is definitely puzzling. Did the United States expect 

instability in these cases and simply fail to prevent it, or perhaps in its efforts to prevent 

one type of instability, such as a revolution or civil war, it enabled a different type, such 

as autocratization? Or, did the United States’ involvement exacerbate underlying 

dynamics that spurred the new instability? All of these are plausible explanations for the 

new episodes of instability during the intervention, and there may not be one clear pattern 

that emerges since each case may have unique contextual factors, but this puzzle will be 

useful to explore in the next chapter. Another interesting pattern, though not statistically 

significant, is the difference between successfully supported leaders and successfully 
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opposed leaders. States with successfully supported leaders saw a slight decrease over 

time in episodes of instability compared with  relatively higher and consistent proportions 

among their failed counterparts. On the other hand, states with successfully opposed 

leaders witnessed the higher and consistent proportions of cases with instability over time 

than their failed counterparts. This pattern preliminarily supports the theory presented in 

Chapter 3 that support to existing leaders, overall, will more likely tamper instability 

while opposition to existing leaders will more likely foment the instability, or at the very 

least inhibit its end. 

Perhaps the most significant results we see in this chapter regard the legitimation 

and regime type baseline, especially when compared to the regression models that do not 

coincide with what we should expect. According to the baseline, leaders with rational and 

performance legitimation made up a significantly greater proportion of states without 

instability than what we might expect based on the overall distribution; yet, performance 

legitimation only significantly reduced the likelihood of instability in the first five years 

after the intervention ends and rational legitimation was not significant at all. Similarly, 

liberal democracies made up a significantly smaller proportion of states with instability in 

the baseline; however, in the regression models, it significantly increased the likelihood 

of political instability occurring in the first and second five year periods after the 

intervention ends, which was mostly consistent across multiple models. The overall lack 

of significant findings in terms of legitimation and opposite result in terms of liberal 

democracies has important implications, in particular, in the field of statebuilding. It also 

may have important implications for U.S. interventions more broadly if something about 
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U.S. interference hampers the stabilizing effect of rational and performance legitimation. 

I will discuss both of these possibilities in the next chapter when we explore some of 

these themes through a set of mini-case studies. 
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CHAPTER 7: PUPPET MASTERS: CASE STUDIES IN STATEBUILDING AND 

REGIME CHANGE 

In the first chapter, I explained the “x factor,” which was the feeling of the 

general population. Undoubtedly, any evaluation of these U.S. interventions, particularly 

since I am focusing on leadership legitimation, will be missing the feelings of the people 

in the host-nation. Indeed, perhaps the most consistent message from all of the interviews 

I conducted with U.S. officials from both the military and civilian sector regarded the 

United States’ near-perpetual misunderstanding or lack of knowledge of the host-nation’s 

population, history, and culture. Nevertheless, exploring some of the key findings from 

the previous two chapters of quantitative results through a selection of mini-case studies 

will allow me to understand whether and how the United States attempts to build stability 

through legitimacy and impact political stability. Though mini-case studies does not 

afford the in-depth coverage that a single case-study format would provide, they will 

provide a more comprehensive look at the range of cases in which the United States 

intervened and hopefully will provide some of the context needed to understand why 

some cases avoided instability altogether and why others were mired in instability 

throughout. Through these cases, I will also be able to present some examples of the main 

ways the United States seeks to build legitimacy, in other words legitimate the leaders or 

regimes it supports. The strategies in these cases may not apply broadly to all cases of 

U.S. intervention or all cases of third-party intervention; nonetheless, they will give 

examples of important interactions between the United States, the leaders, other elites, 

and the populations.  
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I am basing my strategy for picking the cases on two main criteria: one, a range of 

outcomes from starting type of regime/legitimation type to end and those with and 

without instability; and two, availability of supporting data and sources. In an effort to 

understand the leadership dynamics in the cases included in the quantitative analysis, I 

pulled multiple archival and secondary sources for each country represented. Some of 

these are more thorough than others, and to do mini-case studies sufficient justice, it will 

be better to use cases that have a more complete picture available.  As such, I will present 

U.S. interventions in Chile through the 1960s-1980s and the more recent regime change 

plus statebuilding missions of Iraq (2003) and Afghanistan (2001). These three cases fall 

into two main categories: those where the United States interfered in a country with an 

already well-established system and did not seek complete change (Chile) and those 

where the United States had significant influence building a new system from the ground 

up (Iraq and Afghanistan). Both can shed light on what the U.S. role was and how it 

ultimately influenced the leaders and institutions. Furthermore and importantly, looking 

at both types of cases will offer essential policy implications. The United States has taken 

both approaches in its near-recent history, from its hands-off approach after supporting 

rebel groups in Libya overthrow Qaddafi to the intricate efforts to rebuild the states of 

Afghanistan and Iraq. Understanding how hit and run tactics differ from an all hands 

hands-on deck approach is an important contribution to the practice of regime change and 

statebuilding.  

Generally, the United States uses a variety of tactics to strengthen an existing 

regime including strategic networking, performance enhancement, and working within 
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the existing institutions to achieve its goals. When it attempts to weaken or overthrow a 

regime, it largely uses the same techniques by attempting to manipulate the process, 

strengthening certain institutions while weakening others, and again, strategic networking 

to weaken or undermine the leader’s image. 

The “Quick” & Dirty: Chile   

The U.S. interventions in Chile during the 1960s through the 1980s provide an 

excellent case to highlight the range of interference the United States undertook to 

accomplish its national security goals. At different points throughout the years it 

conducted both regime support and opposition, sometimes successfully but not always. It 

undertook classic election interference in the form of campaign support and propaganda 

to work within Chile’s democratic system, and when it was unsuccessful, it sought to first 

encourage the manipulation of the constitution and then to sow instability in the duly-

elected, albeit openly Marxist, government to create conditions ripe for a military coup. 

After the coup, it propped up the leader for several years before realizing that his rule 

would lead to an even worse situation in the country in terms of political instability, 

possibly inciting a civil war, and thus sought to create the conditions ripe for a return to 

democracy. While the United States had similar interference in many other South 

American countries during this period, none experienced the range of interventions that 

Chile did.  

Election Meddling 

The United States first began its operations in Chile in 1962 using CIA support to 

the Christian Democrat candidate Eduardo Frei, primarily through non-attributable 
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funding. The main goals of the operations in 1962-1964 were to shore up support for a 

non-communist coalition thus depriving the Popular Front (FRAP) of votes.  Also at this 

time, Ambassador Cole specifically advocated for ramping up aid to Chile to shore up 

support for the then-current Alessandri government, so that no Radicals, Christian 

Democrats, or other parties would be persuaded to join a FRAP coalition on the grounds 

that the current government “could not cope with Chile’s problems.” In this sense, the 

United States used a two-prong approach: it directly attempted to shore up support for the 

current administration through a program of increasing its performance, while 

simultaneously covertly funding campaigns, dividing the far-left opposition, and 

generating propaganda against the primary FRAP candidate Salvador Allende. In this 

way, it explicitly tried to strengthen the legitimacy of the existing government to deny 

legitimacy to the opposition. This first set of interventions were remarkably effective and 

ended with Christian Democrat Eduardo Frei winning the office of president with 56% of 

the popular vote.  

The second set of interventions began in 1968, before the 1970 presidential 

election. Similar to its operations in the run up to the 1964 presidential election, the 

United States first began influencing candidates and assisting with campaigns, 

propaganda, and “get out the vote” messaging in the 1969 congressional elections with 

the stated purpose of shoring up support in Congress in the event Allende’s 1970 

presidential bid was successful. It was well-understood that none of the three potential 

presidential candidates would likely have the popular majority needed to win, making the 

composition of the Chilean Congress critical to preventing an Allende win. At this point 
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Ambassador Korry specifically advocated for influencing the 1969 congressional 

elections and chastised a recent NIE report noting that it did not give sufficient credit to 

the Frei administration for maintaining democratic stability, and Chile, in general, for its 

democratic survival, making Chile somewhat of a beacon in Latin America, particularly 

with respect to U.S. policies, “which are designed to promote and assist stable, 

democratic governments.” Thus, while the United States invested to prevent the election 

of Allende, it still sought to work within the system and maintain a stable, democratic 

Chile. In fact, when rumors of a coup began to arise in 1969, and the Chilean government 

attempted to scapegoat the CIA, U.S. officials in Chile specifically advocated against the 

use of a golpe, noting that it “would be very much against our interests here. We should 

be in position to use whatever influence we have to counter such a threat.” The United 

States wanted to maintain or increase the legitimacy of existing elites without 

undermining the rational system upon which they relied.  

While the overall congressional operations were successful, the efforts in the 1970 

presidential campaigns were less so. U.S. covert operations specifically attempted to 

weaken support to and within the Popular Unity (UP) coalition rather than specifically for 

one particular candidate. It was keenly aware not to be seen as pro-any candidate and 

vowed to end operations if there was any doubt. As expected, none of the candidates 

garnered a majority, making the time between the election and inauguration critical. The 

1970 election, then, represents where the legitimacy crisis is taking hold. Major elements 

in the population see Allende as the best chance to enhance or change their status. Yet, 

existing elites and much of the upper and middle classes disagree. This is the point at 
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which the United States seeks to prevent Allende from assuming office, first by 

persuading Congress to not elect him, then by persuading Frei to change the constitution, 

and last by holding out hope for a military solution, none of which come to fruition. 

Two Covert Paths 

After Allende won, the U.S. government focused on the “Frei re-election gambit,” 

which consisted of pressuring Frei and using whatever political clout he had to pressure 

Congress into voting in Alessandri instead of Allende. Then, Alessandri would 

immediately step down, requiring a special election, in which Frei could now be a 

legitimate candidate. At the same time, the CIA produced a massive propaganda 

campaign to achieve two main goals: illustrating Allende’s crack-down on media 

organizations before the election was decided, which would delegitimate him both 

domestically and internationally, and generate concern about Chile’s future, which 

deliberately targeted Chilean elites and the military in the hopes they would pressure Frei 

to carry out the “Frei re-election gambit.” The ultimate goal is to still work through 

Chile’s rational institutions without drawing too much attention. In this manner, U.S. 

actions specifically aim to maintain the rational system and convince significant elements 

in the population and elites that Allende’s values do not align with theirs.  

Simultaneously, the U.S. government sought to court military leaders in the event 

they could convince them to undertake a coup, knowing that Frei was unlikely to follow-

through on the plan above. The CIA made plans with two different groups, one involving 

active-duty officers and one involving a retired officer. They deliberately broke off plans 

with the retired officer, with the knowledge that he was highly unlikely to succeed and 
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arguing that they could boost the credibility of the active-duty officer if they could ensure 

prompt delivery to him. While the coup did not take place, loyalists to the retired officer 

did attempt to kidnap and ultimately killed General of the Army, Rene Schneider, who 

was the primary officer against taking military action against Allende, which would have 

paved the way for the coup to take place. Chile, for its part, fully believed in its 

constitution: the Chilean Congress forced Allende to sign a pledge to uphold the 

constitution, and the military institution took pride in its history of not intervening in the 

state. As one CIA report explains on the failure of this plan to work, “Their palliative was 

the built-in checks and balance of Chile’s demonstrated reverence for democracy and 

constitutionality, sweetened by Allende’s promise to honor these traditions.” Thus, 

America’s attempts to bring pressure to bear either on Chile’s existing leader or its 

institutions in its favor in the 1970 election were a failure, and Chile became the first 

democracy to elect an openly Marxist leader.  

Delegitimation and Destabilization 

Recognizing the limits of a coup plan, the Nixon administration attempted to 

weaken Allende and his regime through calculated “coolness,” economic sabotage, 

pressuring all possible weaknesses, and strengthening military ties. The administration 

underwent discussions on when would be the best time to recognize the Allende 

government, wanting to wait long enough to signal its displeasure but not long enough to 

give Allende something to complain about. Similarly, it sent a relatively lower-level 

delegation to the inauguration, which was not wholly out of line with protocol, but would 

demonstrate the “message” without giving him a “propaganda opening.” In terms of 
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economic pressure, it delayed action on Chilean loan requests to the Inter-American 

Development Bank (IDB), worked to restrict loans through the International Bank of 

Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), and consulted with the Export-Import bank to 

discontinue credits and guarantees to Chile. It also attempted to co-opt Brazil and 

Argentina to help it diplomatically isolate Chile in the OAS. All the while, it still 

collaborated with the Chilean government militarily, keeping its commitments to the 

Military Assistance Program and planned joint exercises, which helped keep a strong line 

of communication open through the one institution it had a somewhat more reasonable 

chance of influencing. Ultimately, all of the efforts aimed at proving Allende was bad for 

Chile in order to either persuade him to change his policies or persuade the military to act 

against him. Thus, the efforts were designed to shift the legitimacy crisis against Allende 

by making the potentially negative changes for existing elites a reality. As Chile’s 

economy tanked, protests and strikes increased, and dissatisfaction with the Allende 

government strengthened, the military with the support of some members of Congress did 

move to overthrow the Allende government on September 11, 1973. Though the United 

States had limited knowledge of the coup planning before it happened, it certainly used 

its influence to undermine the existing regime and weaken its legitimacy with elites and 

the military.   

Reconstituting the Constitution 

After General Pinochet took over the Chilean government, early reports were 

euphoric. Realizing their earlier mistakes in recognizing the military governments of 

other Latin American hostile takeovers too soon, the United States made a concerted 
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effort not to recognize the military junta too soon. Chilean leaders agreed, noting it would 

be best if the United States did not publicly vow support too soon, which demonstrates an 

interesting paradox regarding international recognition that I will highlight below. As 

human rights concerns continued to mount, creating a U.S. Congressional backlash 

against Chile, the United States attempted to use a quid pro quo to convince Pinochet to 

reopen the country and return to democratic normalcy. It was moderately successful, 

culminating in Chile’s abolition of its secret intelligence service, the DINA, a 

commitment to gradually increase freedoms, and a return to a constitutional and elected 

government.  During the late 1980s, U.S. officials weighed their options in preventing 

Pinochet’s election, and though their ultimate actions are not available yet, they did 

recognize that Pinochet was so destructive, his election would likely cause worse 

polarization of the Chilean population and invite consolidation of power by Marxist 

forces. Thus one recommendation was to not destabilize the Pinochet regime and allow 

the opposition to unite against him in the upcoming plebiscite, even though they had 

evidence to indict him on state-sponsored terrorism.  Though it is not clear exactly what 

action, if any, the United States took directly against Pinochet, it is clear that they 

expressly wanted to avoid his continuation of power, which was successful. 

Discussion 

Chile represents a remarkable case that reads somewhat like a Tom Clancy novel. 

The United States first attempted to support an existing leader to prevent any rallying cry 

by the opposition in the elections; it used traditional means within Chile’s existing 

institutions to support specific election results; and when it was not successful, it used its 
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influence with other international organizations and CIA funding to support strikes and 

economic unrest to further sabotage the Allende government, which highlighted the rifts 

among elite groups within the country. Thus, though its primary mode of interference 

was through the rational system already in place, when a Marxist government came to 

power through that system, it tried to convince major groups that the regime’s ideology 

did not coincide with theirs and that it was violating the rational system, at which point 

the elite groups worked together to forcibly remove the regime to protect the system. At 

every stage, the United States was concerned with the legitimacy of the leaders with 

respect to the elites and population, for example Alessandri’s performance and Allende’s 

values. At the same time, it was keenly aware of how its actions in Chile and interactions 

with the leaders could either enhance or undermine its efforts. Herein lies the recognition 

paradox: many governments expressly need the United States’ support and eagerly await 

U.S. approval; while in other cases, U.S. recognition or closeness, particularly before 

other countries’ do the same, could do more damage than good. For example, various 

regimes in the Cuban government have asked the United States at multiple times to 

proceed with recognition, not only during its revolution against Spain but also when the 

Batista government initially overthrew the existing regime. They understood that 

recognition by the United States would provide enough justification to warrant their 

legitimacy. On the other hand, when the Brazilian military conducted its coup against 

Goulart, it expressly asked the United States to “stay in the background and not make any 

statements that might damage the forces friendly to us in Brazil.” This is a complex 

aspect of legitimacy that is often understated: international recognition does bestow 
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legitimacy on a leader and can work both ways to legitimate and delegitimate a leader. 

Just as the United States intentionally chose to boost the legitimacy of active duty officers 

by securing equipment for them, weaken the legitimacy of Allende by deliberately acting 

correct but “cool,” it also chose to wait on recognizing the military junta in order to 

deflect any assumptions of U.S. involvement, thereby weakening the new government’s 

domestic and international position. This particular aspect of legitimation is also relevant 

in the statebuilding missions the United States undertook in Afghanistan and Iraq, which 

I will discuss in the next section.  

The Long & Involved: Afghanistan and Iraq 

This section will review the statebuilding cases of U.S. involvement in 

Afghanistan and Iraq. In each case the United States had substantial involvement either in 

drafting the institutional documents or advising them. Whereas the Chilean cases 

demonstrated the range of leaders, modes, and outcomes in U.S. interventions where the 

United States was willing to take action, but not dedicate the kind of resources and 

political capital necessary for overt interventions, in this section, I will present the two 

experiences together while highlighting the fundamental elements that explain how U.S. 

officials attempt to build the legitimation of leaders and how the institutions sometimes 

weaken as a result.119 Specifically, I argue that the way the United States enabled power 

 
119 By combining these cases, I do realize I am committing the same mistakes the 

United States is often accused of by glossing over important differences between the two 

cases. However, one of the most fascinating aspects of these cases is that despite 

important historical, cultural, and societal differences, differing internal and external 

dynamics, and even different U.S. strategic preferences and choices in the beginning, we 

see similar behaviors that have led to similar outcomes in a number of ways. 
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brokers in the beginning established systems in Afghanistan and Iraq that entrenched 

political corruption, not wholly unlike those they built nearly 100 years earlier in Cuba, 

and to some extent, the Philippines. Additionally, like the cases where it intervened in an 

already established system, specific relationships and interactions between U.S. officials 

and host-country officials played an integral role in deciding who was important. 

Background 

The stories of the U.S. interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq after the terrorist 

attacks on September 11, 2001 are now quite well-known. Scholars, journalists, 

politicians, and officials have produced a multitude of works analyzing the successes, 

failures, insurgencies, and U.S. roles in both countries and have largely faulted the United 

States for mismanagement in the beginning and an unrealistic understanding of the 

internal dynamics that would make building democratic institutions difficult in each of 

these countries.120 The efforts in Afghanistan had a much more international presence and 

acceptance, which gave the mission as a whole significantly more legitimacy. Operations 

in Iraq, on the other hand, were primarily efforts by the United States and United 

Kingdom, which hampered the mission from the beginning due to previous relationships 

and mistrust. Nevertheless, a few key aspects of the paths both countries followed are 

 
120 See for example: Ghani and Lockhart, Fixing Failed States; Larry Diamond, 

Squandered Victory (New York, NY: Times Books, 2005); Zaid Al Ali, The Struggle for 

Iraq’s Future: How Corruption, Incompetence, and Sectarianism Have Undermined 

Democracy (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2014); Ali A. Allawi, The 

Occupation of Iraq: Winning the War, Losing the Peace (New Haven, CT: Yale 

University Press, 2007); Michael R. Gordon and Bernard E. (Gen.) Trainor, The 

Endgame: The Inside Story of the Struggle for Iraq, from George W. Bush to Barack 

Obama (New York: Pantheon Books, 2012). 
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worth highlighting: foreign backing of relatively unknown persons, entrenching a system 

of political corruption, and a reliance on U.S. action as both power and scapegoat.  

Entrenched Corruption 

In both cases, two significant aspects are particularly salient with regard to the 

first leaders and the institutions that resulted from the transition: one is that the United 

States does not know enough about the country, its people, or its dynamics to credibly 

say who would be an effective candidate with whom to work; and two, initial leaders 

were largely accepted based more on the fact that they were the least unacceptable to 

other groups than on the fact that they could effectively manage the transitioning 

process.121 Hamid Karzai was relatively unknown to U.S. officials, but other regional 

powers and elites within Afghanistan consistently brought up his potential in the lead up 

to the Bonn conference, therefore, he seemed like an obvious contender if the United 

States could secure the blessing of the exiled king’s loyalists and the warlords.122 Indeed, 

from the beginning, he used the one existing institution within Afghanistan, the Loya 

Jirga, to consolidate his internal legitimacy and did so effectively. Whereas, Iraq had 

multiple exiles driving the political process before and after the U.S. invasion; yet, many 

of these exiles had little practical knowledge of present-Iraq nor were they well-known 

within Iraq. On a very basic level, the United States has to work with someone, and 

 
121 Ambassador Ronald Neumann, personal interview by the author,  

122 James Dobbins, Foreign Service: Five Decades on the Frontlines of American 

Diplomacy (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2017), 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7864/j.ctt1hfr1r2.1. 
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though that someone may initially start out as a weak, compromise candidate, he ends up 

with enormous resources at his disposal. In addition, political manipulation is the 

foremost way he can reign in other groups, by doling out important positions.123 

Ultimately these factors entrench corruption into the institutions by reinforcing a system 

based on personal power and patronage. 124 For example, in Afghanistan, constitutional 

weaknesses such as giving the president authority to appoint all provincial governors 

essentially built a system based on personalism and enabled Karzai to use these positions 

to balance power rather than effective or even legitimate governance.125  

Though the Iraqi system differs, it essentially creates the same dynamic, but 

possibly even worse. The party system developed by Iraqi exiles in the 1990s uses a 

system similar to that in Lebanon of sectarian apportionment, which proportionally allots 

ministerial positions based on election results and allows those politicians to appoint top 

civil service positions.126 This means that not only do these top politicians have immense 

power, but also that they hold power over key civil service sectors. As Ali Allawi notes, 

 
123 Ibid. 

124 Mashal, “After Karzai”; Toby Dodge, “Corruption Continues to Destabilize 

Iraq,” Chatham House – International Affairs Think Tank, October 1, 2019, 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/2019/10/corruption-continues-destabilize-iraq. 

125 Personal interviews conducted by the author with military and political 

advisers, 2019-2020. This is not to say that all governorships were illegitimate. Many 

were effective, but when issues with corruption or human rights abuses arose, the 

tendency for Karzai was simply to move the governor or police chief, for example, to a 

different province -- he may have had no local legitimacy or even respect among peers, 

but he certainly had enough connections somewhere to remain in power. 

126 Dodge, “Corruption Continues to Destabilize Iraq.” 
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“All the ministerial posts were doled out by strict adherence to a formula that parceled 

out the available positions, which went to stalwarts of the various political parties, on the 

basis of ethnicity and sect. I had tried to be professional and fair in my running of the 

Ministry of Finance, but this was not good enough for the hordes of thwarted office-

seekers and party hacks that hovered around the new kingpins and power-brokers in 

Iraq.”127 On the surface, this is not wholly unlike the United States’ system, which is even 

more of a “winner take all” approach; but, the United States has a well-developed, 

technocratic civil service undergirding its political appointees. In Iraq and Afghanistan, 

on the other hand, jobs primarily rely on patronage based on tribes, families, and 

parties.128 Moreover, though the system was likely created to make sure all ethnic groups 

are represented, this system produces a near-constant potential for a legitimacy crisis as 

major groups stand to lose out with every election cycle. As General George Casey 

(USA, retired) remarked, “…the constitution was not a unifying document that we hoped 

it would be. It was a divisive document, and that was a problem….a problem we never 

recovered from.”129 Furthermore, it also invites regional powers, such as Saudi Arabia 

 
127 Allawi, The Occupation of Iraq., p. xii. 

128 Col. Brett Bourne, USMC (ret.); Michael Metrinko, Foreign Service Officer 

(ret.); Ambassador Ronald Neumann (ret.); Dr. Raymond A. Millen (LTC, USA, ret.) and 

other officials, personal interviews with the author, August 11, 2019; January 12, 2020; 

January 17, 2020; and December 17, 2019.   

129 Personal interview with the author, January 21, 2020. 
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and Iran, to intervene in the process to make sure their groups retain important 

positions.130  

The Recognition Paradox 

The recognition paradox that I explained in Chile’s case is ever present in the 

statebuilding cases as well. On the one hand, closeness to those who have the money 

means a leader secures resources. This is an important bonus for any leader, but 

particularly in systems based on patronage and personal power. Building relationships at 

the local level, in particular, were important in Iraq, where provincial governors had little 

faith or trust in the central government to do anything.131 Additionally, ministerial 

advisors noted that sometimes host-nation officials would be rebuffed if the U.S. assigned 

a “lower” rank officer, such as a major, as an advisor instead of a full colonel; and, if the 

adviser was from NATO rather the United States, it was an even bigger insult. Thus, the 

prestige of the person in close contact with the official was a direct reflection of his 

legitimacy among his peers.132 This dynamic was also present in who got invited to 

meetings, and importantly, who was not invited to meetings.  

 
130 Toby Dodge, “Iraq and Muhasasa Ta’ifia; the External Imposition of Sectarian 

Politics,” The Foreign Policy Centre (blog), November 12, 2018, https://fpc.org.uk/iraq-

and-muhasasa-taifia-the-external-imposition-of-sectarian-politics/. I realize the irony here 

as I just presented the 180 cases where the United States intervened to serve its interests. 

131 General George Casey (USA, ret.), and Col. Brett Bourne (USMC, ret.), 

interviews with the author.  

132 U.S. ministerial adviser, interview with the author, December 16, 2019. 
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On the other hand, being seen as too close to an American official might mean the 

people will think the American is in charge, which would weaken the legitimacy of the 

leader. The international legitimacy bestowed on Hamid Karzai and his subsequent, 

effective use of the Loya Jirga helped him avoid this issue in the beginning, but he 

certainly exploited it with other officials who built close working relationships with U.S. 

officials.133 Most of the officials I spoke with were keenly aware of this dynamic and 

would remain in the shadows as much as possible, but there were instances where aid and 

assistance were directly attributable to the United States instead of to the host 

governments. Though certainly the population knew who was footing the bill, in many 

officials’ minds, it was critical for the U.S. role to be side-lined as much as possible to 

enhance the government’s legitimacy, not to mention that they knew their country far 

better than we did.134  

A final note on recognition reflects the lack of knowledge of the United States 

about the countries in which they intervene. I noted, above, that nearly every interview 

participant remarked on the United States’ overall lack of knowledge, which was often a 

chronic problem. This problem was apparent in the initial government transition because 

the United States had to accept, at face-value, the advice and recommendations of exiles 

who had been out of the country for decades (in the Iraqi case) and other foreign officials 

 
133 Thomas Gibbons-Neff, “Young Afghan General Tries to Overhaul Police With 

American Way of War,” The New York Times, July 12, 2019, International edition, sec. 

World, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/12/world/asia/afghanistan-police-chief.html. 

134 Ibid and Ambassador William Taylor (ret.), interview with the author, 

September 24, 2020. 
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and warlords (in the Afghanistan case). It also circles back to recognizing leaders as 

legitimate or not with respect to corruption. A common theme is that the United States is 

so attuned to corruption that an easy way to discredit a rival in U.S. eyes is to claim he is 

corrupt. Since everyone is essentially corrupt at some level, the rival can fairly easily 

make that claim and provide evidence. It did not always affect the decisions of with 

whom the United States was willing to work or whether the host government would 

remove the leader, but it was a sure-fire way to tarnish someone’s reputation. It also, 

then, placed a premium on developing relationships and building trust to understand the 

local dynamics better, but that could also potentially reinforce the recognition paradox. 

Discussion 

There are certainly many reasons why Iraq devolved into civil war and why 

Afghanistan has struggled to stabilize, but these cases highlight the importance of looking 

at the way leaders are empowered and how institutions develop as a result. In these cases, 

being the “known” actors in the beginning of the transition enhanced personal power, 

which then became a way to consolidate power by manipulating political appointments. 

These dynamics were essentially the same that developed in two of the United States’ 

other statebuilding missions: Cuba and the Philippines, both of which led to military 

dictators rising to power to control the issues. In Cuba, Batista specifically arose out of 

concerns of political corruption, which stemmed from politics as the only way for upward 
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mobility.135 The Philippines had multiple issues with peasant uprisings, which turned into 

the Huk rebellion, based on the U.S. “policy of attraction” that essentially rewarded elites 

with political power, who in turn became the sole leaders when it gained its 

independence, marginalizing other groups.136 Essentially, these groups sought to change 

their status with respect to elites and the government and sometimes in violent ways, 

which created a crisis for the government that martial law intended to fix. Finally, U.S. 

recognition becomes a significant, albeit controversial aspect of legitimacy, making 

personality and knowledge a key to walking the tightrope effectively. 

 
135 Louis A. Perez Jr., “Cuba, c. 1930-c. 1959,” in Cuba: A Short History, ed. 

Leslie Bethell, The Cambridge History of Latin America (New York, NY: Cambridge 

University Press, 1993). 

136 Dolan, Philippines. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS  

In this dissertation, I set out to understand the types of leaders the United States 

supports or overthrows, how their legitimation impacts political instability, and how the 

United States interference in leadership selection might intensify or mollify crises of 

legitimacy and resulting instability. I noted that at the heart of political instability is a 

legitimacy crisis. In other words, major groups in a population wish to change their status 

relative to the government or other groups, and the government, elites, and institutions 

either react to allow or prevent this change from occurring. In cases where the 

government does not have the capacity to change or outright prevents it, major groups are 

more likely to violently attempt change through ethnic or revolutionary war, cooption of 

elites, or other institutions such as the military. As Metrinko remarked, “revolutions tend 

to happen when you can’t change the government in any other way.”137 Moreover, when 

a more powerful third party interferes to support the existing system, it could make 

changing a group’s status even more difficult, making the only viable recourse violent 

resistance and overthrow. On the other hand, the third party could also provide the 

existing system more capacity to change by freeing up resources, providing advice and 

assistance, and/or conditioning assistance on certain policies. In either scenario, the 

general point is to make the regime’s values and output consistent with major groups’ 

 
137 Personal interview with the author, January 13, 2020. 
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values and expectations, in other words, legitimate, which is why understanding 

legitimation is critical.  

In the quantitative analysis, I found that the United States did tend to support 

charismatic leaders the most, which is in line with what we would expect because 

charismatic legitimacy is the least stable and therefore the most likely to need support. 

This support was true for all eras as well, but support for leaders using rational 

legitimation increased during the hegemonic era. While changes in the type of leadership 

legitimation are not statistically significantly in cases of support, there are increases in 

performance and rational legitimation and decreases in charismatic legitimation, which 

could indicate that the United States uses some of its influence toward more stable forms 

of legitimacy. More likely, though, is that U.S. support in these cases enables leaders to 

avoid changing. By propping up a leader whose legitimacy is questionable, the United 

States enables the leader to build capacity without needing to change its justifications for 

rule. U.S. support to many Middle Eastern monarchies highlight this path. Though two, 

the UAE and Kuwait, moved toward mostly performance legitimation, most of the others 

remained as they were, a combination of charisma and tradition. However, U.S. 

assistance and an abundance of wealth has enabled them to still perform, eliminating the 

need to change their primary justification for rule. Even in the statebuilding missions of 

Iraq and Afghanistan, where the United States has advocated for rational institutions, 

U.S. support still has enabled leaders to primarily rely on personal power and charisma. 

In terms of stability, U.S. support to existing leaders does show a decrease in instability 
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overtime when it is successful, particularly new instability, which indicates that U.S. 

support does help regimes consolidate legitimacy and not just stability through coercion.  

The United States also opposed charismatic leaders the most, and the type of 

legitimation in successful cases of overthrow did solidly move away from charisma and 

nationalism toward rational systems. Furthermore, regime types moved toward 

democratic regimes and away from autocracies. This finding indicates that when the U.S. 

successfully intervenes to remove a leader from power and replace him, it has generally 

influenced the new regime toward democratic and rational systems. However, the 

occurrence of instability in successful cases of overthrow were consistently higher than in 

failed cases. This higher prevalence of instability in successful overthrows could indicate 

that U.S. interference does not do a good job solidifying the gains in overthrowing the 

existing leader. For example, in Chile’s case, the United States specifically aimed to 

delegitimate the existing leader and pushed for his removal; however, the military junta 

that replaced him, and later Pinochet, went on to consolidate autocratic power and 

commit politicide. Thus while creating a legitimacy crisis for Allende was part of its goal, 

it failed to prevent new instability from occurring as a result.  

Overall then, this study has shown that efforts to bring clear processes and better 

governance in the wake of U.S. interventions has been moderately successful in cases of 

support to existing leaders and significantly successful in cases of overthrow. Or at the 

very least, leaders increasingly based their rationale for rule on these factors. However, 

while in the full population of states, states with leaders using rational and performance 

legitimation and states with democratic regimes represented significantly fewer numbers 
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in cases that had instability, these considerations did not materialize where the United 

States intervened. In other words, if the overall trend holds true, we should see less 

instability in the cases where the U.S. installed rational or performance-based leaders, yet 

successful cases of overthrow saw more instability, not less. Moreover, liberal 

democracies significantly increased the likelihood of political instability in all of the 

models except the time period during the intervention itself, which means states already 

considered liberal democracies are likely not the ones experiencing political instability.  

Policy Implications 

While there are potentially a number of significant policy implications, I will 

highlight two main areas I find particularly important. First, as evident in the case studies, 

the United States’ lack of knowledge about the internal dynamics within a country is a 

sincere detriment if it is tasked with building or rebuilding institutions. Successfully 

overthrown leaders showed significantly higher proportions of instability than their failed 

counterparts, even though many of the replacements were rational leaders. Helping a 

country transition to a rational system is meaningless if the system still does not accord 

with major groups’ values, elevates certain groups over others, or inadvertently builds in 

dysfunctional dynamics or corruption. Furthermore, good governance is difficult to 

provide if corruption becomes so entrenched in the system that services are disrupted or if 

the state budget crumbles under government bloat. While officials such as Ambassador 

Crocker noted the sheer amount of money flowing to the statebuilding efforts in 

Afghanistan as a key reason for the corruption that ensued, I argue that the system itself 

and the power bestowed on key individuals further enhanced the corruption and certainly 
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did not work to dampen it, despite U.S. attempts to rein it in.138 These considerations 

mean that the United States should not rush to hand over authority, nor should it take a 

distant approach, which leads to the next policy implication I will highlight. 

Leaders the United States successfully supported who were already experiencing 

instability did have less instability overtime than their failed counterparts. This suggests 

that if the United States is going to support a leader, it should consider what it will take to 

be successful because failed attempts at supporting leaders leave states mired in 

instability. Perhaps these cases are so complex the United States would not be successful 

no matter what it does. If that is true, then U.S. interference in these cases is a waste of 

resources and political capital. On the other hand, if the United States provides adequate 

support coupled with conditions for addressing the underlying issues, it may have a better 

chance at helping the regime align its values with the aggrieved parties. This strategy 

would mean that in cases where the United States decides to intervene, it would likely 

need to create a strong partnership in order to have adequate influence over changing 

institutions. These considerations may also have implications for current security force 

assistance and stabilization operations, where certain types of assistance such as 

 
138 Craig Whitlock, Leslie Shapiro, and Armand Emamdjomeh, “The Afghanistan 

Papers: The Secret History of the War” (Washington Post, December 9, 2019), 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/afghanistan-

papers/documents-database/. 
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provision of weapons may be more detrimental if not coupled with security sector reform 

or partnered training, for example.139  

Limitations and Areas for Future Research 

This study has proved illuminating on a number of fronts, but it would benefit 

from additional research in three main areas. First, since many regimes use a variety of 

legitimation strategies, this study would benefit from broadening the models to include 

the numeric version of the legitimation variables. I did attempt this strategy, but since 

some of the cases did not have enough numeric data available, several dropped from the 

analysis. Thus, it would be fruitful to use the entire V-Dem set of states and repeat the 

analysis, disregarding only U.S. interventions or possibly using it as a separate 

independent variable.  

Second, international recognition is a potentially significant and confounding 

variable. I attempted to control for this by including only U.S. interventions, which 

means that my subset of cases had at least one powerful recognizer. However, as evident 

by the archives and case studies, recognition by the United States is a blessing and a 

curse. Furthermore, recognition by regional powers, other major powers such as the 

Soviet Union/Russia and China, and/or former colonial legacies could also complicate 

how international recognition plays a role in legitimating or delegitimating a leader.  

Finally, including analysis on the type and level of intervention would help 

solidify the potential causal pathways of impacting legitimacy crises. If the United States 

 
139 This example, of course, depends on the country and context, which circles 

back to my original point regarding depth of knowledge. 
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supports a leader through economic assistance, the outcome may be different than if it 

provides military assistance or electoral interference. While I did look at the nature of the 

leader the United States supported, such as a rebel group or member of the opposition for 

example, the type of interference, itself, may provide important information about 

success and future instability.  
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APPENDIX A: U.S. INTERVENTIONS FROM 1945 TO 2006 

Supported Cases (* indicates successful intervention) 

State Start Year(s) Source(s) 

Argentina 1976* Berger et al. 

Bahrain 1971* Berger et al. 

Bolivia 1986 Peceny 

Bosnia 1995* Peceny 

Brazil 1955*, 1962 PEIG 

Cambodia 1975 Berger et al. 

Chile 1970 Berger et al.; FRUS 

Colombia 1962*, 2000* Berger et al. 

Congo 1962* Peceny 

Costa Rica 1966 PEIG 

Cuba 1952* Berger et al.; FRUS; Peceny 

Czechoslovakia 1990* PEIG 

Denmark 1945* Downes and Monten 

Dominican 

Republic 

1945*, 1965* Berger et al.; Coatsworth; O'Rourke; 

Peceny; PEIG    

Ecuador 1963*, 1981* Berger et al.; Peceny 

Egypt 1952*, 1972* Berger et al.; Peceny 

El Salvador 1945*, 1981* Berger et al.; Coatsworth; Peceny 

Ethiopia 1945* Berger et al. 

Georgia 2002* 
 

Germany (GFR) 1953* PEIG 

Greece 1947*, 1967* Berger et al.; Peceny; PEIG 

Guatemala 1958, 1987* PEIG; Peceny 

Haiti 1986 O'Rourke 

Iceland 1956* PEIG 

India 1962* Peceny 

Iran 1978 Peceny 

Iraq 1955*, 1982*, 

2006* 

Berger et al.; NYT 

Israel 1949*, 1996 PEIG 

Italy 1947* Berger et al.; O'Rourke; PEIG 

Japan 1952* Berger et al.; NYT; O'Rourke 

Jordan 1957*, 1970* Berger et al.; Peceny 

Korea, Republic of 1950* Berger et al.; Peceny 
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Supported Cases (* indicates successful intervention) 

State Start Year(s) Source(s) 

Kuwait 1960* Berger et al.; Peceny 

Laos 1955*, 1958 Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny; PEIG 

Lebanon 1957*, 2006* Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny; PEIG 

Liberia 1945*, 1988 Berger et al.; Peceny 

Malaysia 1959* PEIG 

Malta 1971 PEIG 

Mauritius 1982 PEIG 

Nepal 1959* Berger et al.; PEIG 

Nicaragua 1945* Berger et al.; Peceny 

Oman 1971* Berger et al. 

Panama 1947*, 1981* Berger et al.; Coatsworth; Peceny; 

PEIG 

Paraguay 1949* Berger et al. 

Peru 1965* Berger et al. 

Philippines 1946*, 2002* Berger et al.; Peceny 

Qatar 1971* Berger et al. 

Russia 1996* PEIG 

Saudi Arabia 1945* Berger et al.; Peceny 

Somalia 1977*, 1992 Berger et al.; Peceny 

South Africa 1962* Berger et al. 

Sri Lanka 1956, 1965* PEIG 

Sudan 1984* Peceny 

Taiwan 1945 Peceny 

Thailand 1953*, 1957 Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny; PEIG 

Trinidad 1970* Peceny 

Turkey 1957* Peceny 

Ukraine 1994 PEIG 

United Arab 

Emirates 

1971* Berger et al. 

United Kingdom 1987* PEIG 

Uruguay 1964* Berger et al. 

Vietnam, Republic 

of 

1954*, 1967*, 

1968 

Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny; PEIG 

Yugoslavia 1951* Peceny 

Zambia 1977* Berger et al. 
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Opposed Cases (* indicates successful intervention) 

State Start Year(s) Source(s) 

Afghanistan 1979*, 2001* O'Rourke; Peceny; Downes and Monten 

Albania 1949, 1991, 

1992* 

O'Rourke; PEIG 

Angola 1964, 1975, 

1985 

O'Rourke; Peceny 

Argentina 1946 PEIG 

Belarus 1949 O'Rourke 

Bolivia 1963*, 1971* Berger et al.; Coatsworth; O'Rourke; PEIG 

Brazil 1964* Berger et al.; Coatsworth; O'Rourke;  

Bulgaria 1949, 1990, 

1991* 

O'Rourke; PEIG 

Cambodia 1970*, 1982, 

1993* 

Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny; PEIG 

Chad 1981* Berger et al.; O'Rourke 

Chile 1962*, 1973*, 

1984* 

Berger et al.; Coatsworth; Downes and 

Monten; O'Rourke 

China 1949 O'Rourke 

Congo 1960* O'Rourke; Peceny 

Costa Rica 1986 PEIG 

Cuba 1959 O'Rourke; Peceny 

Cyprus 1964, 1974* Peceny 

Czechoslovakia 1949 O'Rourke 

Dominican 

Republic 

1960* Coatsworth; O'Rourke; Peceny 

El Salvador 1979* Coatsworth 

Estonia 1949 O'Rourke 

Ethiopia 1981 O'Rourke 

France 1947* O'Rourke 

Germany 

(GDR) 

1949 O'Rourke 

Ghana 1966* Berger et al. 

Guatemala 1952* Berger et al.; Coatsworth; Downes and 

Monten; O'Rourke; PEIG 

Guyana 1961* O'Rourke 

Haiti 1963, 1994*, 

2004* 

Downes and Monten; CNN 

Honduras 1963* Berger et al.; Coatsworth; Peceny 

Hungary 1949 O'Rourke 

Indonesia 1954, 1965* Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny; PEIG 
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Opposed Cases (* indicates successful intervention) 

State Start Year(s) Source(s) 

Iran 1952* Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny 

Iraq 1959*, 1972, 

1990, 2003* 

Berger et al.; Downes and Monten; O'Rourke; 

Peceny 

Israel 1992*, 1999* PEIG 

Jamaica 1980* PEIG 

Japan 1945*, 1946* Downes and Monten; archives 

Korea (PRK) 1950 O'Rourke; Peceny 

Korea (ROK) 1946 Berger et al.; Peceny 

Latvia 1949 O'Rourke 

Liberia 1980*, 1983, 

2003* 

Berger et al.; CNN; Hyman; NYT; O'Rourke 

Libya 1982 O'Rourke; Peceny 

Lithuania 1949 O'Rourke 

Mozambique 1964 O'Rourke 

Netherlands 1945* Downes and Monten 

Nicaragua 1979* Coatsworth; O'Rourke; Peceny 

Norway 1945* Downes and Monten 

Panama 1988, 1989* Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny 

Peru 1962 PEIG 

Philippines 1953*, 1957, 

1961*, 1986* 

Berger et al.; O'Rourke; Peceny; PEIG 

Poland 1949, 1981* O'Rourke 

Romania 1949, 1990, 

1992 

O'Rourke; PEIG 

Russia (USSR) 1949 O'Rourke 

Slovakia 1998 PEIG 

Somalia 1964 O'Rourke; PEIG 

Sri Lanka 1960 PEIG 

Suriname 1982 O'Rourke 

Syria 1949*; 1955 Berger et al.; O'Rourke 

Ukraine 1949 O'Rourke 

Vietnam 

(DRV) 

1961 O'Rourke; Peceny 

Vietnam 

(RVN) 

1963* Berger et al.; Downes and Monten; O'Rourke 

Yemen (YPR) 1979 O'Rourke 

Yugoslavia 1992, 2000* PEIG 
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APPENDIX B: MISSING REGIME LEGITIMATION 

Argentina: - "Charismatic" for 1946 & 1951- Peron had charismatic Evita on his side, 

and when she died, his support quickly waned. https://www.history.com/this-day-in-

history/peron-deposed-in-argentina 

Argentina: 1976 - "Performance"; - the military government revived economy; 1982 - 

"Performance" - though that was the downfall because of the Falklands; 1987 - 

"Rational" as constitutional rule returned in 1983 

China: - 1949 - Charismatic obviously though the v-dem is incomplete, it suggests 

ideological (however the authors even note the anomaly here); 1967 & 1972 - same since 

Mao is still in power until 1976 

Greece: 1947 & 1964 (beg & end) - Rational - PMs constitutionally elected 1969 - 

Performance under the military junta - but coercion would probably be just as or more 

appropriate 

Greece: 1967; Performance (see above re: junta); 1974 Performance (see above re: junta); 

1979 - Rational - Hellenic republic reinstated 

Iceland: - 1956; 1956; 1961 - Rational for all three – V-Dem actually has rational as the 

only one existing for awhile, & rational is consistently at the top even when others are 

eventually added 

Iraq: - 1955; 1955; 1960 - Traditional - since it was still an absolute monarchy under 

King Faisal; 1960 Nationalist for "Iraq first policy" 

Iraq: - 1959; 1963; 1968 - 1959 - Nationalist (see above); 1963 - still Nationalist but 

increasingly socialist 

Iraq: - 1972; 1975; 1980 – Ideological for al-Bakr’s “radical socialist rhetoric” History of 

Iraq by Tripp  

Iraq: - 1982-1988 - Charismatic - SH plastered his image across the country & tried to 

convey images of him leading the country to glory; “cult of personality” (Tripp) 

Iraq: - 1990; 1996; 2001 - all Charismatic still Saddam Hussein 

Iraq: - 2003; 2011; 2016 - Charismatic; then Missing 

Malta: - Rational - since it had a democratic regime the whole time 

Nicaragua: - 1979; 1990; 1995 - Labeled the first one Ideological - since the Sandinista 

gov't was a socialist effort & closely aligned w/ Cuba/Soviet Union; 1990 election they 

peacefully stepped down when they lost, so that's Rational & next elections were in 1996 

Yemen: (YPR)- Ideological - since it was a communist/single-party system 
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APPENDIX C: MISSING STATE DISCRIMINATION 

Haiti: 0 - had large enough pop for all years 

Kuwait: 0 - pop reached >500k 1966 

Oman: 0 - pop reached >500k 1956 

Libya: 0 - large enough pop for all years 

Poland: 0 - large enough pop for all years 

Suriname: NA - didn't reach 500k until ~2006 

Yemen (People's Democratic Republic): updated to 0 - large population for all years  

Website below details discrimination in Yemen, but it’s not clear whether it 

would be at a level of 4  

https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/beyond-trafficking-and-slavery/on-colour-

and-origin-case-of-akhdam-in-yemen/ 

Uruguay: 0 - large enough pop for all years 

Mauritius: 0 - reached 500k in 1951  

Jamaica: 0 - large pop for all years 

Angola: 1 – Portuguese colonial dynamics discriminated economically & politically 

Guyana: 1 -- achieves 500k in 1956 discrimination data begins in 1966 when Guyana 

achieves independence - and has a 4 for at least one group through 2001 

Malta: NA - never reaches 500k 

Vietnam (RVN): 0 - data for Vietnam (VIE) begins in 1976 & has 4 until 1989; 

population definitely >500k - DRV represented from 1954-1975 with 0s except for 1975.  

Trinidad: 0 -- large enough pop for all years 

Cuba: 0 -- large enough pop for all years 

Mozambique: 1 -- large enough pop for all years but like Angola, Portuguese colonial 

dynamics perpetrated economic & political discrimination  

Nepal: 0 - large enough pop for all years 

German Democratic Republic: 0 -- population large enough for all years (GFR exists but 

not GDR) 

German Federal Republic: NA - data is -99 until 1960  

Iceland: NA - population never reaches 500k 

Korea (People's Republic) - 0 -- population large enough for all years 

Korea (Republic of) - 0 - data starts in 1950 (as all others) - backdating to 1946 because 

Korea never reaches 4 in discrimination for entire history 

Netherlands: 0 - not represented in dataset despite high population 

Norway: 0 - not represented in dataset despite high population 

Denmark: 0 - not represented in dataset despite high population 
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